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ABSTRACT
A new algorithm for numerically evaluating the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is developed.
The algorithm, which yields results of high precision, is also computationally efficient in the
context of typical 8-bit microprocessor instruction sets. Because it gives a particularly simple
DFT implementation for such microprocessors, the algorithm has been named the simple Fourier
transform, or SFT. Central to the SFT algorithm is the implementation of multiplication using a
lookup table of squares. However, due to a mathematical simplification the number of squarings
required is smaller than might be expected, each multiplication essentially being reduced to a
single ADD-and-SQUARE macro-operation. Thus, even though most simple microprocessors
lack a built-in multiply instruction, the slower alternative of software multiplication need not be
considered for DFT processing. The SFT algorithm is extended with a Hann (sine-squared) data
window applied as a spectral convolution, which due to further simplification of the arithmetic
requires no additional computation time. This modified form of the SFT has been named the
SFT-Hann algorithm. Good performance for real-input narrow-band spectral analysis makes the
SFT and SFT-Hann algorithms useful for a variety of low-end signal processing applications.
Versions of these algorithms written for the Z80 microprocessor are examined, and compared
with several other discrete Fourier transform programs. In order to verify the methods used, as
well as to make them more widely accessible, several illustrative programs written in Structured
Basic are also presented.
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SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS USED
The following list contains symbols referred to throughout the text. Other symbols are defined as
the need arises.



3.141 592 653 589 793 238 462 ...

e

2.718 281 828 459 045 235 360 ...

j

1



Denotes a congruence. For example, 16  -2 mod 6.

[]

A closed interval. On the x-axis, for example, [0,2] means 0  x  2.
The length of the interval [ a, b] is b  a .

()

An open interval. On the x-axis, for example, (0,2) means 0  x  2.
With real numbers, the length of the interval (a,b) is the number b  a .
With integers, the length of (a,b) is b  a  2 .

(]

A semi-open interval. On the x-axis, for example, (0,2] means 0 < x  2.
With integers, the length of (0, N ] or [0, N ) is N  1 .

{}

Sequence or set notation.



Denotes a Fourier transform pair.

DFT

Discrete Fourier transform.
DFT operator, e.g., { X n }  DFT({xk }).

SFT

Simple Fourier transform algorithm.

SFT-Hann

SFT algorithm with integral Hann data window.

PFFT

Prime factor Fourier transform algorithm.

WFTA

Winograd Fourier transform algorithm.

CZT

Chirp z-transform algorithm.

FFT

Fast Fourier transform algorithm.

SL

Scalloping loss.

CG

Coherent gain.

xiv

e-j2/N, reciprocal of principal Nth root of 1.

W

amn

Compact notation for M  N matrix A.

wnk

DFT matrix operator ||wnk|| = Wnk = (e-j2/N )nk.

Re(

)

Real part of a complex number.

Im(

)

Imaginary part of a complex number.

N

Number of terms in a series or sequence.
Number of samples in a record or data block.

L

Number of DFT terms calculated.
Number of spectral points.

t

Time interval.
Sampling period. (1/t = sampling rate)

f

Frequency interval. ( = 1 / Nt )

T

Record length. ( = Nt)

k

Discrete time index.

n

Discrete frequency index.

t

Continuous time variable. ( = kt)

f

Continuous frequency variable. ( = nf)



2f.

x(t)

Continuous time function.
Continuous time waveform. Inverse Fourier transform of X(f).

x(t)  y(t)

Convolution of x(t) and y(t).

X(f)

Continuous frequency function.
Fourier transform of x(t).

X*(f)

Complex conjugate of X(f).

X(f)  Y(f)
xk
{xk}  {yk)

Convolution of X(f) and Y(f). Spectral convolution.
Discrete time sample.
Discrete convolution.

xv

Xn

Discrete frequency sample.

Xn*

Complex conjugate of Xn.

{Xn}  {Yn}

Discrete spectral convolution.

{xk}

Discrete time sequence.
Sampled data waveform.
DFT-1 ({Xn}).

{Xn}

Discrete frequency sequence.
DFT ({xk}).

{wk}

DFT temporal window sequence.

{Wn}

DFT spectral window sequence.



An angle.



Summation operator.

 

Absolute value.
(Real x: IF x  0 THEN x = x ELSE x = -x).
(Complex x: x  x.x* ).

B

Number of bits.

LSB

Least significant bit of a binary number. Most significant bit of a binary
number.

rms

Root mean square.

dB

Decibel, a logarithmic ratio measure.
(If P2/P1 is a power or intensity ratio, and V2/V1 is a voltage, current, or
amplitude ratio, the dB ratio is l0.log10 (P2/P1) = 20.log10 (V2/V1). The
dynamic range of an n-bit binary word is
20.log10(2n ) = 20.n.1og102  6n dB ).

ADC

Analog-to-digital converter.

DAC

Digital-to-analog converter.

ALU

Arithmetic and Logic Unit.

CPU

Central processing unit.

MOS

Metal oxide silicon.

xvi

CMOS

Complementary metal oxide silicon.

TTL

Transistor-transistor logic.

RAM

Random-access (read-write) memory.

ROM

Read-only memory.

EPROM

Erasable, programmable read-only memory.

EEG

Electroencephalogram.

DSA

Density-modulated spectral array.

SEF

Spectral-edge frequency.

FSK

Frequency-shift keying.

Hz

Hertz, frequency unit.

s

Second, time unit.

hr

Hour, time unit.

mo

Month, time unit.

yr

Year, time unit.

V

Volt, electric potential unit.

M

Mega, 106

K

1024, 210

k

kilo, 103

m

milli, 1O-3



micro, 10-6

n

nano, 10-9
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION
The most common arithmetic operation in digital signal processing algorithms is repeated array
multiplication of the form
N

y   xi ai ,

(1.1)

i 1

where the sequence {xi} consists of N data samples or intermediate results, and {ai} is a set of N
predetermined coefficients (e.g., digital filtering, discrete convolution, discrete Fourier
transform), or another sequence of data samples or intermediate results (e.g., discrete
correlation). The arithmetic may be real or complex.
Straightforward or “naive” evaluation of equation (1.1) requires N multiplications and
N-1 additions. However, y is usually a term of another sequence {yk} of length L  N, in which
case a total of LN multiplications and L(N-1) additions are required. Since this represents an
excessive amount of computation for long sequences, considerable effort has been expended to
find improved computational methods.
Most general-purpose computers are not designed to handle multiplication efficiently,
usually implementing it as a microcoded sequence of primitive arithmetic-logic-unit (ALU) shift
and add operations. Given a word-length of B bits, multiplication implemented in this way may
take up to 2B-times longer than simple addition. Computers that lack a built-in multiply
instruction, but also lack user-modifiable microcode (a category that includes most simple
microprocessors), are further disadvantaged since they must implement the ALU shift-and-add
instruction sequence using (relatively slow) software. Thus, given the computational complexity
of multiplication, a major emphasis in signal processing software has been on algorithms that
reduce the number of multiplications.
The technique most often used to improve the computational efficiency of signal
processing algorithms, and array multiplication in particular, is factorization. The usefulness of
factorization can be demonstrated quite simply. For example, evaluation of the nth degree
polynomial,

2
N

P( x)   ai xi  a0  a1x 

 aN 1x N 1  aN x N

(1.2)

i 0

requires N(N+1)/2 multiplications and N additions, but when factored into the form (often called
1

the polynomial algorithm ),

P( x)  a0  x(a1  x(a2 

 x(aN 1  xaN ) )),

(1.3)

only N multiplications and N additions are required.
Let us apply this factorization to the calculation of the discrete Fourier transform (DFT).
The DFT of a length-N sequence {xk} is another length-N sequence {Xn} given by
N 1

X n   xk e j 2 nk / N

n  0,1, , N  1

(1.4)

k 0

where xk may be real or complex, and j  1 . Straightforward evaluation of equation (1.4)
requires N 2 complex multiplications and N(N-1) complex additions.2 Using the notation

W  e  j 2 / N , equation (1.4) can be written in the polynomial form
N 1

n
X n   xkW nk  x0  xW
 x2W 2n 
1

 xN 1W ( N 1) n

(1.5)

k 0

which, when factored using the polynomial algorithm, becomes
X n  x0  W n ( x1  W n ( x2 

 W N ( xN 2  W n xN 1 ) ))

(1.6)

But while this factorization is advantageous if the various powers of W in equation (1.6) are not
recalculated, compared to straight-forward evaluation of equation (1.4) the improvement is very
marginal since only N complex multiplications are saved.
*
For the case of real xk , it is easily shown from (1.4) that X N n  X n . In other words, the

DFT of length-N real sequence n has complex-conjugate symmetry about n = N/2. By not
calculating the redundant complex-conjugate DFT terms, the amount of arithmetic required is
halved. Hence the symmetries of the sine and cosine functions in the four quadrants of the circle

1

The polynomial algorithm has a long history, dating back at least to the seventeenth century, where it can be found
in the mathematical papers of Isaac Newton. See, for example, Newton [1967, p. 531], also Knuth [1981]. Indeed, I
managed to traced the polynomial algorithm back to an earlier date than Knuth [1981] had published, for which
errata he sent me a US bank check for the princely sum of US$0.75.
2
For a more detailed discussion of the DFT, see chapters 2 and 3. Also refer to appendix D.

3
can be used to further reduce the amount of arithmetic. Using Euler’s formula,

e j  cos  j sin  ,
the DFT equation (1.4) can be rewritten in the form,
N 1
2 nk
2 nk 

X n   xk  cos
 j sin


N
N 
k 0

n  0,1, , N  1.

(1.7)

which shows that the xk are multiplied by sines and cosines of a succession of evenly spaced
angles. Therefore, since

cos   cos(   )   cos(   )  cos(2   ),



sin   cos     ,
2


and

it is evident that for N = 4m, a considerable number of the multiplications in (1.4) can be
eliminated by combining the xk before forming the products. The approximate saving is
1  14 2 

15
16

, or 94%. During the latter part of the nineteenth century, much use was made of this

technique to simplify practical Fourier analysis. An example of such an algorithm, for
calculating two harmonic terms, {X1, X2}, from 12 real ordinates is given by Hann [1901,
p.731]3. The same algorithm, extended to calculate up to 5 harmonic terms, {X1, X2, X3, X4, X5},
appears in a Meteorological Office handbook published 50 years later (Brooks and Carruthers
[1953, p. 344]). Skipping multiplications by ±1, the Brooks and Carruthers DFT algorithm
requires a total of 8 multiplications (4 of which are by ±½), and 36 additions. This total does not
include the zero frequency DFT term {X0}, which was calculated separately as a straightforward
sum of the data. But since calculation of the data mean, X0/N, usually preceded the more time
consuming task of harmonic analysis, improved methods of calculating the zero frequency term
received little attention. Due to folding of the data sequence about the sine and cosine symmetry
3

Hann (1901 pp. 732-733) also gives a DFT algorithm for 24 real ordinates. The development of DFT algorithms
for 12 or 24 ordinates originated in the field of meteorology, and resulted from a need to analyze daily variation of
barometric pressure and temperature from hourly data, and annual variation from monthly data. DFT errors with
such relatively small numbers of ordinates were minimized by analyzing an integral number of data periods.

N = 12
N = 24

(monthly data)
(hourly data)
(monthly data)
(hourly data)

HARMONIC PERIODS, n = 1,2,3,4,...,N/2
1 yr
6 mo
4 mo
3 mo
…
2 mo.
12 hr
6 hr
4 hr
3 hr
…
2 hr.
2 yr
1 yr
8 mo
6 mo
…
2 mo.
24 hr
12 hr
8 hr
6 hr
…
2 hr.

4
points, most of the partial sums required for calculating X0 appear again in the harmonic analysis
proper. Thus, in the Brooks and Carruthers algorithm, calculation of X0 requires only one more
addition, as does X6. This gives an addition total of 38 for the whole sequence, {X0, X1,..., X6}.
The fact that these figures represent a considerable improvement on the N2 = 144 real multiplications and N(N-1) = 132 real additions required for straightforward evaluation of an N = 12
real-input DFT, probably explains why this type of algorithm remained in the meteorological
toolbox until the early 1950s.
The application of the symmetry properties of the sine and cosine functions to practical
Fourier analysis reached a peak with the publication of a paper by Runge [1903]. Although the
general principle was already well known, Runge’s paper refined the method, producing DFT
algorithms that were more regular, making them easier to follow and less prone to human error.
The paper gives detailed algorithms and worked numerical examples for real sequences of length
N = 12 and N = 36. Runge’s N = 12 DFT algorithm, shown in Table 1.1, requires a total of 16
multiplications and 38 additions, but if we skip all multiplications by ±1, and implement
multiplication by ½ as an arithmetic right shift (this assumes the use of radix-2 arithmetic), the
multiplication total reduces to 4 multiplications and 4 shifts. Runge’s N = 36 DFT algorithm, on
the other hand, requires 100 multiplications (which reduces to 80 multiplications and 8 shifts),
and 214 additions. However, even though such algorithms represent a significant improvement
over straightforward evaluation of (1.4), the amount of computation still increases
approximately as N2, and therefore remains prohibitive when N is large.
The periodicity of Wnk can be used to derive another factorization of (1.4) that does much
better, particularly for large N. If N is even, then the length-N DFT sequence {Xn} can be
obtained by combining two DFT sequences of length N/2 (calculated respectively from the even
and odd terms of {xn}), using only N/2 complex multiplications and N complex additions. In
other words, it is possible to double the length of a given DFT sequence with only slightly more
than double the labor. This result, which is proved below, was first shown by Runge [1905].
Runge’s 1905 paper gives a method for calculating real-input DFT for N = 24 by the twicerepeated application of his previously published algorithm (Runge [1903]) for N = 12. Runge's
DFT algorithms are for real data only; the complex conjugate DFT terms are not considered.

5
TABLE 1.1
REAL-INPUT DFT ALGORITHM FOR N = 12,
RUNGE [1903]
11

X n   xkW

nk
N 12

where WN 12  e

n = 0,1,…,6

j

2
12

k 0

s1 = x0+x6

s2 = x0-x6

s3 = x1+x11

s4 = x1-x11

s5 = x2+x10

s6 = x2-x10

s7 = x3+x9

s8 = x3-x9

s9 = x4+x8

s10 = x4-x8

s11 = x5+x7

s12 = x5-x7

s13 = s3+s11

s14 = s3-s11

s15 = s4+s12

s16 = s4-s12

s17 = s5+s9

s18 = s5-s9

s19 = s6+s10

s20 = s6-s16

s21 = s1+s17

s22 = s2-s18

s23 = s13+s7

s24 = s15-s8

m1 = ½.s15

m2 = sin 2u.s19

m3 = 1.s8

u = 2/12

m4 = sin 2u.s16

m5 = sin 2u.s20

m6 = 1.s24

m7 = ½.s18

m8 = sin 2u.s14

m9 = 1.s2

m12 = 1.s1

m13 = -1.s7

m10 = -½.s17

m14 = 1.s22

m11 = ½.s13

m15 = 1.s21

m16 = 1.s23

s25 = m1+m3

s26 = m7+m9

s27 = m10+m12 s28 = m11-m13

s29 = s25+m2

s30 = s25-m2

s31 = m4+m5

s32 = m4-m5

s33 = s26+m8

s34 = s26-m8

s35 = s27+s28

s36 = s27-s28

s37 = m15+m16 s38 = m15-m16
X0 = s37
X4 = s36+j s32

X1 = s39+j s29

X2 = s35+j s31
X5 = s34+j s30

X3 = m14+j m6
X6 = s38

4 Multiplications, 38 Additions, 4 Shiftsa
a

Excluded from the multiplication total are 8 multiplications by +1 (i.e., ±sin 3u) and four multiplications by
+½ (i.e., ±sin u) Assuming the use of binary arithmetic, multiplication by ½ is equivalent to an arithmetic
right shift. Since the input data are real, the intermediate sum and product terms are either real or imaginary.
The five additions used to form the complex DFT terms are therefore excluded from the addition total.

Hence in the N = 24 algorithm, two sequences of 6 complex DFT terms are combined to produce
a double-length sequence of 12 terms. The material in Runge’s 1903 and 1905 papers appears in
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a somewhat expanded form in the collected lecture notes of Runge and König [1924, pp. 211231], but without significant additions. Given Runge’s statement in his 1905 paper that his DFT
calculation for 24 ordinates by repeated application of his algorithm for 12 ordinates was a “not
inconsiderable simplification,” it is surprising that Runge did not develop these ideas further over
the years 1905 to 1924. The most obvious areas for further development were use of a shorter
length DFT doubled two or three times with consequent further computational savings, or
repeated use of the N = 12 algorithm for larger numbers of ordinates. But whatever the reasons
for any reticence on Runge’s part, little stimulus was provided by the scientific community at
large, who very probably saw the complexity of the doubling algorithm as being too great in
comparison to the savings for the relatively small numbers of ordinates then in use.4 Perhaps for
these reasons, as well as the fact that no readily accessible English language translation of
Runge’s work relating to the discrete Fourier transform was available (which is still the case,
even today), most of the scientific world of the early twentieth century overlooked the
significance of Runge’s doubling algorithm, and continued using the less efficient, but timetested, symmetry methods.
This hiatus in the development of efficient DFT algorithms lasted until the publication of
work by Stumpff [1939], and Danielson and Lanczos [1942]. Danielson and Lanczos applied
Runge’s doubling procedure to a DFT analysis for 64 real ordinates structured as two analyses
for 32 ordinates, each in turn expressed as two analyses for 16 ordinates, and thence as pairs of
analyses for 8 ordinates. The N = 8 DFT algorithm used by Danielson and Lanczos is similar to
Runge’s [1903] algorithm for 12 ordinates. Danielson and Lanczos illustrate their N = 64
analysis with a worked numerical example, quoted as taking approximately 140 minutes to
calculate all 32 complex Fourier coefficients.5
4

The first automatic digital computers, and the subsequent demand for greater precision, were still some decades
away. The first large-scale digital computer was the electromechanical Automatic Sequence Controlled Calculator
or A.S.C.C. (also known as the Harvard MARK I), completed in 1944. ENIAC (Electronic Numerical Integrator and
Calculator), the first electronic digital computer was completed in 1946. The A.S.C.C. could multiply two 23-digit
numbers in 6.0 seconds (Aiken and Hopper [1946]), while ENIAC using 10-digit numbers and a clock rate of 100
kHz took only 2.8 ms for the same operation (Brainerd and Sharpless [1948]).
5

It is ironic that when automatic calculating machines were first applied to the problem of Fourier analysis, the
efficient methods of Runge, Stumpff, and Danielson and Lanczos, (which had been developed to simplify the
process of manual calculation) were overlooked. As a result, many thousands of hours of machine time were wasted.
Although it is not clear from published accounts whether the first automatic computer, the electromechanical
Automatic Sequence Controlled Calculator or A.S.C.C., was ever used for Fourier analysis, its immediate
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A modern derivation of the DFT doubling algorithm, similar to that given in Peled and
Liu [1976, pp. 143-145], is now presented. Noting that

W( N / 2)  e j 2 /( N / 2)  WN2  W 2 ,
N 1

X n   xkW nk

let

n  0,1,..., N  1.

k 0

Splitting {xk } into even {x2 k } and odd {x2 k 1} sequences gives

Xn 

( N / 2) 1

 x

W 2 nk  x2 k 1W 2 nk  n

2k

k 0



( N / 2) 1



x2 kW

2 nk

W



n  0,1,..., N  1
(1.8)

( N / 2) 1
n

k 0



x2 k 1W

2 nk

n  0,1,..., N  1

k 0

We now use the results
W 2 k ( n  N / 2)  W 2 nk  W kN  W 2 nk  e  j k  W 2 nk

W n  N / 2  W n  W N / 2  W n  e j  W n ,

and
to obtain

X n N / 2 

( N / 2) 1



x2 kW 2 nk  W n

( N / 2) 1

k 0



x2 k 1W 2 nk

n  0,1,..., N  1.

(1.9)

k 0

Equations (1.8) and (1.9) are of the form,

X n  X 2 n  W n  X 2 n 1
X n  N / 2  X 2 n  W n  X 2 n 1

n  0,1,...,( N / 2)  1.

(1.10)

The equations (1.10) when applied recursively comprise the radix-2 decimation-in-time fast
Fourier transform (FFT), and are commonly referred to as the radix-2 FFT butterfly, while the
W n is known as the twiddle factor. The term “decimation-in-time” refers to the process of taking
predecessors the very popular punched card tabulating machines certainly were. Although designed for commercial
data processing, punched card tabulators also found wide application in scientific data processing because they
could evaluate expressions such as a.b and a/b to an accuracy of three or four decimal digits. In a paper presented
to the London and Home Counties Branch of the Institute of Physics, and the London Mathematical Society in 1943,
Comrie (1944) describes the use of a Hollerith tabulating machine for the computation of 48 complex DFT terms
from 360 real ordinates. A sorting machine and a reproducing punch were used to prepare a set of cards containing
the data values and the sines and cosines of all angles on 1° intervals from 0° to 360°. The kth card contained,
xk ; sin(2 k / N ), cos(2 k / N ); sin(2.2 k / N ), cos(2.2 k / N ); sin(3.2 k / N ), cos(3.2 k / N ); ...
The DFT was evaluated as straightforward sums of products, representing a grand total of 360482 = 34,560 real
multiplications, processed and checked by two operators in a day.
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every second term of the {xk } sequence, which can be thought of as a sample-rate reduction. The
radix-2 decimation-in-time FFT algorithm is also known as the Cooley-Tukey FFT (Cooley and
Tukey [1965]). An alternative derivation of the radix-2 FFT, obtained by separating the
components of n instead of the components of k, gives a computationally equivalent algorithm
called the radix-2 decimation-in-frequency or Sande-Tukey FFT (Gentleman and Sande [1966]).
Various canonic forms of these two FFT algorithms, including higher-radix and mixed-radix
forms are compared by Brigham [1974].
Thus a radix-2 FFT of length N  2m requires Nm/2 complex multiplications and Nm
complex additions. In comparison to straightforward (naive) DFT evaluation, the approximate
reduction in computation is

N2
2N

,
Nm / 2 m
which for N = 512 =29 represents a saving of 99%. Further reduction in the amount of
computation can be achieved if the input sequence is real (Brigham [1974, pp. 166-169, p. 196]),
or has other special properties (Cooley, Lewis, Welch [1970]; Rabiner [1979a]). The 94%
savings of the symmetry DFT algorithms discussed earlier are exceeded by the radix-2 FFT for N
 64. The ordinary Cooley-Tukey and Sande-Tukey FFT algorithms do not exploit the symmetry
properties of the sine and cosine functions. FFT algorithms that use these properties are known
as twiddle factor algorithms (Brigham [1974, pp. 191-195]). Although FFT algorithms for
sequences of length N  2m offer special advantages for computers with binary arithmetic, the
only requirement for significant computational savings is that N be highly composite. The FFT
algorithm was developed in a general form for N with arbitrary factors, N = r1.r2…rm, not
necessarily powers of two, by Cooley and Tukey [1965].
Thomas [1963] describes a different FFT algorithm, called the prime factor Fourier
transform (PFFT). This algorithm, which was developed during 1948, was based on the “Stumpff
method of subseries” (Stumpff [1939]). Unlike the Cooley-Tukey and related FFT algorithms,
the PFFT requires the factors of N to be relatively prime. Given that N is the product of two
relatively prime numbers R and S, let

k   R  g  S  h  mod N

k  0,1,..., N 1.

9
Now, given the congruence relations,
p  n mod R
q  n mod S

p  0,1,..., R  1
q  0,1,..., R  1,

the Chinese Remainder Theorem6 can be used to express n in terms of integers p and q as

n   v  p  w  q  mod N

n  0,1,..., N  1

where integers v, w are defined by

v  1mod R
v  0mod S

and

w  0mod R
w  1mod S.

When these mappings are used, the DFT equation (1.4) becomes,
 S 1

X n     x( gR  hS ) mod N e  j 2 gq / S  e  j 2 hp / R

h0  g 0
R 1

n  0,1,..., N  1.

(1.11)

This is in the form of a two-dimensional DFT where the input index k of DFT equation (1.4) is
mapped into a pair of indices (g,h), and the output index n is mapped into another pair of indices
(p,q). Starting with the inner summation, we map the one-dimensional input data into a twodimensional array, then do R length-S DFTs along the rows, followed by S length-R DFTs along
the columns, and then lastly map the transformed data back to one dimension. Equation (1.11)
can be generalized to any number of relatively prime factors N = r1.r2….rm (see, for example,
Chow, Vranesic, and Yen [1983]). Compared with straightforward DFT evaluation, the number
of complex multiplications is reduced from N2 to N(r1+r2.. .+rm ). For example, a length-60 DFT
analysis can be factored into three sub-analyses of lengths 4. 5, and 3. Since a length-4 DFT
requires no multiplications, the number of complex multiplications is reduced from 6060 =
3600, to 60(3+5) = 480, which represents a saving of 86%.

6

The Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) was known to Sun Tsŭ in the fourth century A.D. His book Sun Tzŭ suanching [Master Sun's mathematics classic] gives the following verse (quoted in Libbrecht [1973, p. 269]):
We have things of which we do not know the number.
If we count them by threes, the remainder is 2.
If we count them by fives, the remainder is 3.
If we count them by sevens, the remainder is 2.
How many things are there?
The answer: 23.
Sun Tsŭ then outlines a method for converting the remainders, or residues into the answer 23. This early
contribution to the theory of residue arithmetic is commemorated today by referring to a generalization of the
method as the Chinese Remainder Theorem. See McClellan and Rader [1979, pp. 20-22] for a proof of the CRT.
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From an apparently independent line of development, the Thomas prime factor algorithm
was described in its full generality by Good (1958]. A brief review of the earlier history of the
FFT, together with a side-by-side comparison of the Cooley-Tukey algorithm for (relatively
prime) arbitrary factors, and the Thomas prime factor algorithm (for the same relatively prime
factors) is given by Cooley, Lewis, and Welch [1967]. Useful comparisons are also given by
Rabiner et al. [1972], and Burrus [1977a].
The key to a whole new phase in the development of efficient DFT algorithms was a
short paper by Rader [1968], which showed how a DFT computation can be changed into cyclic
convolution by index permutation when N is prime. For example, consider the 7-point DFT
6

X n   xkW nk

n  0,1,...,6,

W  e  j 2 / 7 ,

k 0

which can be expressed in matrix form as















1

1

1

1

1

1

1

w1

w2

w3

w4

w5

1

w2

w4

w6

w1

w3

1

w3

w6

w2

w5

w1

1

w4

w1

w5

w2

w6

1

w5

w3

w1

w6

w4

1

w6

w5

w4

w3

w2

1   x0   X 0 
   
w6   x1   X 1 
   
w5   x2   X 2 
   
4
x    X .
w
 3  3
w3   x4   X 4 
   
2
w   x5   X 5 
   
w1   x6   X 6 

(1.12)

To convert equation (1.12) into cyclic convolution, X0 must be calculated separately:

X o  x0  x1  x2  x3  x4  x5  x6 . A suitable permutation is then applied to the remaining
indices, which can be done using elementary row and column operations. Exchanging row 2 with
row 3, row 6 with rows 4 and 5, column 2 with column 3, and column 6 with columns 4 and 5,
equation (1.12) can be rewritten as,
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 w1

 w3

 w2

 w6

 w4

 5
w

w3

w2

w6

w4

w2

w6

w4

w5

w6

w4

w5

w1

w4

w5

w1

w3

w5

w1

w3

w2

w1

w3

w2

w6

 x0 
 X1 
w5   x1 
 
 
 
 x0 
 X3 
w1   x3 
 
 
 
3



 X2 
x2
x0
w
        ,
 x0 
 X6 
w2   x6 
 
 
 
6



X 
x
x
w
 4
 0
 4

x 
X 
w4   x5 
 0
 5

(1.13)

which apart from addition of the x0 column matrix is length-6 cyclic convolution. Rader's index
permutation method for prime-length transforms was extended by Winograd [1976, 1978] to
prime-power lengths.
Straightforward cyclic convolution of two length-N sequences requires N2 multiplications. This can be reduced to approximately N   3 / 2 N log2 N multiplications by using the
convolution theorem and the radix-2 FFT to compute

 X n    yk   hk   DFT1  DFT  yk   DFT hk .
Nevertheless, to compute cyclic convolution in this way requires N to be highly composite.
However, the separate calculation of X0 in Rader’s index-permuted prime-length DFT gives a
convolution of length N-1, which is composite. If N-1 does not have sufficient factors, simple
methods involving sequence extension can be used (Rader [1968]).
The essential similarity of DFT computation and convolution was also shown by
Bluestein [1968, 1970]. Bluestein used the simple algebraic identity,7

 n  k  2  n2  k 2  2nk
to factor the powers of W in equation (1.4),

W nk  W

n / 2  W k / 2  W  n  k / 2 .
2

2

2

This factorization allows the DFT of a sequence {xk} of arbitrary length N to be written in the
form of a discrete convolution,

Xn  W

 n / 2
2

N 1

y h

k nk

k 0

7

This identity is used again in chapter 2

n  0,1,..., N  1,

(1.14)
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where yk  xk  W

k / 2 and h  W  n  k 
nk
2

2

/2

. Equation (1.14) can be computed using the FFT if

the data sequences are augmented with sufficient zeros to prevent wrap-around or aliasing
(Brigham [1974. p. 195, p. 202]). Non-cyclic convolution computed in this way requires
approximately 5N + 3Nlog2N multiplications. Equation (1.14) was generalized as the chirp ztransform (CZT) algorithm by Rabiner, Schafer, and Rader [1969a, 1969b].8 The CZT algorithm
is used to numerically evaluate the z-transform of a sequence of N samples at M points on a
circular or spiral contour beginning at any arbitrary point in the z-plane. The angular spacing of
the points and the values of M and N are arbitrary constants. A program for the CZT algorithm is
given in Rabiner [1979b].
Apart from the chirp z-transform algorithm, which had immediate application as a
generalized signal processing tool, methods that changed DFT into convolution were regarded
somewhat as curiosities until Winograd [1975a, 1975b, 1976, 1977] showed that the minimum
number of multiplications required for N-point cyclic convolution is 2 N  K , where K is the
number of irreducible factors of N. Convolution algorithms which achieve or come close to
achieving this minimum for small N are given by Agarwal and Cooley [1977], and Winograd
[1978]. Various methods for synthesizing minimum multiplication convolution algorithms for
small N are reviewed by McClellan and Rader [1979, pp. 61-71]. Winograd [1976, 1978]
combined Rader’s suggested DFT index permutation method with nested short-length minimum
multiplication convolution to develop a new DFT structure known as the Winograd Fourier
transform algorithm (WFTA). Kolba and Parks [1977], on the other hand, used Rader’s DFT
index permutation method to improve the efficiency of the Thomas/Good prime factor Fourier
transform (PFFT) algorithm by using minimum multiplication convolution for individual factors.
The Kolba and Parks paper compares a PFFT algorithm using minimum multiplication
convolution with the WFTA for the same relatively prime factors of N, for various values of N
up to 2520. Kolba and Parks conclude that although the WFTA can yield a somewhat smaller
number of multiplications than the PFFT algorithm using minimum multiplication convolution,
the prime factor algorithm has many advantages, including fewer additions, less memory
required for data and program, and a modular structure that simplifies the task of writing FFT

8

The term chirp is used in radar, and here refers to the linearly increasing frequency of the sequence

{hk }.
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programs. An example of a short-length minimum multiplication convolution DFT algorithm
(Winograd [1978, p. 195]) is shown in Table 1.2.9

TABLE 1.2
DFT ALGORITHM FOR N = 8
USING MINIMUM MULTIPLICATION CONVOLUTION,
WINOGRAD [1978]

7

X n   xkWNnk8

where WN 8  e

n = 0,1,…,7

j

2
8

k 0

s1 = x0+x4

s2 = x0-x4

s3 = x2+x6

s4 = x2-x6

s5 = x1+x5

s6 = x1-x5

s7 = x3+x7

s8 = x3-x7

s9 = x1+x3

s10 = x1-x3

s11 = x5+x7

s12 = x5-x7

s13 = s9+s11

s14 = s9-s11

s15 = s6+s8

s16 = s6-s8

m1 = 1.s13

m2 = 1.s14

m3 = 1.s10

m5 = 1.s2

m6 = j.s4

m7 = j.sin u.s15

m4 = j.s12

u = 2/8

m8 = cos u.s16

s17 = m3+m4

s18 = m3-m4

s19 = m5+m8

s20 = m5-m8

s21 = m6+m7

s22 = m6-m7

s23 = s19+s21

s24 = s19-s21

s25 = m15+m16

s26 = m15-m16

X0 = m1

X1 = s23

X2 = s17

X3 = s26

X4 = m2

X5 = s25

X6 = s18

X7 = s24

2 Multiplications, 26 Additionsb
b

9

Complex arithmetic. Multiplications by 1 or j not counted.

It is interesting to compare Winograd’s N = 8 minimum multiplication convolution DFT algorithm, shown in Table
1.2, with the short DFT developed by Runge [1903], shown in Table 1.1. Both algorithms have a (  )()(  )
nested structure, and considering the different values of N used, and the fact that the Runge algorithm is for real
input only, require a similar amount of arithmetic.
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Ordinary complex arithmetic can also be improved by factorization. For example,
complex multiplication normally requires four real multiplications,
(a + jb)(c + jd) = (ac − bd) + j(ad + be),
but a simple rearrangement reduces the number of real multiplications to three, at the cost of four
more real additions,
[a(c + d) − (a + b)d] + j[c(b − a) + (c + d)a].
This will be faster provided multiplication takes at least four times longer than addition, which is
usually the case.
Although the above factorization methods can reduce the need for multiplication, they do
not eliminate it. Thus, since most simple microprocessors lack such an instruction, they would
seem to be at a disadvantage in signal processing applications. The alternative of using software
multiplication is relatively cumbersome, although if the overall software design minimizes the
amount of data-independent computation, adequate speed may still be achieved. The two main
techniques for reducing data-independent computation are loop unwinding and address
threading. Procedures for automating the generation of such programs are described by Morris
[1977, 1978]. An FFT program using these methods can be found in Morris [1979]. The addition
of special multiply hardware is also a possibility. Compared with software multiplication, this
can speed FFT execution by a factor of about three (Stigall, Ziemer, and Hudec [1982]; Lord
[1979]). This improvement is relatively small due to the overheads of FFT address calculation,
and the relatively slow speed of the multiplier hardware used (~110 s). However, much faster
multipliers are available. One example, the Advanced Micro Devices Am25S558 8-bit by 8-bit
combinatorial multiplier chip can do an 8-bit by 8-bit to 16-bit twos-complement multiply in 45
ns. Alternatively, use of one of the newer-generation 16-bit microprocessor chips could be
considered. For instance, the more powerful instruction set of the 16-bit Intel 8086 (which
includes a 30 s signed multiply) can give a factor of five improvement in speed over a similar
FFT algorithm implemented on an 8-bit microprocessor (Stigall, Ziemer, and Hudec [1982]).
Further up the performance scale specialized digital signal processing micro-processors such as
the Texas Instruments TMS32010 can provide an even larger improvement. This processor has a
sums-of-products architecture optimized for digital signal processing algorithms. Other features
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include a barrel shifter (0–15 bits), and extensive pipelining. Using an on-chip parallel hardware
multiplier, the TMS32010 can multiply two 16-bit signed numbers and accumulate the product in
400 ns. The TMS320l0 can give a 25-times improvement in speed over the 16-bit 8086
microprocessor, and a 100-times improvement over simple 8-bit microprocessors executing
similar algorithms (this is discussed further in chapter 5).
By analyzing the arithmetic operations of array multiplication at the bit level, we can
obtain a factorization of (1.1) that for constant coefficients ai eliminates the need for
multiplication altogether.10 After the basic idea was explored by Zohar [1973], it was developed
along more practical lines by Croisier et al. [l973], Peled and Liu [1974, 1976], and others.
Because the input data are processed serially in a bit-wise fashion, the method was called “bitserial arithmetic.” Burrus [1977b] generalized the concept, by showing that multiplication of
scalars is one-dimensional binary convolution with carries, and that when this result is extended
to higher dimensions, a variety of very efficient arithmetic structures for digital filters and DFT
can be obtained. Although the similarity between discrete convolution and scalar multiplication
had been noted earlier (see, for example, Bracewell [1965, p. 491]), no specific method for
dealing with the carries was suggested.
To show the equivalence of multiplication, and convolution with carries, consider the
product of two B-bit unsigned binary integers,
y  ax
B 1

where

a   ai 2
i0

B 1

i

and

x   xj 2 j,

ai , x j  0,1 .

(1.16)

j 0

B 1

Hence,

(1.15)

B 1

y   ai 2  x j 2 j
i

i0

j 0

B 1 B 1

   ai x j 2i  j .

(1.17)

i0 j 0

10

It is not possible for any hardware or software realization of array multiplication to eliminate the arithmetic
operation of multiplication, since such operations are inherent in the definition (1.1). What can be eliminated is the
need for a hardware multiplier, or the need for an explicit multiply instruction or software multiplication routine.
This is achieved by using alternative multiplication mechanisms. The method to be described uses a table look-up of
precomputed partial products.
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With a change of coordinates, k = i + j, equation (1.17) becomes
y

 B 1


  ai xk  i  .
k 0
i0

2B2

(1.18)

The inner sum is the convolution of the two length-B bit sequences corresponding to the numbers
a and x. However, due to the possibility of carries, the resulting convolution sequence is not
binary coded. This is taken care of by the outer sum. As an example, consider the binary product

101112 11012  1001010112 ,
And the corresponding one-dimensional binary convolution

1,0,1,1,1  1,1,0,1 .
The convolution is conveniently calculated in matrix form,

1

0
1

1
1

0
0

0

0
1
0
1
1
1
0
0

0
0
1
0
1
1
1
0

0
1

 
0
1
1
0 1
 
 
1 1
3
  ,
2
0 0
 
 
1 1
2
1
1

 
1
1

where numbers larger than 1 in the resulting column matrix indicate a carry out of the corresponding bit position. Applying a simple overlap-and-add procedure to the carry digits, we get
111100112 + 001110002 = 1001010112.
The above ideas are not restricted to binary representation. For example, consider the decimal
product
45  37  1665.

The corresponding one-dimensional decimal convolution is

 4,5  3,7 .
In matrix form this becomes

 4 0
 12 

  3
 
 5 4   7    43  ,
0 5  
 35 
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which as before, is converted to the radix representation by the procedure of overlap-and-add of
carries,
0235 + 1430 = 1665.
By interchanging the order of summation in (1.18), the modular operations of convolution and
array multiplication become mixed, which allows a particularly efficient form of arithmetic.
Because the mixing occurs at the digit level (at the bit level for radix-two arithmetic), the
operations of convolution and multiplication become distributed throughout the arithmetic
structure. For this reason, bit-serial arithmetic is now known by the more descriptive name
“distributed arithmetic.” The derivation presented below follows that given by Peled and Liu
[1976]. Referring back to equation (1.1), if the terms of the sequence {xk} are in twoscomplement fixed-point notation, with B bits accuracy, scaled so that xk  1, then (1.1) can be
rewritten in the form
N
  B 1


y   ak    xkb 2b   xk 0  ,

  b 1

k 1

(1.19)

where xkb = 0 or 1, and {ak} is a set of predetermined coefficients. Interchanging the order of
summation over indices k and b gives
B 1
 N
 N
y   2 b   ak xkb    ak xk 0 .
 k 1
 k 1
b 1

(1.20)

Note that it is this reversal of the order of summation which is said to “distribute” the arithmetic.
If we define a function F with N binary-valued arguments,
N

F  x1b , x2b ,..., xNb    ak xkb ,

(1.21)

k 1

equation (1.20) can be rewritten in terms of the function F as
B 1

y   2b F  x1b , x2b ,..., xNb   F  x10 , x20 ,..., xN 0  .

(1.22)

b 1

Using the polynomial algorithm(1.3), this becomes







y  21 F (1)  21 F (2)  ...  21 F ( B  2)  21 F ( B  1)

  F (0),

(1.23)

which can be evaluated without multiplications because multiplication by 2 1 requires only a
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1-bit right shift in radix-2 arithmetic. Thus, given the value of the function F  , ,...,  it is
possible to compute y using addition (subtraction for b = 0) and shift operations only. Since the
arguments of F are binary valued, F has a finite number 2N of possible outcomes, which can be
generated by combinatorial logic, or more simply by using a lookup table of width B bits. Thus,
distributed arithmetic reduces the N multiplications and N-1 additions of equation (1.1) to B
shifts, and B additions or subtractions, where B is independent of N. Hardware circuits for
implementing equation (1.22) are given by Croisier et al. [1973]; Peled and Liu [1974, 1976];
Liu and Peled [1975]; Claasen, Mecklenbrauker, and Peek [1975]; and Chow, Vranesic and Yen
[1983]. One disadvantage of distributed arithmetic can be the large size of the required lookup
tables. The table size grows exponentially with increasing N, and is 2N by B bits for an array
product of length N, which limits N to about 12 to 14, depending on the technology used for
implementation. However, the computation can be partitioned in a variety of ways that trade off
an exponential decrease in table size for a linear increase in the computation time or the number
of additions to be performed. Unfortunately, while partitioning may enable N to be increased
somewhat, any practical increase will not be sufficient to allow long data sequences to be
handled. The resolution requirements of spectral analysis often dictate a value of N in the middle
hundreds, with values in the low thousands not unusual. Hence, for distributed arithmetic to be
effective for DFT computation, distributed arithmetic must be combined with some type of FFT
algorithm that factors N into shorter transforms.
Liu and Peled [1975], and Peled and Liu [1976] discuss several designs for distributed
arithmetic radix-2 FFT processors implemented with TTL adders and shift-registers, using
bipolar and MOS ROM chips for table storage. The table size for a distributed arithmetic radix-2
FFT butterfly computational unit is 1K bytes for N = 256, and 1.8K bytes for N = 512 (8-bit
arithmetic). Using a basic clock rate of 40 MHz, and log2N distributed arithmetic computational
units (one per FFT stage), for N = 256 this type of Fourier transformer takes about 64 ps per
transform.
Distributed arithmetic is particularly suited to the Prime factor Fourier transform (PFFT)
algorithm because the PFFT requires efficient algorithms for short (usually prime) length DFTs.
A prime factor FFT program using distributed arithmetic is described by Chu and Burrus [1982].
The program, written for the Zilog Z80 microprocessor, makes extensive use of lookup tables to
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increase execution speed at the expense of memory usage. To maximize data transfer efficiency,
the prime factor index map (Good [1958]; McClellan and Rader [1979]) and the index
permutations required to convert short prime-length DFT into cyclic convolution (Rader [1968])
are combined into a single lookup table. The cyclic convolutions are evaluated by table look-up
using distributed arithmetic. The DFTs for factors of length four and eight are evaluated using
minimum multiplication algorithms similar to those given by Winograd [1978] (no
multiplications and eight additions for length-4, and two multiplications and 26 additions for
length-8). The two multiplications in the length-8 case are done by table look-up. One advantage
of the Chu and Burrus PFFT algorithm is that real input data requires only half as many
multiplications and additions as complex data. The Chu and Burrus Z80 prime factor FFT
program is between 3 and 23 times faster than conventional FFT programs and prime factor FFT
programs using minimum multiplication convolution (see chapter 5 for discussion). The DFT
table size required by the Chu and Burrus algorithm is 2.5K bytes for N = 7×5×8 = 280, and
5.5K bytes for N = 13×11×4 = 572 (8-bit arithmetic in both cases). The index table size is N for
input and about N/2 for output.
A hardware implementation of a distributed arithmetic PFFT processor is described by
Chow, Vranesic, and Yen [1983]. In contrast to the Chu and Burrus program described above,
Chow, Vranesic, and Yen evaluated the short-length DFTs using Winograd minimum
multiplication DFT algorithms (Winograd [1978]), thereby allowing uniform treatment of all of
the factors whether prime or not. All multiplications were performed using distributed arithmetic
and lookup tables of precomputed partial results. The processor was constructed from standard
TTL logic devices, using EPROMs to store the index permutation and distributed arithmetic
lookup tables. Using a basic clock rate of 5 MHz, the time per transform for N = 7×8×9 = 504
was 5 ms.
Earlier work with distributed arithmetic emphasized schemes suitable for standard bipolar
logic elements such as adders, shift registers and ROM chips. However, the steadily falling cost
of semiconductor memory,11 and the ready availability of simple microprocessors, most of which

11

While chip prices have remained approximately constant, chip storage capacity has quadrupled almost every 18
months for the past ten years. The currently most popular dynamic RAM chip stores 256K bits and costs about
$5.00.
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lack an efficient mechanism for performing multiplication, is now having a significant influence.
As shown by Chu and Burrus [1982], a simple 8-bit microprocessor such as the Zilog Z80,
although lacking any sort of multiplication instruction whatsoever, is not disadvantaged for
signal processing applications when distributed arithmetic is used. The minimal architectural
requirements for distributed arithmetic (shift and add coupled with an efficient data indexing
mechanism) make it very likely that simple-but-fast microprocessors will allow future low-cost
digital signal processors to approach the speeds currently obtainable with bipolar logic.
Although the performance of signal processing software can be enhanced significantly by
using a hardware multiplier or a higher-performance microprocessor, hardware modification or
replacement may be a relatively unattractive option if adequate performance can be obtained by
changing the software. But while software methods such as loop-unwinding and distributed
arithmetic can give substantial increases in speed, they do so only at the expense of increased
memory requirements and program complexity. Also, for DFT computation, only one of the
methods reviewed (the chirp z-transform) seems very suitable for narrow-band spectral analysis.
Conventional FFT programs require all N complex terms of the DFT to be calculated, whereas in
some narrow-band work, as few as one or two terms of the DFT sequence may be required.
This thesis examines a new factorization of the DFT calculation that avoids some of these
problems. The result is a compact algorithm that yields results of high numerical precision. It is
shown that in low-end applications, particularly where only narrow-band spectra are required, it
can give a useful degree of machine performance. Because the new algorithm is well suited to
microprocessors that have simple instruction sets, and gives a particularly simple DFT
implementation for such processors, it has been named the simple Fourier transform, or SFT.
Central to the SFT algorithm is the implementation of multiplication using a squaring operation.
However, due to a mathematical simplification the number of squarings required is smaller than
might be expected, each multiplication essentially being reduced to a single ADD-and-SQUARE
macro-operation. With low- to medium-resolution data (8 to 12 bits), the squares are readily
evaluated using a lookup table. The SFT algorithm is extended with a Hann data window applied
as a spectral convolution, which due to further simplification of the arithmetic requires no
additional computation time for medium values of L. For small values of L the SFT-Hann
algorithm requires less computation time than the ordinary SFT. Two programs written for the
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Z80 microprocessor are used to benchmark the performance of the SFT and SFT-Hann
algorithms alongside several other DFT algorithms. Theoretical execution times for the Z80 SFT
and SFT-Hann programs are compared with actual times measured using random input data.
Several areas of practical application are also briefly considered.
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Chapter 2

THE SIMPLE FOURIER TRANSFORM (SFT) ALGORITHM
2.1 Mathematical Development
Let {xk : k  0,1,

, N 1} be a given sequence of N complex numbers. If we define the sum

X n   xkW nk

n  0,1, , N  1,

(2.1)

where W  e j 2 / N is the reciprocal of the Nth principal root of unity, the resulting sequence of N
complex numbers { X n } is called the (N-point) discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of the sequence {xk }
(Rabiner et al. [1972]; Peled and Liu [1976]). It is easily shown from equation (2.1) that Xn+N = Xn;
in other words, the DFT of a truncated sequence of N samples is periodic with period N. If the terms
of the sequence {xk } are uniformly spaced samples of a suitably frequency band-limited periodic time
function x(t) that is periodic over the measurement interval NΔt, where Δt is the sampling period, then
apart from a scaling constant the terms of the sequence { X n } are exactly the Fourier coefficients of
x(t). The frequency of X n is n/NΔt, and the time of xk is kΔt. Depending on circumstances the {xk }
sequence can be real or complex, but { X n } is generally always complex. For the case of real {xk } ,
equation (2.1) has real and imaginary parts,
N 1

Re( X n )   xk cos  2 nk / N 

n  0,1, , N  1,

(2.2)

n  0,1, , N  1 .

(2.3)

k 0

and
N 1

Im( X n )   xk sin  2 nk / N 
k 0

From simple algebra,

 a  b

2

 a 2  b 2  2ab,

which gives,
ab 

1
2

 a 2  b 2   a  b 2  .



(2.4)
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Letting a  xk , and b  cos  2 nk / N  or sin  2 nk / N  as appropriate, we have

Re  X n  

2nd Term
3rd Term
 1st Term

N 1
N 1
N 1
2


1
x 2   cos 2  2 nk / N     xk  cos  2 nk / N    n  0,1,
2 k
k 0
k 0
 k  0


, N 1

(2.5)

, N  1.

(2.6)

and,
2nd Term
3rd Term
 1st Term

N-1
N 1
N 1
2


Im  X n    12   x 2k   sin 2  2 nk / N     xk  sin  2 nk / N    n  0,1,
k 0
k 0
 k=0


Now consider like terms of (2.5) and (2.6):
THE FIRST TERMS:
N 1

The first term in each case is

x .
2
k

k 0

This sum is independent of n, and therefore the same for all frequencies. Consequently it only needs
to be evaluated once.
THE SECOND TERMS:
For n = 0, N/2, the second term in (2.5) is clearly equal to N. For n ≠ 0, N/2, use of the
trigonometric identity
cos 2   12  12 cos 2

gives, in (2.5),
N 1

N 1

N 1
 cos  2 nk / N   2  2  cos  4 nk / N 
2

k 0

n  0,1, , N  1.

k 0

The summation on the right hand side can be expressed as a geometric sum of complex exponentials,

1 N 1
1 N 1  j 4 n / N
cos
4

nk
/
N




 e
2 k 0
4 k 0 



  e
k

 ,

 j 4 n / N k

1  1  e j 4 n
1  e  j 4 n 
 

,
4  1  e j 4 n / N 1  e j 4 n / N 
 0,

since e j 4 n  e j 4 n  1.
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Hence, in (2.5), where n  0,1,

, N  1,

N

cos  2 nk / N    N

k 0

2

n  0, N / 2

0

sin  2 nk / N    N

k 0

2

n  0, N / 2

N 1

2

(2.7)

n  0, N / 2.

Similarly, in (2.6),
N 1

2

(2.8)

n  0, N / 2.

Thus, the second terms in (2.5) and (2.6) are essentially constant. The fact that these terms are the
same for 0  n  N / 2, can be used to advantage in a computer program of the algorithm.
It is interesting to note that the above proof depends for its simplicity on the consideration of
only integer values of n. For the case of continuous n, the derivation of simple closed-form
expressions for (2.5) and (2.6) is somewhat more involved, and is given in appendix A. The resulting
expressions are
N 1

N
 cos  2 nk / N   2 
2

k 0

cos  2 n  N  1 / N  sin  2 n
2sin  2 n / N 

(2.9)

and,
N 1

N
 sin  2 nk / N   2 
2

k 0

cos  2 n  N  1 / N  sin  2 n
2sin  2 n / N 

.

(2.10)

The consideration of only integer values of n in equations (2.7) and (2.8) constitutes a sampling
operation on the functions defined by (2.9) and (2.10). Figures 2.1 through 2.4 show graphs of these
functions for various values of N. Notice that both functions intersect the N/2 ordinate at all integer
and half-integer values of n, except at n = 0 and N/2 where the ∑cos2 function equals N, and the ∑sin2
function is zero. These are just the results previously given in (2.7) and (2.8).
A close inspection of the graphs for the graphs for the N = 2 and N = 16 cases (Figures 2.1 and
2.3) indicates strange behavior at n = N/2. This does not show up in the other graphs due to finite
arithmetic effects. Mathematically it occurs in all cases because the functions defined by (2.9) and
(2.10) are discontinuous at n = 0, N/2.
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Fig. 2.1. SFT Second Term (continuous n) for N = 2 and N = 3.

Hence, we can use l’Hospital’s rules to obtain the result,

lim

n  0, N / 2

cos  2 n  N  1 / N  sin  2 n
2sin  2 n / N 



N
.
2

On the other hand, for integer values of n ≠ 0, N/2, that is for
n  0,1,

,( N / 2)  1,( N / 2)  1,

, N  1, equations (2.9) and (2.10) are clearly equal to N/2 since

sin(2 n)  0 . Thus we have duplicated the results obtained rather more directly in (2.7) and (2.8).
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Fig. 2.2. SFT Second Term (continuous n) for N = 5 and N = 8.

A simple way to check the consistency of equations (2.7) and (2.8) is to add them together,
which gives the expected result,
N 1

N 1

k 0

k 0

 cos2  2 nk / N    sin 2  2 nk / N   N.

(2.11)

Furthermore, equations (2.9) and (2.10) show equation (2.11) to be true not just for integer values of
n, but for real n as well.
Although we have restricted n to the interval  0, N  in the above discussion, due to the
periodicity of the sines and cosines the results can be applied to other n by interpreting n cyclically
with a cycle of N.
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Fig. 2.3. SFT Second Term (continuous n) for N = 16.

Fig. 2.4. SFT Second Term (continuous n) for N = 100.
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THE THIRD TERMS:
The third terms in equations (2.5) and (2.6),
N 1

k

 cos  2 nk / N  

k

 sin  2 nk / N   ,

  x
k 0

2

and
N 1

  x
k 0

2

must be evaluated for each value of n.
2.2 Computation
For xk real, it is readily determined from the definition of the DFT (2.1) that X N  n  X n* . In other
words, the DFT of a sequence of N real-valued samples has complex conjugate symmetry about

n  N / 2 . For this reason, when xk is real, it is not necessary to consider values of n greater than
N/2. Thus, if L is the desired number of DFT terms, equations (2.5) and (2.6) could be evaluated for
n  0,1,


,L 1 


N /2
N /2

N even,
N odd.

More generally, (2.5) and (2.6) may be evaluated for any particular frequency sub-range, or for
individual DFT terms, depending on the region of interest. Thus, a large N could be used to increase
the frequency resolution over one or more adjustable frequency ranges without the necessity of
computing all N terms of the DFT.
Referring back to the three terms in equations (2.5) and (2.6), the number of squarings is
N+0+NL and 0+0+NL respectively, while the number of additions is N+0+2NL and 0+0+2NL, plus 4L
additions to add all of the terms together. This gives in total,

and

N  2 L  1

SQUARINGS

4 L  N  1) N 

ADDITIONS.

(2.12)

To compare (2.12) with straightforward evaluation of DFT equation (2.1), which for real data
requires a total of

and

2 LN

MULTIPLICATIONS

2 L  N  1

ADDITIONS,
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The arithmetic operations in (2.12) can be regrouped to give

and

2 LN
N

ADD-and-SQUARE macro-operations
SQUARINGS

2 L  N  1  N  6 L

ADDITIONS.

Thus, we can see that except for an extra N+6L additions and N squarings, the SFT algorithm
essentially reduces each multiplication of the straightforward DFT algorithm to a single ADD-andSQUARE macro-operation. The squares are readily obtained from a lookup table, so that no
multiplication is required. Since table look-up operations are relatively fast, the lack of a built-in
multiply instruction in typical 8-bit microprocessor instruction sets does not necessarily result in slow
program execution. Apart from a computational overhead of N squarings and N additions, each
spectral point requires 2N ADD-and-SQUARE operations and 2N+4 additions. The amount of
computation is therefore nearly proportional to LN. The relatively modest amount of computation
required for small L allows the algorithm to be used to advantage in narrow-band applications. If only
a relatively small number of DFT terms are to be calculated, and no multiply instruction or
multiplication hardware is available, the SFT algorithm can be expected to run faster than ordinary
fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithms most of which compute the entire sequence of N terms.
We can do better than this if the n = 0 (zero frequency) DFT term is required. This case is
conveniently handled by a separate calculation, since it amounts to a simple summation of the real
input data over the measurement interval. This slightly reduces the amount of computation required
and also bypasses the problem of treating the second terms of (2.5) and (2.6) as exceptional cases
when n = 0. From equations (2.2) and (2.3),
N 1

Re  X 0    xk ,

and

Im  X 0   0.

(2.13)

k 0

Thus the n = 0 DFT term requires only N additions, a saving of 2N squarings and 3N + 4 additions.
If we also decide to reject n = N/2 from consideration, the second terms in (2.5) and (2.6) will
always be equal to N/2. Thus, no special treatment is required for any particular value of n.
In summary, the only terms to be evaluated are,
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N 1

x

(n  0 case only)

k

(2.14)

k 0

N 1

and

x ,
k 0

2
k

N 1

along with

  x

k

k 0

N 1

and

  x
k 0

k

(2.15)

 cos  2 nk / N  

2

(2.16)

 sin  2 nk / N   .
2

(2.17)

Note that the summations (2.15), (2.16), and (2.17) are always positive, and can therefore be
stored as unsigned integers. Signed arithmetic must be used when the unsigned summations are added
together to form the terms of the DFT sequence. The factor

1
2

in equations (2.5) and (2.6) can be

implemented by means of a simple arithmetic right shift, or may be incorporated into the gain
calibration factor of the analog-to-digital converter.
2.3 Verification
To test the correctness of a given DFT algorithm, we might initially consider using the Fourier
transform (Fourier integral) to check the results. However, on further consideration it becomes
apparent that direct comparison is difficult since the DFT is only an approximation to the Fourier
transform. As previously mentioned, the two transforms are equivalent (within a constant scaling
factor) under certain conditions, but because these conditions represent an ideal case that can be
achieved only asymptotically in practice, they do not lead to a useful comparison method. Apart from
finite arithmetic effects, all DFT errors are strictly a function of the waveform being analyzed, and
only arise due to data sampling and truncation considerations. If a waveform is insufficiently sampled
(as can happen if the sampling frequency is less than twice the highest frequency component in the
waveform), the sampling error12 so introduced can be made smaller by using a larger N, but it cannot
be eliminated, especially at higher frequencies (see, for example, Cooley, Lewis, Welch [1970], or
Brigham [1974, pp. 132 135]). On the other hand, discontinuity error caused by non-periodicity of the
truncated DFT data sequence can be made smaller by windowing the data with a suitably smooth

12

This type of sampling error is also known as aliasing error.
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function, but only at the expense of smoothing error, which results in reduced frequency resolution.13
Hence, a different approach is required. By using a simple algebraic function to define the input
sequence, the DFT can be evaluated analytically in a closed form. It is then an easy task to compare
this theoretical DFT with the corresponding output from the DFT algorithm being tested. The
differences should be small compared to unity. This approach is valid for small or large N, and avoids
the difficulty of assessing the effects of sampling and truncation error. The method is given in Rader
[1979] and has been adapted here to use a real-valued input sequence. The sequence used is
{xk  Q k : k  0,1,

, N  1}, which has the DFT,

1  QN
Xn 
1  QW n

n  0,1, , N  1

(2.18)

where W  e j 2 / N . Equation (2.18) is derived in appendix B. A particular advantage of the
xk  Q k test function is that the resulting DFT terms are all non-zero. It is possible for zero DFT

terms to mask errors in the program that is being tested.
The SFT test program was written in Cromemco Structured Basic. Although not overly fast,
this language is ideal for such a test because its arithmetic operations and mathematical functions are
accurate to 13 or 14 decimal digits. A listing of the test program and a printout of the test results are
given in appendix C.1. Using equation (2.18), the test program calculates the test data sequence {xk }
and the theoretical DFT sequence { X n } . This is followed by a straightforward calculation of the DFT
as defined by equation (2.1). Next the program calculates the DFT using the SFT algorithm. Lastly
the program prints out the maximum absolute difference between { X n } and the calculated DFT
sequences. Using N = 32 and Q = 0.9 +j0.0, the maximum absolute difference between the
corresponding terms of the three complex DFT sequences was found to be 1.42E-11.14 The DFT test
sequences for N = 32 are shown in Table 2.1. Refer to appendix B for further explanation.
2.4 Implementation Considerations
One of the convenient features of the SFT algorithm is that most of the arithmetic can be
performed at the precision of the input data. Referring to equations (2.16) and (2.17), a sine or cosine
13
14

Data windows are considered in detail in chapter 3.
Calculated as the absolute vector difference.
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value is subtracted from each term in the input sequence {xk } . As is well known, when two numbers
are added or subtracted, their absolute errors add. Hence, there is little to be gained if the sine or
cosine values have greater precision than the input data. Given that the precision of the input data is B
bits, the appropriate precision for the sine and cosine values is also B bits. Each B-bit sum or
difference (xk ± sin or cos) is squared and then summed into the complex SFT Third Term sum array.
The B-bit sine and cosine values are obtained from a lookup table consisting of a single sinewave
cycle sampled at N equidistant points. The square table has a length of 2B words and has the same
width as the sine table. For 8-bit input data the square table requires only 256 8-bit words. A data
width of 12 bits increases the size of the square table to 4096 12-bit words.
The width of the complex SFT Third Term sum array also needs to be considered. B-bit
squares of the form (xk ± sin or cos)2 are summed N times into each term of the sum array, which
therefore requires a width of B + log2 N bits to avoid overflow. Using a similar argument, the SFT
First Term summation (2.15) also requires a width of B + log2 N bits. As pointed out in section 2.2,
the SFT First Term sum and the SFT Third Term sum array are unsigned. A DFT of length N = 256
with 8-bit input data allows a particularly efficient 8-bit microprocessor assembly language
implementation of the SFT algorithm: even though the SFT First Term sum and the SFT Third Term
sum array both require a width of 16 bits for N = 256, time-efficient 8-bit instructions do most of the
arithmetic. Furthermore, N = 256 allows efficient data indexing in 8-bit microprocessors because it
matches the memory page size that can be addressed by an 8-bit register.
Apart from the obvious advantage of speed, another benefit of lookup tables for the SFT
algorithm is that truncation error can be reduced by using rounded values in the sine and square
tables. This is important since most 8-bit microprocessors lack any direct mechanism for rounding the
results of arithmetic operations. Thus, for N = 256 and 8-bit data, the table look-up SFT algorithm
adds or subtracts a rounded 8-bit sine or cosine value from each data value and then squares the result
which is truncated with rounding back to 8 bits. These 8-bit squares are summed without further
truncation N = 256 times into the complex SFT Third Term sum array.15

15

Contrast this with an ordinary radix-2 FFT algorithm, where for a length-N = 2m transform, each input data value is
processed through a series of m computational stages, each stage involving N/2 complex multiplications. Each
multiplication contributes error to the DFT due to product truncation (with or without rounding), but in two of these
stages, the multiplications are by 1 and j only, and therefore contribute no error. Thus the error in the radix-2 FFT is
approximately m-2 times larger than that in the naive DFT computation.
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TABLE 2.1
DFT TEST SEQUENCES FOR N = 32
{xk} = {1,
0.9,
0.81000000000004, 0.72899999999997,
0.65610000000005, 0.59049000000007, 0.53144100000003, 0.47829689999999,
0.43046721000001, 0.38742048899999, 0.34867844010004, 0.31381059609005,
0.28242953648099, 0.25418658283291, 0.22876792454962, 0.20589113209465,
0.18530201888518, 0.16677181699669, 0.15009463529702, 0.1350851717673,
0.12157665459057, 0.10941898913152, 0.098477090218345, 0.08862938119651,
0.079766443076871, 0.071789798769182, 0.064610818892266, 0.058149737003032,
0.052334763302743, 0.04710128697246, 0.042391158275212, 0.03 815204244769}
{Xn} = {9.6566316179708,
2.5403604314288-j3.8027744148115,
1.1068281206632-j2.2622507774716,
0.77559247134678-j1.540887500144,
0.65359976672643-i1.143960084088,
0.59609206564861-j0.89216196011232,
0.56465504652418-j0.71616339635775,
0.54571590172087-j0.58429910113413,
0.53351555900375-j0.48016400310198,
0.52528003028181-j0.39441613576796,
0.51954395982222-j0.32132667294478,
0.51547824917733-j0.25716043531778,
0.51258966844938 –j0.19934664159931,
0.51057510703683-j0.14602241635047,
0.5092463362207-j0.095764634826875,
0.5084895922724 –j0.04742175506351,
0.50824376936689+j7.7523738838941E-13, 0.50848959227242+j0.047421755065073,
0.50924633622072 +j0.095764634828482, 0.51057510703687+j0.14602241635216,
0.51258966844945+j0.19934664160072,
0.51547824917747 +j0.25716043531979,
0.51954395982239+j0.32132667294703,
0.52528003028204+j0.39441613577055,
0.53351555900407 +j0.48016400310506,
0.54571590172137+j0.58429910113794,
0.56465504652496+j0.71616339636267,
0.59609206564996 +j0.8921619601191,
0.65359976672845+j1.1439600840958,
0.77559247134979+j1.5408875001524,
1.1068281206726 +j2.2622507774884,
2.5403604314811+j3.8027744148463}
31

x
k 0

k

 9.6566316179711

X 0  9.6566316179708

1 31
x0  1
 X n  1.0000000000017  j3.146875E  12
32 n 0
31
1 31
2
2
xk  5 .2569525344331
X n  5.256952534454


32 n 0
k 0

It can be shown (see, for example, Oppenheim and Weinstein [1972]) that for data in a signed
format of B bits plus a sign, multiplication with rounding introduces an error of zero mean, and
variance 2-2B/12. However, since the SFT uses square and add-and-square operations in place of
multiplication, this result will not be quite correct for the SFT. A simple assessment of the relative
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error shows that we can expect between 2 and 3 times more error with the SFT algorithm than with a
DFT using pure multiplication.16 In other words, there is a mean extra variance in the result of 2-2B/5
for each multiplication equivalent. Therefore, with reference to the number of squarings (2.12), and
the scale factor of

1
2

in (2.5) and (2.6), a total rms error in each term of the DFT given by
1

1  2 N .22 B  2
s 
.
2
5 
For N = 256 and B = 7 this gives an rms error of 0.04 in each DFT term, or in units of bits of
rms output noise,
log 2  2 B. s   2.3 bits.

2.5 An SFT Program for the Z80
The (a-b)2 SFT algorithm has been implemented on a Z80 microprocessor using the table look-up
scheme discussed in the previous section. The assembler source code for the Z80 program, together
with program verification data is given in appendix C.2. The program transforms a length N = 256
8-bit data sequence into a 64-point power spectrum. A combination of 8-bit and 16-bit arithmetic is
used to give results of high accuracy. Ignoring the waveform generation and console display code, the
SFT routines require approximately 750 bytes of ROM (this includes 512 bytes for the sine and
square lookup tables), and 1300 bytes of RAM. Less RAM is required if fewer DFT terms are
calculated, or if the length of the input buffer is less than N. Again considering only the SFT routines,
the appendix C.2 program has a minimum execution time of 398+N(242+216L)+330L clock cycles,
and a maximum execution time of 398+N(264+254L)+466L cycles, where L is the number of DFT
terms calculated. The mean value of these two execution times,
16

To estimate the relative error of the SFT algorithm and straightforward (naive) DFT evaluation, let a and b be two B-bit
signed numbers, with quantization error |E| < 2-B+1. Ignoring the terms which contribute no error to the result, and with
reference to equations (2.4), (2.5), (2.6), (2.7), and (2.8), the SFT arithmetic sequence for real input data, and DFT terms n
= 1,2,...,(N/2)-1, can be written
1
2

(a 
2

1
2

1
2

(( a  E )  12 N  (( a  E )  (b  E )) which simplifies to
2

2

N  ( a  b)  (6aE  4bE  5 E )) and finally to ab  (2[ E ( a  b)  E ]  aE  12 E ),
2

2

2

2

whereas for straightforward DFT evaluation (2.1) we have ( a  E )(b  E )  ab  [ E (a  b)  E ].
In each case we get the required product ab and an error term. Dividing the SFT error by the DFT error gives
2 + (aE+0.5E2)/(aE+bE+0.5E2), which since E << 1, simplifies to 2 + 1/(1 + b/a)). Hence the relative error is 2:1 when a
<< b, increasing to 2.5:1 when a = b, reaching 3:1 when a >> b. Thus, we can expect the SFT algorithm to have two- to
three-times more error than DFT computation by the straightforward method. With reference to the previous footnote, the
SFT algorithm should have less error than a radix-2 FFT when m-2 > 3, i.e., when N > 32.
2
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398  N  253  235L   398L clock cycles,

(2.19)

gives a time of 985 ms for N = 256 and L = 64 using a 4 MHz clock, which is close to the measured
execution time of 988 ms obtained using random data (mean of 128 transforms). Hence, within limits,
(2.19) should provide a useful predictor of program performance for various values of N and L. A
simplified description of the Z80 SFT program is given in Figures 2.5 and 2.6.17 The Z80 SFT
program uses an offset twos-complement format for data input. Minimum (negative) input is coded as
00h, zero volts is coded as 80h, and maximum (positive) input is coded as FFh. Although this number
format is easily converted back to normal twos-complement (by adding or subtracting 128), this is not
necessary here since the sine table is coded the same way; the excess 128 is removed when the two
values are subtracted. The fixed-point sine table values, minus the 128 offset, sum to zero as required
by the Fourier series orthogonality relations for cos  2 nk N  and sin  2 nk N  . As discussed in
the previous section, the sine and square lookup tables use rounded values. To allow the real and
imaginary SFT 3rd Term sums to be indexed with a single pointer, both sets of terms are stored
interleaved in one array (SUADR[n]).

Main: % Z80 SFT Program for N = 256.
N := 256; Amplitude := 128; Counter := 128;
repeat
{Amplitude := Amplitude - 1;
call Wave; % Generate test waveform.
call Isft; % Initialization.
repeat
{call Sft; % Update SFT sums by 1 data term.
k := k + 1;
} until Sninc = 0; % Loop 256 times.
call Power; % Complete DFT and calculate power.
call Display; % Display results on console.
counter := counter - 1;
} until Counter = 0;
end.
Fig. 2.5. Simplified description of the Z80 SFT program
(appendix C.2). See also Figure 2.6.

17

A structured pseudo-language similar to Algol or 'C' has been used in place of the more usual flow chart. Statements in
this language are terminated with a semicolon, except at the end of a program unit where a period is used instead.
Statements are grouped with braces { }. Comments start with a % character, and stop at the first end-of-line. Complex
arithmetic is supported. Fortran-like function calls support parameter passing by means of input and return statements.
Arrays must be declared before use.
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Isft: % Initialization Subroutine for Z80 SFT Program.
real x[O:N-11], Power[n1:n2];
complex Suadr[n1:n2]; % SFT 3rd Term sum array. k := 0;
for n := n1 to n2
{Suadr[n] := 0,0; % 0 + j0.
}
Sqsum := 0; % Sum(x[k]^2) := 0;
Sninc := 0; % Sine Table increment := 0};
return.
Sft: % SFT Subroutine for (a-b)^2 Z80 SFT Program.
Sqsum := Sqsum + Square(2*x[k]);
n1
1; n2 := 64; % n = nl,nl+l, ... n2-1,n2.
P
(n1 * Sninc) mod 256; % Init. Sine Table pointer.
for n := n1 to n2
{Im(Suadr[n]) := Im(Suadr[n]) + Square(x[k] - Sine(p));
Re(Suadr[n]) := Re(Suadr[n]) + Square(x[k] - Sine((P + 64) mod 256));
P := (P + Sninc) mod 256; % Update Sine Table ptr.
}
Sninc (Sninc + 1) mod 256;
return.
Power: % Power Subroutine for (a-b)^2 Z80 SFT Program.
% Sumt2 = (((Sine Table scale factor)^2)/64)*N/2.
%
= (127*127*256/2)/64.
Sumt2 32258; % SFT 2nd Term.
Temp := (Sqsum + Sumt2)/4;
for n := n1 to n2
{Tempr := Re(Suadr[n]) - Temp; % 2*Re(X[n]).
Tempi := Im(Suadr[n]) - Temp; % 2*Im(X[n]).
Power[n] := Square(8*Tempr) + Square(8*Tempi);
if Power[n] > 255 then Power[n] := 255;
}
return.
Square: % Square Function for Z80 SFT Program.
% (Implemented as a lookup table in actual Z80 program).
% RETURNED VALUE IS ROUNDED.
input i;
Sqval := int(i*i/N + 0.5);
return Sqval.
Sine: % Sine Function for Z80 SFT Program.
% (Implemented as a lookup table in actual Z80 program).
% RETURNED VALUE IS ROUNDED.
input k;
Sval := int(128 + 127*sin(2*pi*k/N) + 0.5);
return Sval.

Fig. 2.6. Simplified description of the major subroutines
used in the Z80 SFT program (appendix C.2).
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The Z80 SFT program has been designed so that it is relatively simple to increase the lowest
frequency in the SFT frequency loop, and also to reduce the number of DFT terms calculated. To
change the lowest frequency calculated, the sine table increment SNINC is multiplied by the n index
of the first DFT term required prior to each execution of the loop. The default lowest frequency is
1/T. The program is currently set up to calculate 64 DFT terms. To compute fewer terms than this
requires a more elaborate test of the E register contents at the end of the frequency loop. Due to the
storage requirement of 4 bytes per complex term in the SUADR[n] array, the E register test
terminates the loop when E reaches four times the required number of DFT terms. However, since
there is no special code to handle the exceptional value of the SFT 2nd Term when n = 0 and n = N/2,
these values of n must be avoided. This requirement is satisfied if the initial value of the loop index is
greater than zero, and less than (N/2)-L, where L is the number of consecutive DFT terms calculated.
For real-time spectral analysis of analog data, the Z80 SFT program in appendix C.2 needs to be
modified, but since the program was written with this type of use in mind, the changes are minimal.
The major change is implementation of a circular FIFO (first in, first out) input buffer of length N.
Although a buffer of this size is not always necessary (see discussion below), it does serve to ensure
that N contiguous samples will always be processed irrespective of the speed of the SFT software.
The FIFO, which is labelled IBUF in the program listing, is controlled by two pointers: IBPTR for
input and OBPTR for output. Both pointers increment in a clockwise direction. IBPTR must not
overtake OBPTR, or data will be lost; and if OBPTR catches up with IBPTR, as can happen with low
sampling rates, the SFT waits. If the sampling rate is less than the mean sample throughput, it may be
possible for the input FIFO buffer length to be less than N. Indeed, if' the software can be guaranteed
to process every sample in less than one sample time, it may even be possible to dispense with the
input buffer altogether. If the sampling rate is greater than the mean sample throughput, the sampling
must periodically stop (thereby introducing a “dead time” into the analysis), to allow the software
time to catch up.
For low to medium sampling rates, interrupts from a programmable timer chip may be used to
call an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) service routine similar to the following:
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;************************************************
;*
*
;*
ADC INTERRUPT SERVICE ROUTINE
*
;*
*
;************************************************
Int:
ex af,af'
exx
;Save registers.
in a,(ADC)
;Get ADC sample.
Ld hl,(IBPTR)
;Get IBUF input pointer.
Ld (hl),a
;IBUF[k] := sample.
inc l
ld (IBPTR),hl
;IBPTR := IBPTR + 1, modulo 256.
exx
ex af,aft
;Restore registers,
ei
;re-enable interrupts
reti
; and return.
;
IBPTR: ds 2

;Pointer for input of ADC data to IBUF.

We also need to replace the test loop:
;%%%%%%%%%% Start of test loop.
Start: ld hl,Max
.
.
.
jp z,Start
;%%%%%%%%%% End of test loop.
rst 6*8
;
with a loop similar to:
call Isft
;%%%%%%%%%% Start of background tasks loop.
;%%%%%%% Start of SFT loop.
;%%%% Start of wait loop.
Start: ld hl,(OBPTR)
ld a,(IBPTR)
cp a,l
jp z,Start
;Wait if pointers are equal.
;%%%% End of wait loop.
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ld 0,(hl)
inc l
ld (OB PTR),hl
call Sft
jp nz,Start
;%%%%%%% End of
call Sft
call Display
call Isft
jp Start
;%%%%%%%%%% End
;

;c := x[k].
;OBPTR OBPTR + 1, modulo 256.
;Update SFT tsum terms by 1 data point.
;Do all 256 data points.
SFT loop.

of background tasks loop.

An input buffer length smaller than 256 requires only a minor change to the program. For
example, a buffer length of N/4 = 64 can be arranged by replacing:
inc l
ld (OB PTR),hl ;OBPTR OBPTR + 1, modulo 256
with the following:
inc l
ld a,1
and 3fh
;64 - 1.
ld 1,a
ld (OB PTR),hl ;OBPTR := OBPTR + 1, modulo 64.

A similar change needs to be made in the ADC interrupt routine to also increment IBPTR, modulo
64.
Because the Z80 SFT program does not calculate the sine and cosine values, but instead uses a
lookup table, the n (frequency) loop has been nested inside the k (data) loop, with consequent benefits
for real-time processing. Provided that the sampling rate is less than the maximum through-put of the
SFT, this nesting allows each input sample to be fully processed within one sampling interval;
computations can start immediately the first data sample is taken, and the whole spectrum is available
as soon as the last sample is processed. By way of comparison, the radix-2 FFT algorithm cannot start
computation until N/2 samples have been collected.
Output from an 8/16-bit N = 256 fixed-point Z80 SFT program similar to the one given in
appendix C.2 was compared with output from a 56-bit floating-point DFT. The same input data was
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used in both cases, and consisted of the sum of two sinewaves having widely differing amplitudes and
non-harmonically related periods, amplitude 126 (period 5.785 310 734, frequency n = N/5.785 310
734 = 44.25) and amplitude 1 (period 8, frequency n = N/8 = 32). The analysis of this composite
waveform comprises a simple two-tone test of dynamic range and noise level. The test results are
given in graphical form in Figure 2.7. The DFT amplitude expressed using logarithmic units (dB) is
plotted against the frequency index n for both sets of results. The dB difference between the two is
also shown. The largest difference is about 7.2 dB, which indicates an error of 1.2 bits in the Z80
SFT. This is slightly better than the 2.3-bit error calculated in section 2.4. As shown in Figure 2.7, the
smaller sinewave in the n = 8, n = 44.25 two-tone test waveform is barely resolved by the rectangle
window. Also, as a result of spectral bias caused by the large amount of leakage in the rectangle
window, the amplitude of the smaller harmonic is 9.8 dB too high (floating point) or 9.1 dB too high
(Z80 SFT), relative to the correct value of 20.1og 10 (1/126) = -42.007 dB. The three spectral
samples adjacent to the large spectral peak in Figure 2.7 are -14.087 dB, 0 dB, -9.436 dB (floating
point), -14.117 dB, 0 dB, -9.410 dB (Z80 SFT). A parabola fitted to these samples gives n = 44.05 as
the estimated frequency of the large sinewave, a figure that is 0.5% too low. The use of a Hann (sine
squared) data window for improving the amplitude accuracy of the DFT is discussed in chapter 3.
It is interesting to compare the above results with those obtained from a similar test performed
with an 8-bit radix-2 FFT. The N = 2m = 256, m = 8, FFT program used for the test was written for
the Z80 microprocessor and is similar to the one given in appendix C.7. To cope with the increase in
number size throughout the m stages of the FFT, numbers in the Z80 program are stored using a block
floating-point format. Prior to each stage of calculation the numbers in the real and imaginary arrays
are tested; if any number is outside the range 52  x  52, all of the numbers are halved, and the
common exponent incremented by one (see Roxburgh [1981] for discussion). Unlike the Z80 SFT
program, the input data and the complex spectral data in the Z80 FFT program are all twoscomplement numbers, and the arithmetic is exclusively 8-bit. Output from the 8-bit Z80 FFT was
compared with the same 56-bit floating-point DFT program used in the previous comparison. The
results are plotted in Figure 2.8. The test waveform in each case was a single sinewave of amplitude
126, and period 5.785 310 734. The noise-floor of the 8-bit FFT log-amplitude spectrum is -19 dB,
indicating that the 8-bit FFT results are accurate to only about 3.2 bits, with 5 or so bits lost in the
arithmetic right shifts used to prevent numeric overflow.
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Fig. 2.7. Z80 SFT program: two-tone test.

Fig. 2.8. Z80 8-bit radix-2 FFT: sinewave test.
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Chapter 3

EXTENSION OF THE SFT ALGORITHM
3.1 The View Through the DFT Window.
Discrete Fourier transform (DFT) processing is defined for finite data sequences, a requirement that is
met only by non-periodic waveforms. Periodic and other infinite waveforms can be processed only if
some kind of window, or truncation function, is applied beforehand. However, modifying the data in
this way may produce unexpected results, since except under special conditions not often encountered
in practice; the Fourier transform is also modified. The process is described by the frequency
convolution theorem,

X  f  W  f   x t  w t  ,

(3.1)

where X(f) and W(f) are respectively the Fourier transforms of the given input function x(t) and
window function w(t). The asterisk symbolizes convolution, and the double-end arrow denotes a
Fourier transform-pair relationship. The discrete version of the frequency convolution theorem as it
applies to the DFT is given by
1
 X n   Wn  
N

 xk wk  .

(3.2)

where discrete frequency sequences { X n } and {Wn } share a discrete Fourier transform-pair relationship
with the discrete time sequences {xk } and {wk }, respectively (Brigham [1974, p. 128]).
The data window inherent in the “raw” DFT is a simple gating function, the effect of which is
to multiply x(t) by a unit rectangular pulse that is T seconds (N sample periods) long. As will be
discussed in more detail below, the Fourier transform of a rectangular pulse is a scaled (and possibly
phase-shifted) sine function, sinc Tf  (sin  Tf ) / ( Tf ) where f is frequency, and T is the length of the
pulse. This function has the interesting property that it is equal to unity when f = 0, and is zero for f =
1/T, 2/T, ... . Hence, if a waveform has harmonic spectral lines exactly at f = 1/T, 2/T, ..., that is, if x(t)
is periodic with period T, then the convolution of X(f) with the Fourier transform of a length-T
rectangle window function leaves X(f) unchanged.
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On the other hand, if x(t) is periodic but with a period that is not in keeping with T, the
harmonic spectral lines of X(f) and the zeros of the sincTf function do not coincide, and the
convolution process will smear each harmonic spectral line over the whole spectrum. Even if X(f)
consists of just a single spectral line, the result will be a rounded main lobe with two sets of smaller
sidelobes spaced 1/T apart and having an amplitude decay of -6 dB per octave. The effect can be
considered as a “leakage” of spectral energy from the main lobe into the sidelobes, and is undesirable
because of the bias it causes in the amplitude and position of harmonic estimates.18
An alternative view of spectral leakage considers the time-domain effects of windows. From
the definition of the inverse DFT,
xk 

1
N

N 1

X
n 0

n

W nk

k  0,1,

, N  1,

(3.3)

it is readily shown that xk  N  xk . In other words, the DFT and its inverse both behave as if the input
data have been periodically extended. However, periodic extension of data incommensurate with its
natural period introduces discontinuities at the boundaries of the measurement interval. It is these
discontinuities that produce the unwanted spectral contributions known as leakage.
The purpose of window design is therefore to make the data “quasi-periodic” in the
measurement interval, with the least possible loss of information. A good windowing function tapers
smoothly to zero at the boundaries, and has a Fourier transform with small sidelobes. The frequency
convolution theorem shows that a window can be applied equivalently as a multiplication in the time
domain, or as a convolution in the frequency domain; the choice of domain is purely a computational
one, and does not depend on the nature of the data.

18

A related problem, first studied by J. Willard Gibbs [18991, considers the oscillatory effect in the time domain of
truncating a Fourier series representation of a function. This is the inverse of leakage, which is caused by the oscillatory
effect in the frequency domain of truncation in the time domain. However, the effects are analogous in both cases. The
problem is most serious at points of discontinuity in the function being represented. As the number of harmonic spectral
terms or data points is increased, the fractional error decreases only slightly, towards a lower bound of about 18%; instead of
disappearing, the oscillation just becomes increasingly localized. The underlying cause of Gibbs' phenomenon is the nonuniform convergence of the Fourier series in the neighbourhood of a discontinuity. The discovery of the infinitely slow
convergence of the Fourier series at points of discontinuity was made by George Stokes [1847], and independently by
Seidel in 1848 (see Williams [1896]), more than fifty years before Gibbs wrote his 1899 letter to Nature. A detailed
account of Gibbs' phenomenon is given by Lanczos [1966]. Also see Hsu [1970, pp. 247-255].
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The characteristics of more than forty DFT windows (historical and modern) have been
reviewed by Harris [1978], with some corrections and extensions by Nuttall [1981], and Churchill
[1984]. Harris and Nuttall's results are also discussed by Elliot and Rao [1982, pp. 178-251]. Some of
the more important window attributes are peak sidelobe level, main-lobe width, scalloping loss, and
coherent gain. In signal detection applications it is important to have a narrow main spectral lobe and
low sidelobes. On the other hand, if precise measurement of amplitude is required, it is important to
have low scalloping loss; but scalloping loss can be reduced only at the expense of frequency
resolution.
A window that is simultaneously ideal for signal detection and spectrum estimation is
probably impossible because of the reciprocal interdependence of time-duration and spectral
bandwidth. A quantitative expression of this relationship is found in the Fourier analysis uncertainty
principle (Bracewell [1965], Hsu [1970]). Given a time function x(t), and its Fourier transform X(f),
the Fourier analysis uncertainty principle states that
t f 

1
,
4

(3.4)

where (t ) 2 and (f ) 2 are the variances of x (t ) and X ( f ) , respectively. The Gaussian
2

2

pulse, e  at , a > 0, is the only function that achieves equality in (3.4), and as a consequence is said to
2

have minimum time-bandwidth (Harris [1978], Bracewell [1965, p. 163]).
Ordinary DFT processing uses a discrete rectangle window sequence {wk } defined by

1

k  0,1,

0

otherwise.

wk  

, N 1

The corresponding discrete spectral window is the DFT sequence {Wn } given by
N 1

Wn   e  j 2 nk / N

n  0,1,

, N  1,

n  0,1,

, N  1.

k 0

or,
N 1

Wn    e j 2 n / N 

k

k 0

This is in the form of a geometric series, with sum

(3.5)
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Wn 

1  e  j 2 n
1  e  j 2 n / N

 e  j n N 1 / N
 e  j n N 1 / N

n  0,1,

, N  1,

e  j n  e j n
e  j n / N  e j n / N
sin  n
sin  n / N 

n  0,1,

, N  1,

n  0,1,

, N  1.

(3.6)

The (sin  n) / (sin  n / N ) function in equation (3.6) is a version of the Dirichlet kernel
(Lanczos [19661). If N is moderately large, and n is small, it is approximately N (sin  n) / ( n) , which
is the sinc kernel familiar from Fourier integral transform theory. The DFT frequency index n is
related to the actual frequency by the relation f / f s  n / N , where f s is the sampling frequency.
Hence for a unit sampling frequency, we can rewrite the above sine kernel as N (sin  N / 2) / ( N / 2) ,
which is exactly the Fourier transform of a rectangular pulse of width N, symmetrical about the origin
(Hsu [1970, p. 78]). The asymptotic sidelobe fall-off rate of the sinc kernel is -6 dB per octave (1/f),
which is the expected rate for functions with a discontinuity (Harris [1978], Bracewell [1965, pp.
143-148]). Both the Dirichlet and sinc kernels have a mainlobe width of two DFT terms (between
zero crossings), and highest sidelobe levels of approximately -13 dB for medium-to-large values of N.
Moreover, since the Dirichlet kernel is periodic, unlike the sinc kernel it also has a lowest sidelobe
level. Figure 3.1 shows a comparison of these two kernels for the case of N = 15.
The coherent gain (CG) of a DFT window is the zero frequency gain (DC gain) of the
window. It is calculated (Harris [1978]) by normalizing the maximum amplitude of the window to 1
and then summing the terms of the window sequence. The result is then divided by N, the length of
the window,
CG 

1
N

N 1

w .
k 0

k

The rectangle DFT window (3.5) therefore has a coherent gain of unity.

(3.7)
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Fig. 3.1. Comparison of the sinc and Dirichlet kernels for N = 15.

The Hann (or von Hann) window19 has a sine-squared or cosine-squared shape, depending on
whether the origin is located at the beginning of the measurement interval or at its midpoint. For DFT
processing it is given by

 sin 2  k / N  or
wk  
otherwise.
 0
19

1
2

 12 cos  2 k / N 

k  0,1,

, N 1

(3.8)

Named after Austrian meteorologist and climatologist Julius von Hann, 1839-1921 (Blackman and Tukey [1958]).
Famous for his works on atmospheric dynamics, thermodynamics, and climatology, Hann computed the Fourier
coefficients of the daily oscillations (and their seasonal variations) of barometric pressure, temperature, and wind speed for
more than 100 meteorological stations throughout the world.
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The Hann DFT window sequence {wk } for N = 64 is shown in Figure 3.2.

Fig. 3.2. Hann DFT window for N = 64.

Given the data sequence {xk } , the Hann-windowed DFT sequence { X n} is given by.
N 1

X n   xk wk e j 2 nk / N

n  0,1,

, N  1.

n  0,1,

, N  1.

k 0

N 1

  xk sin 2  k / N  e j 2 nk / N
k 0

But even though this time-domain window multiplication procedure is straightforward, the
corresponding spectral convolution for the Hann window is also quite simple, and has the advantage
of not requiring any multiplications.
The spectral window corresponding to the discrete Hann window is the DFT sequence {Wn }
given by
1
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N 1

Wn   wk e  j 2 nk / N

n  0,1,

, N  1,

  sin 2  nk / N  e j 2 nk / N n  0,1,

, N  1,

k 0

N 1
k 0

N 1

   12  12 cos  2 k / N   e  j 2 nk / N 

n  0,1,

, N  1,

k 0




N 1

1
2

1
2

 e
k 0

 j 2 n / N



k

N 1



 14   e j 2  n 1 / N

k 0 

  e
k

 j 2  n 1 / N

 1  e j 2  n 1
1  e  j 2 n
1  e j 2  n 1
1



1  e j 2 n / N 4  1  e  j 2  n 1 / N 1  e  j 2  n 1 / N

 
k





n  0,1,

, N  1,

n  0,1,

, N  1,

and hence,


sin   n  1 
sin   n  1  
sin  n 
Wn  e j n N 1)/ N    14
 12
 14
.
 sin   n  1 / N 
sin  n / N 
sin   n  1 / N  


which can be rewritten in the simpler form,

Wn   14 Dn1  12 Dn  14 Dn1
where Dn is a version of the Dirichlet kernel,
Dn  e j n N 1 / N

n  0,1,

, N  1,

(3.9)

sin  n 
.
sin  n / N 

But since we are considering only integer values of n, equation (3.9) undergoes a quite remarkable
simplification, leaving only three non-zero terms, all of which are real-valued,

Wn   

N
N
,  , 0, 0,
4
2

, 0, 

N
.
4

The fact that these terms are simple binary fractions of N makes the Hann window very simple to
apply as a spectral convolution. Of course, since the DFT and its inverse are periodic when n is
extended outside the interval [0,N), the convolution is cyclic. Using (3.3), the spectral convolution for
calculating the Hann-modified DFT terms from the raw DFT terms is therefore

 X  
n

1
N

 X n   Wn 

1 1
  X n    ,  , 0, 0,
2 4

1
, 0,   .
4

(3.10)

Hence,
X n   14 X n 1  12 X n  14 X n 1

n  0,1,

, N  1,

(3.11)
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which can be computed more efficiently when rewritten in the form
X n  12  X n  12  X n1  X n1  
n  0,1, , N  1,

(3.12)

Assuming the use of binary arithmetic, equation (3.12) requires only 2N arithmetic right shifts, and
2N additions. Thus we can see that unless an extremely fast multiplier is available, it is faster to apply
the Hann window as a convolution in the frequency domain, rather than as a product in the time
domain.20
Due to the consideration of only integer values of the DFT frequency index n in the above
discussion, the wider significance of the results is obscured. If we overlook for the moment that n is
integer, the Hann spectral window (3.9) is seen to consist of three overlapping Dirichlet kernels: a
half-height central kernel, and two translated quarter-height kernels located on the first zeros of the
central kernel. The half-height central Dirichlet kernel is similar to the DFT of the rectangle DFT
window and results from the constant offset of 1/2 in (3.8), while the two translated kernels are the
DFT of the single cosine cycle. The two smaller kernels are added to the central kernel, which tends
to cancel the window sidelobe structure. The highest sidelobe level is approximately -31.5 dB, and
because the Hann window has no discontinuity until the second derivative, the asymptotic sidelobe
falloff rate is -18 dB per octave (1 f 3 ) (Harris [1978]). The consideration of only integer values of n
in equation (3.9) constitutes a sampling operation, giving just three nonzero spectral samples in the
interval [0,N). Equation (3.9) is illustrated for N = 10 and continuous n in Figure 3.3.21 The three nonzero Hann window spectral samples are shown as vertical arrows at n = -1,0,1; phase is ignored.
Notice that the main lobe of the summed kernels is four DFT terms wide (between zero crossings),

20

The TMS32010 microprocessor, which incorporates a 400 ns on-chip hardware multiplier as a standard feature, can do
the N multiplies required to apply a DFT window in the time domain in less than half the time it takes to do the 4N
operations required by the Hann window convolution in the frequency domain.
21

For similarity of presentation with the Fourier integral transform and the finite Fourier transform, Figure 3.3 and several
of the following Figures are shown with a central origin. This is valid since DFT sequences extend periodically outside
the interval [0,N). The finite Fourier transform calculation is essentially a numerical integration of the Fourier integral, but
although closely related to the DFT is computationally less convenient because of its symmetrical arrangement about
the origin. Note that the finite Fourier transform gives a different convolution sequence for the Hann spectral window:
{1/4, 1/2, ¼}. As pointed out by Harris [1978], the all-positive weights are incorrect for DFT processing. To apply finite
Fourier transform results to the DFT, the data time origin must be circularly shifted N/2 (and the right-hand end-point
deleted). This amounts to multiplication of the finite Fourier transform values by the linear phase factor,

e

 j 2  n / N  ( N / 2)

e

 j n

  1 , which alternates the signs of successive transform samples.
n
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twice that of the rectangle window. This illustrates a general rule, that sidelobe cancellation
redistributes spectral energy into the main lobe.22

Fig. 3.3. DFT of the Hann window as the sum of three Dirichlet kernels.

From equation (3.7) the coherent gain of the Hann window is
CG Hann 

1
N

N 1

 sin  k / N  .
2

k 0

22

It is also possible to improve the cancellation of near side-lobes by sacrificing distant sidelobe levels. The best example
of this principle is found in the Dolph-Chebyshev family of windows, all of which have zero sidelobe fall-off. Another
example is the Hamming window, a close relative of the Hann window, but lacking the latter's convenient binary
weighting, defined for the DFT by

0.54  0.46 cos  2 k / N 

wk  

0

k  0,1,

, N 1

otherwise.

Compared to the Hann window, the Hamming window has improved sidelobe cancellation (highest sidelobe 11 dB
lower), yet has a smaller main-lobe width. The trade-off is a lower sidelobe fall-off rate (-6 dB per octave, compared to
-18 dB). The families of Gaussian, Kaiser-Bessel, and Blackman-Harris windows achieve even better sidelobe
cancellation than the Hamming window, at the same -6 dB per octave fall-off rate, by increasing the width of the main
lobe. See Harris [1978] and Nuttall [1981] for further discussion.
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Using a trigonometric identity, and expressing the result as geometric sums of complex exponentials,
we obtain
1 1

2 2N
1 1
 
2 4N

CG Hann 

N 1

 sin  2 k / N  ,
k 0

N 1

  e
k 0

j 2 / N

  e
k

 j 2 / N



k

,


1 1  1  e j 2
1  e  j 2 



,
2 4 N  1  e j 2 / N 1  e  j 2 / N 
1
 , since e j 2  e  j 2  1.
2


Hence for a sinusoid centered in a DFT filter, the gain reduction due to the Hann window
(compared to the rectangle window) is 1/2. The amplitudes of a Hann-windowed DFT must therefore
be doubled to obtain the correct values.
The signal processing literature also discusses coherent power gain, which is the square of the
coherent gain (i.e., the square of the sum of the window terms). The incoherent power gain of a
window is the sum of the squares of the window terms. These two power gains are useful in
discussions of the input and output signal-to-noise ratios of windows. The ratio of the output signalto-noise ratio to the input signal-to-noise ratio of a window is termed the window's processing gain.
Processing gain, or PG, is the reciprocal of another window parameter called the normalized
equivalent noise bandwidth (ENBW). This is the width of an ideal rectangle-shaped bandpass filter
with the same peak power gain that would accumulate the same noise power in the DFT. The
normalized ENBW of the rectangle DFT window is 1 DFT bin. The Hann DFT window has an
ENBW of 1.50 DFT bins (Harris [1978]).
LINEAR FILTERING.
Although the principle advantage of well-designed DFT windows is the reduction of
sidelobes, another important benefit is improved amplitude accuracy in the DFT. To see how this
happens, and also to gain a better understanding of the physical significance of the DFT, it is useful to
consider the DFT as implementing a set of N discrete linear bandpass filters, each filter representing a
complex Fourier coefficient. Although these filters have a frequency response that is far from the
ideal of a flat-topped pass-band with infinitely steep sides, the filter zeros are arranged in such a way
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that for waveforms having only “integer” frequency components (i.e., only integer multiples of 1/T),
none of which exceeds half the sampling frequency, the filters are in fact perfect. Under such ideal
conditions, the DFT and the Fourier integral transform give identical results (within a scaling
constant). Because such ideal waveforms are almost never encountered by digital signal analyzers in
everyday situations, the correspondence between the two transforms is often only approximate at
best. The differences can be categorized as being due to spectral leakage, or aliasing, or both. As will
be discussed below, aliasing error is due not only to undersampling of the data, but also arises from
the windowing process. Aliasing can be reduced by smoothing the data or the window function prior
to sampling, or by using a larger N. Spectral leakage, on the other hand, is the result of nonperiodicity of the waveform in the DFT measurement interval, and although slightly reduced by using
a larger N, a smoother data window will generally be of greater benefit.
From the definition of the DFT,
N 1

X n   xk e  j 2 nk / N

n  0,1,

, N  1,

k 0

the nth DFT term can be written

X n  x0  x1  e  j 2 / N 
 x2  e  j 2 / N 

n

2n


 x N  2  e  j 2 / N 
 xN 1  e  j 2 / N 

 N 2n

 N 1 n

.

As shown by Bruce [1968], this expression can be identified as the output at time ( N  1)t of
a linear digital filter whose unit sample response is
 e  j 2 / N  N 1 k n
hn  k   
 0

k  0,1,

, N 1

(3.13)

otherwise,

and whose input is the sequence

0, 0,

, 0, 0, x0 , x1 , x2 ,

, xN 2 , xN 1, 0, 0,

, 0, 0.

The z-transform of (3.13) is the system function corresponding to the nth term in the DFT sequence

{ X n }. As is well known, the frequency response of a linear digital filter can be obtained by evaluating
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the magnitude of its system function at

z  e j 2 f / fs ,
where, as before, f s is the sampling frequency. Bruce applied this to the system function of the DFT,
obtaining the following expression for the frequency response of the filter bin corresponding to the nth
DFT term,

 f 
Hn  
 fs 

sin


 Nf
fs

  f
n 
sin     
  f s N 

n  0,1,

, N  1.

(3.14)

Equation (3.14) represents the magnitude of the system function, and ignores phase. It
describes a set of linear bandpass filters having center frequencies n N , n  0,1,

, N 1, and

periodic frequency responses of the form sin Nx sin x . The frequency response for different values
of n is identical, just shifted in frequency. Figure 3.4 shows a single period of equation (3.14) for N =
8 and n = 0. The ideal rectangular filter shape is shown superimposed. Figure 3.5 is similar to Figure
3.4, but shows the case of the n = 3 DFT filter. Figure 3.6 shows equation (3.14) for N = 32 and n = 0.
To prevent aliasing error in the DFT, the periodic frequency response of the DFT filters must
be reduced to a single period, or in the case of real data, where half of the complex DFT sequence is
redundant, to only half of a period. The unwanted frequencies are attenuated by using an analog wave
filter prior to the sampling operation. DFT analysis of real data in the principal period {0, f s 2},
requires a lowpass filter with a cutoff frequency of f s 2. However, due to the less-than-ideal
characteristics of practical filters, a cutoff frequency of typically f s 3 to f s 4 is be required to
ensure sufficient attenuation at frequencies greater than f s 2.
A bandpass filter matched to one of the other periods of the DFT filter response function, for
example, [m f s 2, (m  1) f s 2], provides a way for higher frequencies to be analyzed. Since the
bandwidth to be analyzed is unchanged by this frequency translation process, the sampling frequency
stays the same irrespective of m (see Hancock [1961, pp. 18-20] for discussion). Note, however, that
unless m is even, the frequency spectrum is reversed.
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Fig. 3.4. Frequency response of the n = 0 DFT filter for N = 8.

Fig. 3.5. Frequency response of the n = 3 DFT filter for N = 8.
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Fig. 3.6. Frequency response of the n = 0 DFT filter for N = 32.

As shown by Figures 3.4 through 3.6, each DFT filter has N-1 zeros positioned at frequencies
that are multiples of 1/T, where T is the length of the DFT measurement interval. The fact that the
zeros of each filter occur at the center frequencies of the others means that signals with harmonic
spectral lines exactly at f = 0, 1/T, 2/T, ..., have zero leakage between DFT terms. Thus, signals that
are periodic in the DFT measurement interval are unaffected by the rectangle window. The highest
and lowest sidelobe levels given by equation (3.14) for various N are presented in Table 3.1. For large
values of N the lowest sidelobe level is 1/N, consistent with the rectangle window's -6 dB per octave
(1/f) asymptotic sidelobe fall-off rate.
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TABLE 3.1
RECTANGLE DFT WINDOW SIDELOBE LEVELSa

N
8
9
10
12
16
32
64
128
256
512
1024

Highest Sidelobe
Level (dB)
-12.797 35
-12.896 01
-12.966 17
-13.057 04
-13.148 63
-13.232 89
-13.254 32
-13.259 68
-13.261 01
-13.261 35
-13.261 43

Lowest Sidelobe
Level (dB)
-17.890 55
-19.084 85
-19.891 30
-21.508 47
-24.040 31
-30.092 52
-36.120 98
-42.138 31
-48.164 64
-54.185 36
-60.205 99

a

The data given in this table were obtained by analyzing the DFT filter
frequency response function using a gradient search method given in
Durling [1974, p. 366]. Abasing error caused by undersampling of the
window function is ignored; measured sidelobe levels may therefore differ
from these figures, especially when N is small.

Because the DFT filters are not flat-topped, an amplitude error called “scalloping loss” is
introduced. This error, which is also picturesquely called the “picket-fence effect,” is shown for the
rectangle DFT window in Figure 3.7. The plotted curve gives the maximum value of H n ( f f s ) in
equation (3.14) over n  0,1,

, N  1, for N = 8. Scalloping loss is defined as the reduction in

coherent gain for a sinusoid half-way between two adjacent filters in the DFT filter bank, that is, at
frequencies given by f  (n  12 ) f s N , or in normalized frequency units, at f f s  n N  1 (2 N )
(Harris [1978]). Hence, using decibel gain units, scalloping loss (SL) is given by


 f
n
SL  20log10  H n   

 fs N 


 f
n
1 
Hn   
  dB.
f
N
2
N
 s


Choosing n = 0, this can be written more conveniently as


 f

SL  20log10  H 0   0 

 fs



 f
1 
H0  
  dB.
 f s 2 N  

(3.15)
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Fig. 3.7. Frequency response of the DFT considered as a bank of linear bandpass filters.

Using H n ( f f s ) given in (3.14), the rectangle DFT window scalloping loss (SL ) is therefore

  
SL  20 log10 N sin 

 2N 

dB.

(3.16)

The asymptotic value of SL  for large N is

  
lim 20log10 N sin 

 2N 

N 

 20log10


2

dB,

 3.922 397 540 603 053 182

dB.

(3.17)

The scalloping loss of the rectangle window DFT filter function (3.16) is given for various N in Table
3.2. Table 3.2 also shows empirical values of SL , measured near the centre of the DFT frequency
range (i.e., n

N 4 ) using software-generated digital sinewave test waveforms. Choosing two

adjacent DFT bins n1 , n2 , the mean bin response to a sinewave of frequency n1 N  1 2 N

 n2 N  1 2 N was compared to the response of the same bins using sinewaves at frequencies n1 N
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or n2 N , respectively. Since this mean involves only two measurements, the error was estimated as
half the dB difference between the two bin responses at n1 and n2 . Hence, given relative responses of
-2.8 dB and -4.4 dB (these are in fact the actual measurements for the N = 8 row of Table 3.2), the
measured scalloping loss is 3.6 + 0.8 dB.

TABLE 3.2
RECTANGLE DFT WINDOW SCALLOPING LOSS
Linear Filter
Model (dB)
3.866 51
3.878 25
3.886 65
3.897 58
3.908 44
3.918 91
3.921 53
3.922 18
3.922 34
3.922 38
3.922 39
3.922 40

N
8
9
10
12
16
32
64
128
256
512
1024
∞

Measured
Loss (dB)
3.6
± 0.8
3.7
± 0.3
3.8
± 0.3a
3.8
± 0.3
3.9
± 0.2
3.91
± 0.04
3.92
± 0.01
3.922
± 0.003
3.922 2 ± 0.000 6
3.922 34 ± 0.000 08
3.922 38 ± 0.000 04
-----

a

Error for N = 10 interpolated from N = 9, 12.

Using statistical terminology, the above definition of error estimate corresponds to the
population standard deviation for a population of two. As can be seen from Table 3.2, the SL error
decreases rapidly with N. If we make the assumption that the error in the SL measurements can be
taken as a measure of error in the DFT itself, the population standard deviation of the SL
measurements allows us to make a simple assessment of the level of confidence that we can place in
the DFT approximation of the Fourier transform, for any particular value of N. Assuming a
statistically normal population, we can estimate with 90% confidence that the “true” mean scalloping
loss , will lie in the interval defined by SL  1.64 

2 , where  is the population standard

deviation (Dixon and Massey [1969]). The variable  can be identified with the scalloping loss given
by the linear filter model. Hence, for the N = 8 scalloping loss data in Table 3.2, the 90% confidence
interval for estimating  is 3.6 1.16  0.8 dB, or (2.7 dB, 4.5 dB, respectively). This interval
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includes the entire population of SL measurements: 2.8 dB and 4.4 dB, as well as the SL value given
by the linear filter model,  = 3.866 51 dB. Noting that the SL errors in Table 3.2 decrease by a factor
of four with each doubling of N, we can estimate that the percentage confidence level of the DFT for
the various values of N in Table 3.2 is approximately 100 – 10. Hence, to achieve better than 90%
confidence in the rectangle window DFT (i.e., amplitude errors of 1 dB or less), we must choose N >
8. Doubling the number of data points to N = 16 increases the confidence level by four times to 98%
(0.2 dB error). For N = 1024 the confidence level approaches 99.999 6%. Due to self-leakage from
the negative frequencies, and also due to aliasing, the errors are larger for n approaching 0 or N/2.
Also, the confidence level decreases rapidly for N < 8.
Using equations (3.11) and (3.14), the frequency response of the nth Hann-windowed DFT
filter is
 f 
 f 
 f 
 f 
H n     14 H n 1    12 H n    14 H n 1  
 fs 
 fs 
 fs 
 fs 

n  0,1,

, N  1.

(3.18)

Figure 3.8 shows a single period of equation (3.18) for N = 8 and n = 0. The ideal rectangular filter
shape is shown superimposed (dashed line).

Fig. 3.8. Frequency response of the n = 0 Hann-windowed DFT filter for N = 8.
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Figure 3.9 is similar to Figure 3.8, but shows the n = 3 filter.

Fig. 3.9. Frequency response of the n = 3 Hann-windowed DFT filter for N = 8.

Figure 3.10 shows equation (3.18) for N = 32 and n = 0.

Fig. 3.10. Frequency response of the n = 0 Hann-windowed DFT filter for N = 32
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The highest and lowest sidelobe levels for various N in (3.18) are given in Table 3.3.

TABLE 3.3
HANN DFT WINDOW SIDELOBE LEVELSa

N
8
9
10
12
16
32
64
128
256
512
1024

Highest Sidelobe
Level (dB)
-31.036 535 52
-31.216 979 44
-31.311 216 79
-31.396 829 19
-31.446 410 68
-31.466 080 50
-31.467 232 31
-31.467 303 14
-31.467 307 55
-31.467 307 82
-31.467 307 84

Lowest Sidelobe
Level (dB)
-38.744 975 62
-42.937 157 40
-45.172 498 34
-50.233 081 30
-58.023 084 35
-76.355 797 42
-94.483 564 82
-112.561 750 52
-130.627 640 19
-148.690 462 02
-166.752 517 28

a

The data given in this table were obtained by analyzing the DFT filter
frequency response function using a gradient search method given in
Durling [1974, p. 366]. Abasing error caused by undersampling of the
window function is ignored; measured sidelobe levels may therefore differ
from these figures, especially when N is small.

Notice that the lowest sidelobe level decreases approximately 18 dB for each doubling of N,
consistent with the Hann window's 1 f 3 sidelobe fall-off rate. For large N, the Hann DFT window
has a lowest sidelobe level of  2 (2 N 3 ) (Bloomfield [1976]).
Even for small N, Bloomfield’s formula for the lowest DFT sidelobe level is quite close,
giving -40.3 dB for N = 8, which is approximately 1.5 dB lower than level found by the gradient
search method used to create Table 3.3.
It was shown above that the rectangle DFT window has a scalloping loss of nearly 4 dB for
large N. A similar analysis of the Hann DFT window shows a much reduced amplitude variation
(17% compared to 56%), due mainly to the increased main-lobe width of the DFT filters. This is
shown in Figure 3.11. The plotted curve gives the maximum value of | H n ( f f s ) | in equation (3.18)
over n  0,1,

, N  1, for the case of N = 8. The Hann DFT window scalloping loss (SLHann ) is given
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by

SL Hann
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(3.19)

The asymptotic value of SLHann for large N is,

N
1
1
1
lim 20 log10 
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 20 log10 



dB,
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Fig. 3.11. Frequency response of the Hann-windowed DFT
considered as a bank of linear bandpass filters.

(3.20)
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Table 3.4 gives the scalloping loss of the Hann DFT window for various N. Notice that the
asymptotic value is approached much more quickly than in the rectangle window case. Compared to
Table 3.2, the error in the measured SL values is much reduced, and also decreases faster with N. As
above, we can estimate that the N = 8 Hann windowed DFT has a confidence level of approximately
99% (0.1 dB error). Moreover, due to the rapid convergence properties of the Hann window, doubling
the number of data points to N = 16 increases the confidence level by almost twenty times to 99.95%
(0.005 dB error). Compared to the rectangle window, the Hann window has eight times less error at N
= 8, 40 times less error at N = 16, and approximately 8 500 times less error at N = 256.

TABLE 3.4
HANN DFT WINDOW SCALLOPING LOSS

N
8
9
10
12
16
32
64
128
256
∞

Linear Filter
Model (dB)
1.425 977 681
1.425 080 021
1.424 572 908
1.424 077 294
1.423 765 463
1.423 631 656
1.423 623 360
1.423 622 843
1.423 622 811
1.423 622 808
a

Measured
Loss (dB)
1.5
±0.1
1.46
±0.03
1.44
±0.02a
1.43
±0.02
1.426
±0.005
1.423 8
±0.000 3
1.423 63
±0.000 02
1.423 623
±0.000 001
1.423 622 84 ± 0.000 000 07
-----

Error for N = 10 interpolated from N = 9, 12.

As discussed above, N = 8 represents probably the smallest useful number of data points for
spectral analysis with the DFT. Below this length, the DFT approximation of the Fourier integral
transform is rapidly overtaken by aliasing error. In the days before digital computers, when 4-figure
log tables were de rigueur, N = 12 and 24 were useful sizes. Today, however, such short transforms
are useful in only a few extreme applications where speed is more important than resolution and
accuracy (one such application is pulse Doppler radar, where 16 or 32 samples are commonly used).
The errors do not originate in the DFT calculation itself (the DFT calculation is an abstract
mathematical process defined for all sequence lengths greater than zero), but instead arise from its
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physical interpretation. This includes the linear filter functions derived above; as N is made smaller,
the filter characteristics become increasingly approximate.
Consider, for example, the N = 4 Hann DFT window sequence {0, 0.5, 1, 0.5}. Aside from the
fact that this is the shortest window sequence that bears any resemblance to a sine-squared function, it
also happens to be identical to the triangle DFT window sequence for N = 4, given by,

k  0,1, , N 2
k  N 2, , N  1
otherwise.

 2k N

wk   wN k
0


(3.21)

Hence the spectral samples of both windows must also be identical. The frequency response of the
triangle window is most simply obtained by squaring the frequency response function of the rectangle
window.23 Hence, by squaring (3.14) and normalizing24, the frequency response of the nth trianglewindowed DFT filter bin is

 f 
H n  
 fs 



2
N2

sin 2

 Nf
fs

  f n 
sin      
  fs N  

(3.22)

,

2

which (using the 0th lobe, n  0; and a half bin-width frequency of f  f s / 2 N ) has scalloping loss,

 N2 2  
SL  20log10 
sin

2N 
 2

(3.23)

dB.

The asymptotic value of SL  for large N is,

 N2
 
lim 20 log10 
sin 2

N 
2N 
 2
1 2 
 20 log10   
dB,
2 4 
 20 log10

2
8

dB,

= 1.824 195 167 926 482 461

(3.24)

{ X n }{Yn }  {xk } { yk }, and the result, (t )  (t )  (t ).

23

This uses the convolution theorem ,

24

The gain normalizing factor s for the triangular window are lim sin ( N f
f 0

1
N

dB.

defined above in equation (3.7), a coherent gain of ½.

2

f s ) / sin 2 ( N f f s )   N 2 , and as
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Sampling the frequency response functions of the Hann window (3.18) and triangle window
(3.22) at frequencies given by f f s  n N , for n = 0, 1, 2, 3, and N = 4, gives the same set of three
non-zero real spectral samples, {2, 1, 0, 1}, in each case. The value of SL  for N = 4, as given by
(3.23), is 1.4 dB, which is approximately 0.1 dB (or 1%) lower than SLHann for the same N. Of course,
as indicated by Table 3.4, the absolute error is very much larger than this with such a small N. The
important point of this simple example is that given the same samples, these two estimates of
scalloping loss are different. The inability to distinguish different waveforms under sampling is
known as aliasing, and occurs whenever a function is insufficiently sampled. Aliasing error, like
spectral leakage, causes unwanted bias in a spectrum. However, unlike the spectral bias due to
leakage, the bias caused by aliasing can be reduced as much as desired by simply using a sufficiently
large number of samples, in other words, a large-enough N. Window functions with corners, such as
the triangle, require relatively more samples than the Hann window with its much smoother sinesquared shape.
Since it is possible for an infinite number of functions to be equal at the sampling points, but
different elsewhere, the topic of aliasing error in DFT filter functions needs further consideration. If a
function contains no harmonic spectral components greater than f, then sampling at intervals of 1/(2f)
is sufficient for exact reconstruction of the function. In this ideal situation there is no aliasing.
Applying this to DFT windows, a good window function will have only a small amount of aliasing,
and there will be very little difference between the Fourier reconstruction of the function, and the
function itself. For example, if two or more window functions have the same set of spectral samples,
the reconstruction from those samples will most closely resemble the window which has the least
aliasing. The procedure of reconstructing a function from its Fourier series representation is called
sinusoidal interpolation. The term sinusoidal refers to the fact that each DFT spectral sample gives
rise to a Dirichlet function (sin nx)/(sin nx/N) in the time domain; the main lobe of the Dirichlet
function is sine-like. Of course, if a function is bandlimited so that it has no frequencies greater than
half the sampling frequency, then a reconstruction from the function's spectral samples will be
identical with the function. However, unless our aim is to design a new (smoother) type of window,
we cannot band-limit a window function. Examples of windows constructed in this way are the

sin 4  sin 2  sin 2 , and Hann-Poisson windows (Harris [1978]). The only other option is to increase N
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until the aliasing error is sufficiently small, but while this reduces one type of windowing error, it
reduces leakage only slightly. Even when a waveform is filtered to remove the high frequency
components, after the waveform is sampled there will still be some high frequencies due to the
windowing (i.e., truncation) operation. Relatively smooth windows such as the Hann window have
inherently less aliasing error than angular ones such as the triangle and rectangle windows, and hence
behave much more ideally at small N, as is indicated by the fact that the Hann window scalloping loss
is within 0.003 dB of its asymptotic value by N = 8, whereas the rectangle window does not reach this
happy state of affairs until N = 22, and the triangle window not until N = 30. The sinusoidal
interpolation of the three non-zero spectral samples of the N = 4 Hann DFT window is very similar in
form to the frequency domain interpolation performed on the four time samples of the same, since the
window samples are similar in each case. Figure 3.12 compares the reconstructed N = 4 window
function (dashed line) with the corresponding Hann and triangle window functions. The Hann
window is a much closer approximation to the interpolated curve than is the triangle window,
particularly near the center of the window where discrepancies have a larger effect on the DFT due to
the greater data weight.

Fig. 3.12. Comparison of reconstructed DFT window (dashed line)
with Hann and triangle DFT windows for N = 4.
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The windows discussed by Harris [1978] have asymptotic scalloping losses ranging from 3.92
dB (rectangle window) down to 0.83 dB (minimum 4-sample Blackman-Harris window). However, if
a window is designed specifically to minimize scallop loss, it is possible to do much better than this.
For example, the flat-top spectral window function developed by Ron Potter of Hewlett-Packard for
the HP 3561A Dynamic Signal Analyzer is flat to within + 0.003 dB (Hong [1984]), but the trade-off
is a main lobe width approximately twice that of the Hann window, and four times the width of the
rectangle window.
3.2 The SFT-Hann Algorithm.
The discrete Hann window can be applied to the DFT sequence { X n } using the spectral convolution,
X n   14 X n 1  12 X n  14 X n 1

n  0,1,

, N  1.

(3.25)

As noted above, this convolution is cyclic. The subscripts must therefore be interpreted modulo N,
which means that X ( 1)  X N 1 , and X N  X 0 . But while this gives a straightforward procedure for
computing { X n} when all N terms of the DFT have been computed, it cannot be used when the number of
DFT terms computed is less than N. Also, the SFT algorithm treats X 0 and X N / 2 differently. However,
provided that n is restricted to the interval [2, (N/2)-2], the SFT Second Term (2.5) has the constant
value (N/2) + j(N/2), so that equations (2.5) and (2.6) can be immediately substituted into the righthand side of equation (3.25). Now, since the
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and
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where the sums are taken over k = 0,1,...,N-1.
If we define the complex SFT Third Terms to be the sequence {Yn } given by
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equations (3.26) and (3.27) can be rewritten more simply, in a form similar to equation (3.25),
X n 
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(3.29)

where * indicates complex conjugate, and the choice of plus or minus depends on whether the sines
and cosines in (3.28) are added or subtracted. As in (3.12), equation (3.28) can be computed more
efficiently when rearranged into the form
X n  14  Yn
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,
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(3.30)

Thus the Hann-windowed DFT can be computed from just the sums of squares of the
differences between the data terms and the appropriate set of sines and cosines. The binary-valued
weighting factors can be applied as arithmetic right shifts. This modified SFT computation is called
the SFT-Hann algorithm. As will be shown below, because the SFT-Hann algorithm does not need
the SFT First Term sum ( x2 ), for small to medium values of L the extra computation required by the
Hann window spectral convolution is more than offset, resulting in a more efficient DFT algorithm.
If the X 1 or X ( N / 2) 1 DFT terms are required, the complex SFT Second Term, (2.7) and (2.8),
is not completely cancelled by the subtraction of adjacent DFT terms in (3.25). In these cases we can
evaluate (3.30) for n  1, 2,

, ( N / 2)  1, and add the correction term

( N /16  jN /16) to the n = 1
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and (N/2)-1 terms in the { X n} sequence.
The end-terms of the computed { X n} sequence require special consideration. As suggested
by equations (3.26) through (3.30), perhaps the best method is just to compute the sums for one more
term at each end of the sequence. However, the simpler approximate procedure of repeating the endpoints also has merit because it saves arithmetic. Hence, if all of the DFT terms on the interval [a,b]
are required, with reference to equation (3.29), set Ya 1 equal to Ya  and Yb 1 equal to Yb . At least
three contiguous DFT terms must be computed with either method.

Referring to equation (3.28), for real input data, the sequence {Yn } requires

and
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4LN
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The Hann window spectral convolution (3.30) likewise requires
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Hence, the total amount of arithmetic for the SFT-Hann algorithm is
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(3.31)

The arithmetic operations in (3.29) can be regrouped to give

and

2LN

ADD-and-SQUARE macro-operations,

2L(N+2)

ADDITIONS,

6L

SHIFTS.

Assuming that the three arithmetic operations in (3.31) take approximately equal time, the SFT-Hann
algorithm execution time is proportional to 6LN+10L. By way of comparison, from (2.12) the
ordinary SFT algorithm has an execution time proportional to 6LN+4L+2N. Hence the two algorithms
will have approximately equal execution times if L = N/3, and the SFT-Hann algorithm will be faster
for L less than this. This result does not depend strongly on the ratio of squaring time to add or shift
time. For example, doubling the squaring time makes the SFT-Hann faster if L < N/2.
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3.3 An SFT-Hann Program for the Z80.
A test program for the (a  b)2 SFT-Hann algorithm has been written for the Z80 microprocessor.
The assembler source code and program verification data are given in appendix C.4, and a simplified
description of the program is given in Figures 3.13 and 3.14. Since the Z80 SFT-Hann program is
similar to the Z80 SFT program (as can be seen by comparing Figures 3.13 and 3.14 with Figures 2.5
and 2.6), the present discussion has been confined mainly to the differences between the two
programs. The Z80 SFT-Hann program is slightly larger than the Z80 SFT program, requiring
approximately 830 bytes of ROM (including the lookup tables), and 1400 bytes of RAM. As in the
case of the Z80 SFT program, the Z80 SFT-Hann program transforms a length N = 256 data sequence
into a 64-point power spectrum. Since the SFT-Hann algorithm does not need the first two SFT terms
(labelled Sqsum, and Sumt2, in the Z80 SFT program), code for these terms is absent. The SFT Third
Term sums are accumulated as unsigned 16-bit integers by the SFT subroutine. These sums are
converted to 16-bit twos-complement format by the Hann window spectral convolution, which is
done in two identical passes, once for the real sums, and once for the imaginary sums.

Main: % Z80 SFT-Hann Program for N = 256.
N := 256; Amplitude := 128; Counter := 128;
repeat
{Amplitude := Amplitude - 1;
call Wave; % Generate test waveform.
call Isft'; % Initialization.
repeat
{call Sft'; % Update SFT sums by 1 data term.
k := k + 1;
} until Sninc = 0; % Loop 256 times.
call Hann; % Complete the DFT calculation by
% applying a Hann window spectral
% convolution to the complex SFT
% 3rd Term sum array SUADR[n].
call Power'; % Form power spectrum from SUADR[n].
call Display; % Display results on console.
c o u n t e r : = c o u n t e r - 1;
} until Counter = 0;
end.

Fig. 3.13. Simplified description of the Z80 SFT-Hann program (appendix C.4).
See also Figure 3.14.

The DFT terms produced by the convolution are in complex conjugate form (and also scaled
by 2), which does not matter if amplitude or power is the desired end result. In any case, a simple
negation of the imaginary terms serves to produce the correct DFT sequence.
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Ignoring the waveform generation and console display code in the Z80 SFT-Hann program
given in appendix C.2, a count of the remaining instruction times gives a minimum execution time of
564+N(160+216L)+846L clock cycles, and a maximum execution time of 564+N(160+254L)+1068L
cycles, where L is the number of DFT terms calculated. The mean of these two times,

564  N 160  235L   957L

clock cycles,

(3.32)

gives a time of 988 ms for N = 256 and L = 64 using a 4 MHz clock, which is close to the measured
execution time of 992 ms obtained using random data (mean of 128 transforms).
Isftl: % Initialization Subroutine for Z80 SFT-Hann Program.
real x[O:N-1], Power[n1:n2];
complex Suadr[n1:n2+1]; % SFT 3rd Term sum array.
k := 0;
for n := n1 to n2 + 1
{Suadr[n] := 0,0; % 0 + j0.
}
Sninc := 0; % Sine Table increment := 0.
return.
Sft': % SFT Subroutine for (a-b)^2 Z80 SFT-Hann Program.
n1 := 1; n2 := 64; % n = n1,n1+1,...,n2-1,n2.
P := (n1 * Sninc) mod 256; % Init. Sine Table pointer.
for n := n1 to n2
{Im(Suadr[n]) := Im(Suadr[n])
+ Square(x[k] - Sine(P));
Re(Suadr[n]) := Re(Suadr[n])
+ Square(x[k] - Sine((P + 64) mod 256));
P := (P + Sninc) mod 256; % Update Sine Table ptr.
}
Sninc (Sninc + 1) mod 256;
return.
Hann: % Hann window convolution subroutine.
% Returns with complex conjugate of 2*X'[n] in Suadr[n].
% Suadr[n] := 0.25*(Suadr[n-1]+Suadr[n+1])-0.5*Suadr[n])
Complex Save, Temp;
Suadr[n2+1] := Suadr[n2]; % Repeat top complex sum term.
Save := 0.5*Suadr[nl]; % Repeat bottom sum term.
for n := n1 to n2
{Temp := 0.5*(Save + 0.5*Suadr[n+1]);
Save := 0.5*Suadr[n]; % Next 0.5*Suadr[n-1].
Suadr[n] := Temp - Save;
}
return.
Power': % Power Subroutine for (a-b)^2 Z80 SFT-Hann Program.
for n := n1 to n2
{Power[n] := Square(Re(Suadr[n]))
+ Square(Im(Suadr[n]));
if Power[n] > 255 then Power[n] := 255;
}
return.
Fig. 3.14. Simplified description of the major subroutines used in the Z80
SFT-Hann program (Appendix C.4). Refer to Figure 2.6 for a description
of the Sine and Square functions.
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These times are respectively only 3 ms and 4 ms slower than the corresponding execution times for
the Z80 SFT program (see section 2.5). Using (2.19) and (3.32), we have

N

  6

N

L  
6

N

  6


Z80 SFT-Hann faster.
Execution times equal.
Z80 SFT slightly faster.

This is illustrated in Figure 3.15. The size of the circles is proportional to the difference in the
execution times relative to the Z80 SFT execution time.

Fig. 3.15. Z80 SFT and SFT-Hann programs:
comparison of execution times.
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Figure 3.16 shows a comparison of results from an 8/16-bit N = 256 fixed point Z80 SFTHann program similar to the one given in appendix C.4, and a 52-bit floating-point DFT program
with a Hann window applied as a spectral convolution. The input data in both cases was identical to
the waveform used for testing the Z80 SFT program: two sinewaves of widely differing amplitudes
and non-harmonically related periods, amplitude 126 (period 5.785 310 734) and amplitude 1 (period
32); frequencies n = N/5.785 310 734 = 44.25 and n = N/32 = 8 respectively. The log-amplitude of the
frequency spectrum (computed from the complex DFT terms) expressed in dB units is plotted against
the DFT frequency index n for both sets of results.

Fig. 3.16. Z80 SFT-Hann program: two-tone test.

To simplify comparison with the results from the Z80 SFT program, the results plotted in Figure 2.7
are shown again in Figure 3.17, using an expanded vertical scale. It is immediately obvious that the
Hann DFT window substantially reduces spectral leakage. Whereas the noise-floor of the Z80 SFT
program is not visible in Figures 2.7 and 3.17 (due to the large sidelobes of the rectangle DFT
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window), only the first few sidelobes of the n = 44.25 spectral line in Figure 3.16 now exceed it.25
Note that the noise floor of the Z80 SFT-Hann program is very flat with frequency (white), and does
not exceed -50 dB. A flat noise floor is best because the average noise power in each DFT bin is the
same. Contrast this with the results plotted in Figure 2.8 for the 8-bit radix-2 FFT program discussed
at the end of chapter 2. The 8-bit FFT has a noise floor of -20 dB, but possibly as a result of
arithmetic truncation errors, the noise floor falls with frequency, decreasing by about 10 dB over the
spectrum.

Fig. 3.17. Z80 SFT program: two-tone test.

25

The reason that the spectral lobe structure is not visible in the DFT is due to sampling. In Figure 3.16, the four DFT
bins centered on the n = 44.25 peak represent samples of the 4-bin wide main lobe of the Hann window; the other bins
represent the sampled sidelobes.
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A similar result is obtained even with a temporal Hann window applied to the 8-bit FFT input data, as
shown in Figure 3.18.

Fig. 3.18. Z80 8-bit radix-2 FFT program: DFT of a Hann-windowed sinwave.

Comparing Figure 3.16 with Figures 2.7 and 3.17, the smaller sinewave in the n = 32, n =
44.25 two-tone test waveform is more clearly resolved by the Hann window. Also, the relative
amplitudes of the two test tones are estimated much more accurately by the Hann window. The
harmonic spectral line at n = 32 is -41.75 dB (floating point), and -42.55 dB (Z80 SFT-Hann), with
respect to the spectral line at n = 44.25. These figures are within 0.3 dB and 0.6 dB, respectively, of
the true amplitude ratio 20.1og 10 (1/126) = -42.007 dB. Taking into account scalloping loss, which
for the N = 256 Hann window is 0.352 dB at n = 44.25, these results become 42.10 dB (floating
point) and 42.90 dB (Z80 SFT-Hann). This brings the floating point result within 0.1 dB of the
correct value, but makes the Z80 SFT-Hann value 0.9 dB too high. The relatively large error in the
Z80 result is probably due to the proximity of the Z80 SFT-Hann noise floor to the amplitude ratio
being measured.
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Even though the Hann spectral window has a wider main lobe than the rectangle window,
when applied to estimating the frequency of harmonic spectral lines, the reduced leakage of the Hann
window more than compensates. The three spectral samples adjacent to the large spectral peak in
Figure 3.16 are -9.542 dB, 0 dB, -2.923 dB (floating point), -9.541 dB, 0 dB, -2.923 dB (Z80 SFTHann). A parabola fitted to these samples gives n = 44.20 as the estimated frequency of the large
sinewave, quite an improvement on the rectangle window n = 44.05 calculated in section 2.5.
The method of repeating the end terms of the DFT for applying the Hann spectral convolution
produces a noise artifact at each end of the windowed spectrum, but as shown for the example
spectrum in Figure 3.16, at a level that is less than the noise floor of the 8/16-bit Z80 SFT-Hann
program. The -300 dB noise floor of the 52-bit floating point DFT program used for Figures 2.7, 2.8,
3.16, 3.17, 3.18 (written in Cromemco 68000 Pascal) is well below the -140 dB minimum amplitude
plotted in these Figures. Since the lowest sidelobe level of the Hann DFT window in decibel units is
20 log10 ( 2 (2 N 3 )) (Bloomfield [1976]), minimum Hann window sidelobes of this order would

require N to be around 170 000.
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Chapter 4

APPLICATIONS
4.1 Density-Modulated Spectral Arrays.
The simple Fourier transform (SFT) algorithm was developed originally as part of a microprocessorbased system for the acquisition, analysis, and display of clinical electroencephalographic (EEG)
data. The hardware for this EEG processing system comprises a Hewlett-Packard 8811A Bioelectric
Amplifier, a research computer system known as the Biomedical Computer (BMC) (Fleming, Coles,
and Smith [1976]; Fleming and Smith [1977]), and a Hewlett-Packard 7414A or 7418A thermal strip
chart recorder.
The BMC is designed around an Intel 8080A microprocessor chip operating at a clock speed
of 2 MHz. A bus-orientated architecture using gold plated stacking connectors and special-function
plug-in cards allows the BMC hardware to be reconfigured as required. The BMC EEG processing
software 26 is installed in 5K bytes of EPROM. Program workspace and stack memory is provided by
2K bytes of low power CMOS RAM. The analog input data is digitized by a 4-channel 8-bit analogto-digital converter (ADC) and a programmable real-time clock. The real-time clock also provides
timing for the strip chart output routines. Interface to the chart recorder is provided by two slew-rate
limited 8-bit digital-to-analog converters (DAC).27 This EEG analysis system replaced an earlier
hard-wired EEG analyzer (Fleming and Smith [1974a, 1979a]). The earlier system used hybrid
digital/analog techniques to provide a straightforward implementation of the DFT algorithm. The
analog EEG waveform was sampled using an 8-bit ADC and stored in a 1K by 8-bit circulating shift
register data store. The output from the shift-register store was connected to a multiplying DAC with
a digitally-controlled sinewave generator providing the reference voltage. The complex analog DFT
product terms so produced were then summed using an integrating amplifier, which was followed by
a four-quadrant squarer and adder to convert the resulting complex analog DFT terms to power. The
26

Fleming R.A. "EEG analysis and display routine for strip chart output," BMC computer program DSA2 I.0, September
1976, Department of Anesthesiology, Veterans Administration Hospital, San Diego, CA.
Fleming R.A., Roxburgh A.J., Rampil I.J., Quinn M.L., "EEG analysis and display routine for strip chart output," BMC
computer program DSA4.3, August 1983, Department of Anaesthesia and Intensive Care, University of Otago Medical
School
27
Slew-rate limiting gives a constant pen velocity for step inputs, simplifying generation of the ramp waveforms required
to produce television-like raster scan displays on a thermal chart recorder. Slew-rate limiting, and a related topic, slewrate filtering, is discussed by Wright [1976].
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analyzer output was connected to a hard-wired density-modulated spectral array (DSA) output device
(Fleming and Smith [1974b, 1979b]) which displayed the EEG frequency spectrum in real-time on a
7418A Hewlett-Packard thermal strip chart recorder.28
The DSA displays EEG frequency spectra in a compact pictorial format similar to a voiceprint
(Figure 4.1). Compared to earlier display methods, the DSA offers improved legibility of spectral
patterns (Levy et al. [1980]), yet is more easily integrated into existing patient monitoring systems
(Fleming and Smith [1974b, 1979b]). The normal method of display uses a standard thermal strip
chart recorder, but bistable X-Y storage tubes (Levy et al. [1980]), and raster-scan video graphics
displays are suitable as well. The chart recorder method has the advantage of providing a permanent
record of the EEG, although the hardware or software required to achieve it is more complex.

Fig. 4.1. The Density-modulated Spectral Array (DSA) display technique.
Sections (a) through (g) show the processing steps in required to process
a raw EEG signal (a) into a DSA display (g) in which the grey density is a
measure of the EEG power spectrum. Section (f) represents one line of
the DSA recorded at a fast chart speed.

The BMC's EEG processing firmware essentially mirrors in software the operations
performed by the circuitry of the hardwired EEG analyzer and DSA output device mentioned above.
The signal from a single bipolar EEG lead is amplified, filtered and then sampled by the BMC at a
selectable 64 Hz or 128 Hz rate in non-overlapping blocks (epochs), each comprising 256 data points.
The blocks are discrete Fourier transformed using the simple Fourier transform (SFT) algorithm,
28

Although the hardwired EEG analyzer computed power spectra, the square-law characteristic of the chart grey level
(Roxburgh and Baker [1982a]) effectively applied a square root function to the computed power values, producing an
amplitude spectral display. The BMC's EEG firmware uses a lookup table to correct this, so that true power values are
displayed.
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yielding a series of 64-point power spectra. The 64 Hz sampling rate gives a 4 s epoch with a spectral
resolution of 0.25 Hz extending from 0.25 Hz to 16 Hz, while the 128 Hz sampling rate provides a 2 s
epoch and 0.5 Hz resolution up to 32 Hz (Figure 4.2b and c).

Fig. 4.2. The composite DSA and integrated power display as presented on one channel of a
standard thermal strip chart recorder. This short section of data was recorded with a gain of 1.0
mV/100 div, using DSA range (a), i.e., 0.25–16 Hz. It shows a typical human EEG during
Halothane anaesthesia. The mean power value for this data is 0.54, indicating a mean EEG
amplitude of 12.8 Vrms.

In both cases the spectrum folding frequency is twice the highest frequency computed or displayed,
thereby providing a 1-octave stop-band for the anti-aliasing low-pass input filter. The 32 Hz
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frequency range cannot analyze all of the input data because the 2 MHz 8080 SFT firmware requires
2.2 s to compute 64 terms of the power spectrum, which is 0.2 s longer than the epoch for that range.
The time taken by the DSA output routines must also be taken into account. Also, it takes 2 s of real
time (although much less computer time) for the heated chart pen to plot a single DSA trace on the
chart. Each 64-point DSA tracing is therefore displayed twice, and when the 32 Hz range is in use,
every second 256-point data block is discarded. The DSA display shows frequency and power (pen
position and grey-density respectively) versus time. Referring to Figure 4.1, the power values (c) are
squared (d) to produce pen waiting times (e) that are used to vary the speed of the thermal chart stylus
(f) and hence the thickness of the line as it scans across the chart to produce the DSA display (g). At
normal viewing distances, individual lines merge into a density-modulated “half-tone” image
(Fleming and Smith [1974b, 1979b; Roxburgh and Baker [1982a]). The grey-density of the display is
proportional to power, with a 16-level grey-scale providing a visually smooth gradation of density
from light-grey to black. To compensate for the restricted dynamic range of the density scale, and to
emphasize spectral patterns, the displayed spectrum is normalized so that the dominant frequency in
each epoch is plotted as full black. This produces a visually satisfactory display despite changes in
EEG amplitude. The absolute power values lost by this normalization process are summed, and then
plotted as a variable-width band on the right-hand side of the display using a scale of 1 to 48 (Figure
4.2d). This gives the integrated, or mean, EEG power on an epoch-by-epoch basis. Since power is a
measure of amplitude squared, the integrated power display is a sensitive indicator of variations in the
mean EEG amplitude. For example, a 40% increase in mean amplitude doubles the integrated power
reading. Discrimination of EEG amplitude changes is optimal when the mean or baseline power is
adjusted to half-scale. With a typical mean EEG amplitude of 12.4 Vrms this is obtained with the
EEG gain set to 20,000 (i.e., using an input sensitivity of 1.0 mV/100 div.). The integrated power
scale has been calibrated for various EEG amplifier gains (Figure 4.2f-h). Full amplitude on the
integrated power scale is produced by a 10 Hz sinewave test signal of 1 Vpk-pk (350 mVrms ) amplitude
applied directly to the computer analog input (Figure 4.2e). To provide an acceptable balance of
visual information densities, the DSA and integrated power sections of the display divide the
available area in the ratio 4:1. This is achieved by plotting each spectral point as a “triplet”. The
number of elements across the composite DSA display is therefore 192 for the power spectrum, plus
48 for the integrated power, giving 240 elements in total, a figure that matches the resolution of lowcost 8-bit digital-to-analog display drivers.
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An example of clinical use of the BMC-based EEG analyzer is given in Figure 4.3 (from
Baker and Roxburgh [19861).

Fig. 4.3. A chart record showing the density-modulated spectral array (DSA) and spectral edge
frequency (SEF) calculated from the electroencephalogram of a patient undergoing anaesthesia
for carotid endarterectomy. Cerebral ischaemic events are characterised by a decrease in the
mean EEG frequency, large amplitude slow waves becoming dominant. This figure shows four
such events. The brief events A, B, C are indicative of the spontaneous transient ischaemic
episodes from which the patient had been suffering. The event at D was caused by clamping the
right carotid artery prior to endarterectomy, but resolved itself after 4.5 minutes. The SEF
display monitors the high frequencies in the EEG spectrum, and in this context provides a
sensitive indication of the effectiveness of cerebral perfusion.

Two features shown in Figure 4.3 but not described above are a dotted line at 16 Hz, used to
distinguish the 32 Hz frequency range from the 16 Hz range, and an extra tracing labelled SEF
(spectral edge frequency), used to quantify changes in the upper edge of the EEG power spectrum.
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Using a combination threshold/pattern-matching algorithm to reject false triggering, and a low-pass
filtering algorithm, the SEF display plots a smoothed estimate of the upper visual edge of the EEG
power spectrum, in essence simplifying the spectrum to a single parameter (Rampil et al. [1981];
Roxburgh and Baker [1983]).

4.2 A Microcomputer-Implemented FSK Receiver.
The narrowband capability of the SFT and SFT-Hann algorithms suggests some novel applications in
the area of signal detection. For instance, by matching the tones of a frequency-shift-keyed (FSK)
transmitter to the center frequencies of a pair of DFT filters, the SFT algorithm could be used to
implement a minimum-hardware microprocessor-based FSK receiver. A similar FSK receiver
scheme, using a Gold-Bially FFT algorithm to implement non-coherent FSK detection, is described
by Stigall, Ziemer, and Hudec [1981]. While there are certainly better ways to implement an FSK
receiver for medium-to-high data rates,29 in low-end applications the choice between the DFT method
and more conventional approaches is by no means clear cut.
The structure of an FSK receiver using the non-coherent method of signal detection for a
binary signal is shown in Figure 4.4. Using a DFT to implement the bandpass filters, the filter
frequency response is determined by the type of data window used. Only the rectangle window will
be considered here. Using binary modulation, the transmitted signal is either

s1  t   A cos 2 f0t ,
or

s2  t   A cos 2  f0  f  t ,

where f0  nf s N , and f0  f  mf s N , for m and n integer, and where, as before, N is the length
of the DFT computation, and fs is the analog-to-digital converter (ADC) sampling frequency. The
signal is digitized by the ADC in blocks of N samples, {sk }. Each block is discrete Fourier
transformed, but since the modulation being considered is binary, only two DFT terms, sn and sm, are
required. In addition to performing a bandpass filtering operation on the signal, the DFT computation

29

The usual method is to employ special-purpose hardware (such as a phase-locked loop) to supplement the software.
This method avoids the use of an ADC. Medium speed performance can be achieved without a phase-locked loop through
the use of software-implemented digital filters. A design for a microcomputer-implemented FSK receiver using such
filters is described by Walker [1985].
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also detects the FSK modulation. The binary state of the modulation is determined by subjecting the
resulting pair of complex Fourier coefficients to a simple magnitude comparison test. For instance,
binary 1 may be defined as | sn |  | sm |, and binary 0 as | sn |  | sm |, or vice versa.

Fig. 4.4. Block diagram of a simple FSK receiver.

To achieve adequate time resolution of the binary modulation information under
asynchronous signaling conditions (i.e., with an arbitrary time delay between the end of one, usually
7- or 8-bit character, and the start of the next), the bit-length must be at least 2N/fs. Using
synchronous data transmission it might be possible to halve this, doubling the transmission rate. From
(2.19), the Z80 SFT program given in appendix C.2 runs in 398 + N(253 + 235L) + 398L clock
cycles. Assuming a 4 MHz Z80 clock, an FSK bit-rate of exactly 2N/fs, a DFT length of at least 8, and
L = 2 (binary signalling), the maximum data rate is 286 bits/s. Various data rates versus N are shown
in Table 4.1.
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TABLE 4.1
ASYNCHRONOUS BINARY FSK RECEIVER USING Z80 SFT
Clock frequency = 4 MHz. Bit-rate = 2000000/(1194 + 723N).
Sampling rate, fs = 2N.(Bit-rate).
Unit frequency shift = fs/N.
DFT Length
(N)
8
16
32
64
128

Maximum
Bit-Rate
(bits/s)
286
156
82
42
21

Sampling
Rate (Hz)
4576
4992
5248
5376
5376

Unit Frequency
Shift (Hz)
572
312
164
84
42

Hence, if we allow a 10% time margin for various computational overheads, an N = 15 SFT program
executing on a 4 MHz Z80 microprocessor should be able to demodulate a binary FSK signal
modulated at up to 150 bits/s. The sampling frequency for this bit-rate is fs = 4500 Hz, and the two
FSK frequencies are chosen from the set of Fourier frequencies [300, 600, 900, 1200, 1500, 1800,
2100) Hz, given by f = n.fs/N, where n = 1,2, …,7
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Chapter 5

DISCUSSION
The new DFT algorithm presented here is neither large, complex, nor particularly slow. Because it is
well suited to microprocessors with simple instruction sets, and perhaps also represents the simplest
possible DFT implementation for such processors, the algorithm has been named the simple Fourier
transform, or SFT. When extended with an integral Hann window, the SFT is called the SFT-Hann
algorithm.
In the SFT algorithm, multiplication is essentially reduced to an ADD and SQUARE macrooperation. This is illustrated by the fact that the number of squarings exceeds only by N the number of
multiplications required by the straightforward DFT method. In the SFT-Hann algorithm, on the other
hand, there are no extra squarings, and each DFT multiplication operation reduces exactly to a single
ADD-and-SQUARE macro operation. The advantage of squaring is that it is more suited to
evaluation using a lookup table than is multiplication. This is because squaring is a one-to-one
operation, unlike multiplication which is two-to-one. For example, an 8-bit square table requires only
28 = 256 entries, whereas an 8-bit by 8-bit multiplication table requires 2(8+8) = 65536 entries.
However, if we factor the 8-bit multiplier and multiplicand words into 4-bit nybbles, multiplication
can be performed using a table that is the same size as the 8-bit square table. Defining B as the
number of bits in a word, and given a  a0  2 B /2 a1 and b  b0  2 B /2 b1 , the product of a and b can be
evaluated using four table look-ups, three additions, and two multi-bit shifts,
a.b   a0b0  2 B /2  a1b0  a0b1   2 B a1b1  .

Unfortunately this gains little, since most simple microprocessors lack efficient instructions for the
necessary nybble manipulation. For example, an efficient 8-bit by 8-bit to 8-bit signed table look-up
nybble multiply written for the Z80 took 121-136 s (the exact time depending on the multiplier and
multiplicand values), while an equivalent signed multiply using an optimized shift-and-add algorithm
with an unwound inner loop (based on an unsigned multiply routine written by Coupe [1983]) took
76-114 s. Source code for these two multiply subroutines is given in appendices C.5 and C.6. A 4
MHz clock was used in both cases. Using a mix of random data (65536 sets), the mean execution
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times were 133 s and 95 s respectively, which makes the unwound shift-and-add multiply about 28%
faster than the nybble multiply.

TABLE 5.1
Z80 SFT AND SFT-HANN PERFORMANCE DATA
ALGORITHMS

CPU

CLOCK
RATE

N

L

ARITH.
(# BITS)

RUN
TIME

SFTa

Z80

4 MHz

256

64

8/16

988 ms

256

3

8/16

63 ms

256

1

8/16

31 ms

256

64

8/16

992 ms

256

3

8/16

58 ms

SFT-Hannb

Z80

4 MHz

a

Real input data. Table of precomputed Wi values. Includes power spectrum calculation. Timed
using random data (mean of 128 transforms). Refer to appendix C.2 for a listing of this program.
b

Real input data. Table of precomputed Wi values. Includes Hann window and power spectrum
calculation. Timed using random data (mean of 128 transforms). Refer to appendix C.4 for a listing
of this program.

Performance data for the Z80 SFT and SFT-Hann programs given in appendices C.2 and C.4
is presented in Table 5.1. To simplify comparison with other DFT algorithms, performance data for a
number of microprocessor-implemented FFT algorithms are given in Table 5.2. The data in Tables
5.1 and 5.2 are shown in graphical form in Figure 5.1. To make the run times for the 8080 and 6800
microprocessors more directly comparable with those for the Z80, the times shown in Figure 5.1 for 2
MHz 8080 (Kolba and Parks [1977]; Stigall, Ziemer and Hudec [1982]) and 1 MHz 6800 (Lord
[1979]) have been halved.30 Even so, for seven entries in Table 5.1 this is only approximate due to the
use of asynchronous multiplier hardware. Unless such multipliers are extremely fast, doubling the
microprocessor clock rate will tend to give somewhat more than half the run time for multiplication30

This is valid because a 4 MHz Z80 is in many respects a double-speed version of the standard 2 MHz 8080
microprocessor. Likewise, the 6800 microprocessor which has twice as many phases per clock cycle as the 8080 or Z80,
is at 1 MHz similar in speed to a 2 MHz 8080. The 6800 was updated to a 2 MHz version which is comparable in speed to
a 4 MHz Z80.
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intensive algorithms.31 Thus the plotted run times for the hardware-multiplier-assisted FFT programs
by Lord [1979], and Stigall, Ziemer, and Hudec [1982] will be somewhat underestimated. For
example, halving the run time of the hardware-multiply radix-2 FFT written by Lord [1979]
underestimates the true run time (obtained by counting machine cycles in the published source code
of the program) by about 30%. True run times are plotted in Figure 5.1 for 4 MHz Z80, 5 Mhz 8086,
12 MHz 8052, and 20 MHz TMS32010.
The Z80 SFT and SFT-Hann performance data given in Table 5.1 and Figure 5.1 are for N =
256 only. Figure 5.1 also shows estimated mean run times for these programs for N other than 256, as
given by (2.19) and (3.32). Mean run time curves are shown for both algorithms for L = N/2, N/4, and
3. The L = 1 case is not shown for the Z80 SFT-Hann program, since in order to operate properly the
SFT-Hann algorithm requires L > 3. Comparing the Z80 SFT run time measurements in Table 5.1
with those given by (2.19), the differences are 2.7 ms for L = 64, 1.3 ms for L = 3, and 0.4 ms for L =
1. Using (3.32), the corresponding differences for the Z80 SFT-Hann are 3.7 ms for L = 64, and 1.8
ms for L = 3. Only one of these differences is large enough to be seen in Figure 5.1.

The increasing efficiency of the SFT-Hann, relative to the SFT for small values of N and
proportionately large values of L, is readily apparent in Figure 5.1.32 If L is a constant fraction of N,
both algorithms tend to execute in a time proportional to N2. On the other hand, if L is a constant,
both algorithms tend to execute in a time proportional to N. Both of these relationships can be seen
with the aid of the N and N2 lines in Figure 5.1 (green lines with drop shadows).

31
32

For run time to be inversely proportional to clock rate, a computer must operate synchronously with no wait states.
See also Figure 3.15.
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TABLE 5.2
PERFORMANCE DATA FOR MICROPROCESSOR-IMPLEMENTED FFT ALGORITHMS
ALGORITHM

CPU

Roxburgh [1981]:
Radix-2 FFT using
Z80
software multiplya
Lord [19791:
Radix-2 FFT using
6800
b
software multiply
Radix-2 FFT using
6800
c
hardware multiply
Rosenberg [19831:
Radix-2 FFT.d
8052
Kolba and Parks [19771:
Radix-2 FFT using
8080
software multiplye
Prime factor FFT using
8080
minimum multiplication
convolution and f
software multiplyf
Stigall, Ziemer, and Hudec [1982]:
Radix-2 Gold-Bially
8086
g
FFT.

Radix-4 Gold-Bially
FFTg

Radix-2 Gold-Bially FFT
using software multiplyg

Radix-4 Gold-Bially FFT
using software multiplyg

8086

8080

8080

CLOCK
RATE

N

FACTORS

ARITH
(# BITS)

RUN
TIME

4 MHz

256

28

8

596 ms

1 MHz

256

28

8

3 270 ms

1 MHz

256

28

8

1 000 ms

12 MHz

64

26

8

26 ms

256

28

16

5 400 ms

252

9x7x4

16

3 200 ms

5 MHz

1 024

210

16

3 330 ms

5 MHz

512
256
128
64
32
16
1 024

29
28
27
26
25
24
45

16
16
16
16
16
16
16

1 490 ms
659 ms
291 ms
120 ms
50.9 ms
20.1 ms
1 900 ms

2 MHz

256
64
16
1 024

44
43
42
210

16
16
16
16

370 ms
68 ms
10.6 ms
22 950 ms

2 MHz

256
64
16
1 024

28
26
24
45

16
16
16
16

4 389 ms
772 ms
117 ms
19 410 ms

256
64

44
43

16
16

3 788 ms
687 ms
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ALGORITHM

Radix-2 Gold-Bially FFT
using hardware multiplyh

Radix-4 Gold-Bially FFT
using hardware multiplyh

CPU

8080

8080

Chu and Burrus [1982]:
Radix-2 FFT using
Z80
software multiply.
Prime factor FFT using
Z80
index tables, minimum
multiplication
convolution, and software
multiplyk
Prime factor FFT
Z80
using index tables and
distributed arithmetick

CLOCK
RATE

FACTORS

ARITH
(# BITS)

RUN
TIME

2 MHz

16
256

42
28

16
16

118 ms
1 447 ms

2 MHz

64
16
256

26
24
44

16
16
16

229 ms
43 ms
1 293 ms

64
16

43
42

16
16

195 ms
46 ms

4 MHzi

64

26

8

56 ms

4 MHzi

45

9x5

8

12.25 ms

4 MHzi

572

13x11x4

16

34.25 ms

572
280
280
52
52
55
60
56

13x11x4
7x5x8
7x5x8
13x4
13x4
11x5
5x3x4
7x8

8
16
8
16
8
8
8
8

91.5 ms
100 ms
26.5 ms
18 ms
5 ms
4 ms
3.98 ms
2.65 ms

1 024

210

16

75.96 ms

512
256
128
64
32
16
64

29
28
27
26
25
24
26

16
16
16
16
16
16
16

34.99 ms
15.85 ms
7.084 ms
1.902 ms
0.839 ms
0.388 ms
0.733 ms

32
16

25
24

16
16

0.291 ms
0.109 ms

Magar, Hester, and Simpson [1982]:
Radix-2 Cooley-Tukey
TMS32010 20 MHz
l
FFT (looped)

Radix-2 Cooley-Tukey
FFT (looped)n

N

TMS32010 20 MHz
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a

First stage for real data. No multiplication in first stage. Table of precomputed W1 values. Block
floating point. Timed using random data (mean of 128 transforms). This program is an improved
version of an FFT by Roxburgh [1981]. An optimized unwound shift¬and-add software multiply
achieves a 67% reduction in run time compared to the original version. Refer to appendix C.7 for a
listing of this program. The software multiply routine is also listed separately in appendix C.6.
b

First stage for real data. No multiplication in first stage. Table of precomputed Wi values. Block
floating point.
c

First stage for real data. No multiplication in first stage. Block floating point. Table of precomputed
Wi values. MMI-67558 hardware multiplier chip.
d

Complex data. Table of precomputed W1 values. Unsigned 8052 multiply instruction extended to
signed multiplication with software. Table look-up bit reversal. Entire program resides in the 8052
on-chip random-access memory.
eComplex data. Complex multiplication implemented using three real multiplies. 0f Complex data.
Table of precomputed Wi values. No multiplication by W . Complex multiplication implemented
using three real multiplies.
g

Block floating point. Table of precomputed Wi values. Timed using random data (mean of 10
transforms).
h

Block floating point. Table of precomputed Wi values. Timed using random data (mean of 10
transforms). Fixed-point multiply provided by an Intel SBC 310 mathematics processor.
i

Chu and Burrus [1982] used a 2 MHz Z80 clock to allow direct comparison with 8080 timings. The
times shown here have been scaled for 4 MHz.
j

First stage for real data. No multiplication by W0. Table of precomputed W stage. No bit reversal
stage.
k

Real data. Complex conjugate DFT terms not calculated. The prime factor index map and the index
permutation required to convert short prime-length DFT into cyclic convolution are combined into a
single lookup table. The cyclic convolutions are evaluated by table look-up using distributed
arithmetic. The DFT's of length 4 and 8 are evaluated using minimum multiplication convolution.
1

Complex data. Includes windowing. Block floating point. The FFT programs of length 16, 32, and
64 use the 144 words (288 bytes) of TMS32010 fast on-chip random-access memory for data storage.
The FFT programs of length 128 and above supplement the on-chip data memory with external
RAM, which is treated as a peripheral device. To move a data point between the external RAM and
the TMS32010 requires two instructions. The size of the complex-input N = 16 radix-2 FFT program
is 148 words. For N = 1024 the program size is 213 words. The TMS32010 microprocessor has an
efficient sum of products architecture:
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DATA BUS ( 16 BITS)
--+-----+-----------+-------------+---------+---|
|
|
|
|
|
|
| 16
| 16
|
|
|
|
|
| 16
| 16 | 16
+-----------+ +
+ |
|
|
| SHIFTER | | 16 x 16 | |
|
|
| 0-15 BITS | | SIGNED |--+
|
|
+-----------+ |MULTIPLIER|
|
|
|
+----------+
|
|
| 32
| 32
+--+--+
----------------|
\ multiplexer /
Simplified
|
----------block diagram
|
32
|
of the TMS32010
+----------+
|
central arithmetic
|
|
|
logic unit.
|
---------------------|
\
ALU
/
|
---------------| 32
|
|
| 32
|
+-------------+
+-------| ACCUMULATOR |
+-------------+
n

Complex data. Includes windowing. Block floating point. The program size for the straight-line (unwound) complexinput N = 64 radix-2 FFT is 3722 words, which just fits within the 4K word program address space of the TMS32010.
Sufficient data storage for the N = 64 FFT is provided by the 144 words (288 bytes) of TMS32010 fast on-chip randomaccess memory, with 16 words left over for scratchpad use.

The families of FFT run times given by Stigall, Ziemer, and Hudec [1982] closely follow the
ideal Nlog2 N FFT run-time curve in Figure 5.1 (green line with a drop shadow), particularly for
larger N. The benefit of a built-in multiply instruction can be seen by comparing the radix-2 and
radix-4 Gold-Bially FFT results for the 8086 (which has a 30 ps signed multiply instruction) with the
corresponding Gold-Bially results for the software multiply 8080 FFT programs. The approximate
speed increase factor is three for the radix-2, and five for the radix-4. It is interesting that the 8080
radix-2 and radix-4 Gold-Bially FFT times are very similar, whereas the 8086 radix-4 Gold-Bially
FFT is approximately twice as fast as the radix-2. Presumably the higher efficiency of the radix-4
butterflies is offset by the relatively poor 16-bit capabilities of the 8080. Nevertheless, these results
do show that if a hardware multiplier is used, the 8080 microprocessor can approach the performance
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of the 8086, at least in a radix-2 FFT computation. Relative to Nlog2 N, the N = 64 8-bit radix-2 FFT
written for the Z80 by Chu and Burrus [1982] is twice as fast as the N = 256 8-bit Z80 radix-2 FFT
written by Roxburgh [1981] (see appendix C.7). The 8-bit FFT written for the 6800 by Lord [1979] is
relatively slow in comparison. This is illustrated by the fact that even with a hardware multiplier
(which gives a three-times speed increase) it is only slightly faster than the Roxburgh [1981] radix-2
FFT program which uses a software multiply.
The 16-bit distributed arithmetic prime factor FFT programs written for the Z80 by Chu and
Burrus [1982] are three to six times faster than conventional FFT programs running on the 8086 at a
higher clock rate. The 8-bit minimum multiplication convolution PFFT written by Chu and Burrus is
slow compared to the 16-bit distributed arithmetic PFFT, but is fast compared to the other 8-bit
programs discussed above. The Chu and Burrus 8-bit distributed arithmetic prime-factor FFT results
for the Z80 are very fast, being up to 23 times faster than well written conventional FFT algorithms
with the same precision arithmetic.
It is interesting to compare the Z80 SFT and SFT-Hann run times with the FFT results
discussed above. Although the Z80 SFT programs are faster than some of the less efficient
microprocessor FFT implementations shown in Figure 5.1, they cannot compete for speed with the
efficient (although more complicated) distributed arithmetic prime factor algorithms. Taking the
difference in arithmetic precision into account, the SFT programs can match the speed of the Chu and
Burrus distributed arithmetic FFT results for perhaps only two or three DFT terms. The dashed leastsquares linear regression lines fitted to the Chu and Burrus distributed arithmetic results in Figure 5.1
show a slope reasonably close to the Nlog2 N time characteristic of conventional FFT algorithms. The
SFT and SFT-Hann algorithms, on the other hand, have a run time proportional to NL, or for a
constant fraction of the DFT sequence (e.g., L = N/4), a run time proportional to N2. The SFT and
SFT-Hann algorithms can compete with conventional FFT algorithms only because the
proportionality factor is relatively small for simple microprocessors that lack any form of hardware
multiplier or multiplication instruction.
The radix-2 FFT written by Rosenberg [1983] for the Intel 8052 microprocessor achieves
good results mainly due to the advantages of a relatively high clock rate and a built-in multiply
instruction. However, allowing for the 12 MHz clock rate, the 8052 FFT is only slightly faster than
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Fig. 5.1. Speed comparison of various DFT algorithms.
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the Chu and Burrus radix-2 Z80 FFT using a software multiply. One interesting feature of the
Rosenberg FFT is use of table look-up for the bit reversal stage of the FFT. It is unfortunate that the
8052 microprocessor only has an unsigned multiply instruction. Greater speed would have been
achieved if the extra code needed to convert the 8052 unsigned multiply into a signed multiply had
not been required.
The results for the Texas Instruments TMS32010 digital signal processing microprocessor
show that even with a conventional FFT algorithm, an on-chip parallel hardware multiplier and an
architecture optimized for accumulating sums of products can give even bigger gains than all of the
other software and clock-rate improvements combined. The limited on-chip RAM resource of the
TMS32010 (144 16-bit words) means that slower-access external RAM must be used for FFT's
longer than 128 data points. Access to this RAM requires extra instructions, which incurs a time
penalty of approximately 60% in FFT execution. For this reason the TMS32010 looped code runtimes in Figure 5.1 have been split into two groups depending on external RAM usage. Further runtime data for the TMS32010 is given by Hoog [1984]. Compared to the results given here, slightly
higher performance ( ~20%) can be obtained in the looped-code case for larger values of N by using a
combination of straight-line and looped code. The TMS32010, which was the first in the TMS320
family, has been superseded by the TMS32020, and more recently the TMS320C25 (Frantz, Lin,
Reimer, and Bradley [1986]). A larger on-chip RAM area (544 words), extra hardware features, and
an extended instruction set make the TMS320C25 about 3- to 10-times faster than the earlier
TMS32010. Similar microprocessors are now also available from other manufacturers.
In summary, it can be seen from Figure 5.1 that the SFT is efficient only when relatively few
DFT terms are required. However, even when computing a quarter of the DFT sequence,33 it provides
a useful level of machine performance for tasks such as real-time EEG spectral analysis with 0.5 Hz
resolution up to 32 Hz. As discussed in section 4.1, this EEG program currently runs on an 8080based microcomputer using a 2 MHz clock. With a 4 MHz Z80, dual-channel EEG spectral analysis
using the SFT or SFT-Hann algorithms would be possible, and would still leave time over for display
of the results.

33

In practice it is rare to require more than N/4 DFT terms when analyzing the frequency spectrum of real time sequences,
due to error in the high frequency terms caused by aliasing.
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Chapter 6

CONCLUDING REMARKS
In conclusion we note that the two distinct SFT algorithms obtained by expanding (A+B)2 and (A-B)2
are very similar, the only difference being an inversion of signs. In the 8/16-bit N = 256 Z80 program
of the (A-B)2 algorithm (appendix C.2), the subtraction of the sine or cosine term from the xk in the
third term serves to remove an excess N/2 = 128 from both, giving the difference in normal twoscomplement notation. Perhaps unexpectedly, but due to the nature of 8-bit twos-complement
arithmetic, the (A+B)2 version of the Z80 SFT program does not have to be coded differently to take
the 128 offset into account. Apart from a sign change for the real and imaginary sum terms (which
does not matter for the power spectrum), the only other change concerns two instructions in the
SUM-SQUARE-DIFFERENCE macro used by the SFT subroutine. The following two lines:
sub
jp

(hl)
nc,abs#sym

;a := x[k] - (Cos or Sin 2*Pi*n*k/N).

must be changed to:
add
jp

a,(hl)
c,abs#sym

;a := x[k] + (Cos or Sin 2*Pi*n*k/N).

The reason for the jump logic inversion concerns the slightly non-standard Carry logic of the
Z80 microprocessor, inherited from its predecessor, the Intel 808034. With standard Carry logic, the
jump would need to occur on the Carry condition in both cases.
Preliminary experiments applying the Z80 SFT-Hann program to the type of EEG analysis
described in chapter 4 indicate that within the limited dynamic range of the DSA greyscale, the
rectangle window does almost as good a job as the Hann window. The 4-bit (i.e., 16-level) power
greyscale of the DSA display corresponds to a dynamic range of only 10.1og2 (16) = 12 dB, which
does not quite resolve the -13 dB first sidelobe level of the N = 256 rectangle DFT window. However,
even when displaying the full 8-bit dynamic power range available from the Z80 SFT and SFT-Hann
programs, the benefits of the Hann window for EEG processing still do not appear to be very great.
34

Execution of an 8080 addition instruction causes any carry out of the m.s.b. to set the Carry status flag, while no carry
causes the Carry status to be reset. This is Standard Carry logic, also known as Add carry logic. 8080 subtraction
instructions use an inverted logic for the Carry status flag, known as Borrow Carry logic.
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The reason concerns the noise-like properties of the EEG. On average, a spectrally flat (i.e., white)
noise waveform has no leakage. With such waveforms each DFT filter leaks into the others, but the
leakage components tend to cancel. Of course EEG spectra are far from flat, but they do contain very
wide spectral bands. In this situation a DFT window with relatively low leakage, like the Hann
window, cannot offer a large improvement. Nevertheless, in situations where a noisy EEG signal is
mixed with a pure tone (e.g., 50 Hz or 60 Hz mains interference), the reduced leakage of the Hann
window does make a significant difference, allowing the interloper to be seen more easily. A
discussion of the ability of various windows to separate tonal signals from noisy ones is given by
Harris [1978].
It will be obvious that the SFT algorithm can be easily extended to complex time sequences.
Derivation of the inverse SFT algorithm is also straightforward. Such extensions will, however, be of
very limited utility since the SFT algorithm is only worthwhile when relatively few DFT terms are
required.
One possibility that has not yet been explored is application of the quarter-wave symmetry
properties of the sine and cosine functions to the SFT algorithm. As discussed in chapter 1, this can
reduce the execution time of straightforward DFT evaluation by up to 94%. A similar saving should
be possible with the SFT. The disadvantage would be an increase in program size and complexity,
offset to some extent by a smaller sine table containing only the first quadrant. An SFT algorithm
improved in this way could form the basis for a very efficient prime factor FFT.
Although the Hann DFT window gives improved accuracy for wave-forms that extend outside
the window, the rectangular DFT window is often better for transients that lie entirely inside the
window. Dynamic signal analyzers such as the Hewlett Packard 3561A therefore provide windows of
both types. Due to the similarities between the SFT and SFT-Hann algorithms, and the fact that both
algorithms have very similar execution times, it would not be difficult to combine both algorithms
into one (slightly larger) program that could compute either algorithm as required.

----o000o----
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Appendix A

AN ALTERNATIVE DERIVATION OF THE SFT SECOND TERMS
For n  0, N / 2, the second term in equation (2.5) is clearly equal to N. For n  0, N / 2, in other
words, for n  1, 2,

, ( N / 2)  1, ( N / 2)  1,

, N  1, use of the trigonometric identity

cos 2   12  12 cos 2

gives in (2.5),
N 1

 cos2
k 0

2 nk N 1 N 1
4 nk
   cos
N
2 2 k 0
N

n  0,1,

, N  1.

The summation on the right-hand side can be expressed as geometric sums of complex exponentials,
k
k
1
4 nk 1  j 4N n    j 4N n  
 cos N  4   e    e  ,
2
 
 

1  1  e j 4 n
1  e  j 4 n 
 

.
4  1  e j 4  n / N 1  e  j 4 n / N 

If we ignore for the moment that n is integer, equation (1) cannot be immediately simplified.
However, with addition, and grouping of like terms, the right-hand side becomes

1  2  e

4


j 4 n / N

 e j 4 n / N    e j 4 n( N 1)/ N  e j 4 n( N 1)/ N    e j 4 n  e j 4 n  
,
2   e j 4 n / N  e j 4 n / N 


which simplifies to

4 n
4 n( N  1)


1  cos
 cos
 cos 4 n 

1
N
N


4 n
4

1  cos
N



(1)
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Using the trigonometric identity

cos X  cos Y  2sin 12  X  Y  .sin 12 Y  X  ,
this can be further simplified to give

sin

2 n  2 N  1) 
2 n
 sin
N
N
2 n
sin
N

(2)

Using a further trigonometric identity,

sin X  sin Y  2 cos 12  X  Y  sin 12  X  Y  ,
the addition in the numerator of (2) can be transformed into a product by to give

cos

2 n  N  1
sin 2 n
N
.
2 n
2sin
N

Hence in (2.5),

2 nk N
cos 2
 

N
2
k 0

cos

2 nk N
 
N
2

cos

N 1

2 n  N  1
sin 2 n
N
.
2 n
2sin
N

(3)

2 n  N  1
sin 2 n
N
.
2 n
2sin
N

(4)

Similarly in (2.6),
N 1

 sin

2

k 0

We now sample the functions defined in (3) and (4), by considering only integer values of n in the
interval  0, N  . For n  0, N 2, l’Hospital’s rules can be used to obtain the result,

cos
lim

n 0, N 2

2 n  N  1
sin 2 n
N
2 n
2sin
N



N
.
2

For integer values of n  0, N 2, equations (3) and (4) are clearly equal to N/2 since sin 2 n  0.
Hence in (2.5) and (2.6),
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 N
2 2 nk
cos


N
k 0
 N
 2

N
2
N
n  0,
2

(5)


 0
2 2 nk
sin


N
k 0
 N
 2

N
2
N
n  0,
2

(6)

N 1

n  0,

and
N 1

where, n  0,1,

, N  1.

n  0,
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Appendix B

DERIVATION OF THE DFT TEST SEQUENCES
The DFT test sequence {xk } is the complex sequence { X n } defined by
N 1

X n   xkW nk

n  0,1,

, N  1,

(1)

k 0

where W  e j 2 / N is the reciprocal of the Nth principal root of unity. Choosing xk  Q k gives in (1),
N 1

X n   Q kW nk

n  0,1,

.N  1,

k 0

or
N 1

X n    QW n 

k

n  0,1,

, N  1.

(2)

k 0

Equation (2) is in the form of a geometric series, with sum

Xn 

1   QW n 

N

1  QW n

n  0,1,

, N  1.

However, since W nN  e j 2 nN / N  e j 2 n  1, this reduces to

Xn 

1 QN
1  QW n

n  0,1,

, N  1.

(3)

A particular advantage of the xk  Q k test function is that the resulting DFT terms are all nonzero. This is easily shown by setting X n  0 in equation (3). This gives Q N  1, for which the only
solution is N = 0.
As an example of a DFT test sequence generated by the above method, choose Q  0.9  j 0.0
(i.e., Q real), and N = 3. The resulting discrete Fourier transform pair is

 xk   1, 0.9, 0.83 , and
 X n   2.71, 0.145  j 0.779 422 863 4,

0.145  j 0.779 422 863 4 .

The initial values of the {xk } and { X n } sequences can be used to perform a simple
consistency check. Using the DFT definition (1), we can show in (4) that

(4)
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N 1

x

k

k 0

 X 0  2.71

Similarly, the inverse DFT35 which is defined by
xk 

N 1

1
N

X W

 nk

k  0,1,

n

n 0

, N  1,

(5)

can also be used to show in (4) that
1
N

N 1

X
k 0

n



x0
 1.
N

Another method for checking the consistency of any given discrete Fourier transform pair is
given by Parseval’s theorem. Parseval’s theorem equates the energy of {xk } in the time domain, and

{ X n } in the frequency domain. For the DFT it can be written
N 1


k 0

xk

2



1
N

N 1

X
n 0

2
n

.

(6)

Applying (6) to the DFT test sequences in (4), we obtain

x

2

k

 1  0.81  0.656 1  2.466 1

and
1
3

X

2
n

 13  7.344 1  0.027 1  0.027 1  2.4661

A proof of Parseval’s theorem for the DFT can be found in Hsu [1970].

35

To prove that (5) is the inverse of (1), we substitute (1) into (5), and introduce a dummy variable m to
give xk 

N 1 N 1

1
N

 x W
n 0 m0

m

W  nk

k  0,1,

, N  1.

k  0,1,

, N  1.

mn

Interchanging the order of summation over indices m and n,

xk 

1
N

N 1

N 1

m0

n 0

 xm  W  mk n

For m = k, the inner sum clearly equals N. On the other hand, for n  k , the inner sum can be recognized as the sum of
the first N terms of a geometric sequence with ratio
N 1

W  m  k  n 
n 0

Hence, the sum for

W mk ,

1W  
 0, since W  m k  N  e j 2  m k   1.
1  W mk
mk N

xm reduces to
1
N

xk N  xk .
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Appendix D

GLOSSARY OF TERMS
ANALOG WAVEFORM - A waveform that is continuous in time and amplitude.
See also WAVEFORM SAMPLING.
BAND-LIMITED - A signal is band-limited at the frequency f c if its Fourier transform is zero for

f  fc .
BINARY DIGIT - A number in radix two notation is composed of binary digits. The set of binary
digits is {0,1}.
BIT - A contraction of binary digit.
BLOCK FLOATING-POINT - See DIGITAL.
BUFFER - A temporary storage area in the memory of a computer. Buffers are often used during
data transfers, particularly in interrupt-driven computer systems, where operations between different
parts of the system operating at different speeds must be overlapped in time. Buffers for real-time
data acquisition and processing often have a circular (i.e., ring) organization, with two pointers IN
and OUT that “wrap-around” when the end of the buffer is reached. Synchronization is achieved by
making the process controlling the OUT pointer go to sleep whenever the OUT pointer catches up
with the IN pointer.
BYTE - A sequence of binary digits operated upon as a unit and usually shorter than a word. In recent
usage the term almost exclusively refers to a unit of 8 bits.
CHIRP Z-TRANSFORM - A computational algorithm for numerically evaluating the z-transform of
a sequence of N samples. The evaluation can be performed for M points in the z-plane which lie on
circular or spiral contours beginning at any arbitrary point in the z-plane. The angular spacing of the
points is an arbitrary constant.
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CONVOLUTION - The convolution of two continuous-time functions x(t ) and h(t ) can be defined by

y t  



 x  n h t  n  dn,



or briefly,

y t   x t   h t  .
See also CONVOLUTION THEOREM, and DISCRETE CONVOLUTION.
CONVOLUTION THEOREM - Given that x(t ) has the Fourier transform X ( f ), and h(t ) has the
Fourier transform H ( f ), the convolution theorem can be written as the Fourier transform pair,

x t   h t   X  f  H  f  .
A related theorem is the frequency convolution theorem,

x t  h t   X  f   H  f  .
These relationships show the equivalence of convolution and multiplication between the frequency and
time domains. Both theorems can be proved from the definitions of the convolution integral and the
Fourier transform. See also DISCRETE CONVOLUTION.
CYCLIC CONVOLUTION - See DISCRETE CONVOLUTION.
DIGITAL - The representation of numerical data by means of a finite series of digits in a given base
(radix). The most common representations are fixed-point, floating-point, and block floating-point. A
fixed-point number has a fixed radix point. Digits to the left of the radix point are called the integer
part and digits to the right are called the fraction part. A floating point number is composed of two
fixed-point numbers, the mantissa and exponent. A floating-point number is equal to the product of
the mantissa and the number base of the exponent raised to the power denoted by the exponent. Block
floating-point is a convenient way of storing an array (block) of floating-point numbers, representing
each as a fixed point number, together with a single exponent for the whole array. Because block
floating-point numbers save memory and reduce the number of memory accesses required, they are
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often used in realizations of the fast Fourier transform (FFT). See also SIGNED NUMBER, and
TWOS COMPLEMENT.
DIGITAL FILTER - A linear time-invariant discrete-time system described by a linear constantcoefficient difference equation of the form
M

L

k 0

k 1

yn   ak xn  k   bk yn k

n

where {xn } is the input signal, { yn } the output signal, and a0 , a1 ,

, 1, 0,1,

, aM , b1 , b2 ,

, bL are constant

coefficients, is commonly called a digital filter (Peled and Liu [1976]). If the bk are not all zero, the
output yn requires one or more previously calculated outputs. A filter of this type is said to be
recursive. On the other hand, if all of the bk are zero, the filter performs simple discrete convolution,
and is said to be nonrecursive. See also DISCRETE CONVOLUTION.
DIGITAL WAVEFORM - A sequence produced by digital circuitry, as for example, when an
analog-to-digital converter (ADC) is used to sample an analog waveform. Digital waveforms are
quantized in both time and amplitude. See also WAVEFORM SAMPLING.
DISCRETE CONVOLUTION - The discrete-time counterpart of the convolution integral is defined
by the sum


yn   xk hn  k

n

, 1, 0,1,

(1)



or briefly,

yn  xn  hn .

(2)

This expression describes the input-output relationship of a linear time-invariant discrete-time system,
where the sequences {xn } and { yn } are respectively the input and output signals, and {hn } is the impulse
response of the system. The sequence { yn } can be considered to be a type of weighted running average
of the sequence {xn }, with the weights provided by the terms of {hn }. When the sequence {hn } has a
finite number of terms, the system is said to have a finite impulse response (FIR), otherwise the
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system is said to have an infinite impulse response (IIR). If hn  0 for n  0, then the system is
physically realizable.
For machine computation a finite summation is required. By redefining {xn } and {hn } to be sequences
of length N, zero outside the interval [0, N-1], we can redefine (1) as finite discrete convolution,
N 1

yn   xk hn k

n  0,1,

, N  1.

(3)

k 0

Convolution, like scalar multiplication, is commutative. This can be shown by substituting n  k  m
in (3), so that k  n  m. Using the convolution theorem, finite discrete convolution may be calculated
using the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) and its inverse,

 yn   DFT1  DFT xk  . DFT hk   .

(4)

If a fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm is used, (4) is called fast convolution. Number theoretic
transforms (NTT) (McClellan and Rader [1979]) can also be used to compute fast convolution.
However, transform methods for computing discrete convolution differ from direct calculation
because the convolution sequences so obtained are periodic with period N (due to modulo arithmetic
on the indices, which is equivalent to periodic extension of the sequences). The finite discrete
convolution in equation (3) can be changed into periodic discrete convolution by interpreting the

n  k index cyclically with a cycle of N. In other words,
N 1

yn   xk h n  k  mod N

n  0,1,

, N  1.

(5)

k 0

Periodic convolution is also called cyclic or circular discrete convolution, or simply cyclic
convolution. Normal finite discrete convolution can be calculated by cyclic convolution if N zeros are
appended to the {xk } and {hk } sequences to prevent wraparound or aliasing. The topic of aliasing error in
cyclic convolution is discussed in detail by Otnes and Enochson [1978, pp. 295-303].
Certain simple sequences have special properties under convolution. For example, the equivalent
sequences {1, 0, 0, 0, }, { , 0, 0,1, 0, 0, }, and {1} are discrete-time analogs of the unit impulse
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function. For example, if we define {s} to be any sequence, convolution with {1} gives the result,

1 s  s
The sequence {1 n ,1 n ,1 n ,
related sequence, {1,1,1,

(n terms)

(n terms)

,1 n} generates a running mean over n terms, while the

,1}, generates a running sum. The sequence {1,1,1,1,...}

generates another sequence whose nth term is the sum of the first n terms of the sequence it is
convolved with. The sequence {1,-1} takes the first finite difference of the terms of another sequence.
These last two sequences are inverses because their convolution is the unit impulse,

1,1,1,1,   1, 1  1,0,0,0, .
Another notation for finite discrete convolution is transmission matrix representation. For example,
equation (3) can be rewritten as the matrix product
H X  Y,

(6)

where X and Y are column matrix representations of the sequences {xn } and { yn } , and H is a
(2 N  1)  N rectangular convolution matrix constructed from the sequence {hn }, such that

hnk  hnk ,
 h0

 h1
 h2


 hN 1

 0


 0
 0


0
h0
h1
h2
hN 1
0
0

0
0
h0
h1
h2
hN 1
0
0

0   x0   y0 

 

  x1   y1 
0   x2    y2 

 

0 
 

h0   xN 1   y N 1 



h1 
 yN 
y 
h2 

 N 1 

 yN  2 



hN 1 


y

 2 N 1 

(7)

If the last N-1 rows of H are removed so that it becomes an N  N square matrix, then only the first N
terms of the convolution sequence { yn } are obtained, indicated by the dashed lines in equation (7).
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On the other hand, if {hn } is periodically extended with period N, so that hn  hn  N , then
the N  N square matrix obtained by removing the last N-1 rows of H gives N-point cyclic
convolution as defined by (5) (Agarwal and Burrus [1974]). The resulting N  N cyclic convolution
matrix is given by hnk  h nk mod N  ,

 h0 hN 1

h0
 h1
 h2
h1

h2

h
 N 1

h2
hN 1
h
h1

h1  x0   y0 

 

h2  x1   y1 
 x2    y2 

 

hN 1 
 




h0  xN 1   yN 1 

(8)

The lower triangle of the cyclic convolution matrix is the same as for the non-cyclic N  N case. In
both cases the convolution matrix has a constant diagonal structure.
Since convolution, like ordinary scalar multiplication, is commutative, but matrix multiplication is
generally not, the question arises whether the matrix representation of convolution is valid. The
solution lies in the use of appropriate matrix forms in each case. For example, the convolution
{1, 2,1} {1, 2,3}, when evaluated as a cyclic convolution, can be written in matrix form as

 1 3 2  1   3 

   
 2 1 3  2    3  ,
 3 2 1  1   0 

   
whereas the commutated cyclic convolution {1, 2,3} {1, 2,1} has a different matrix representation,
given by

 1 1 2  1   3 

   
 2 1 1  2    3  .
 1 2 1  3   0 

   
Both forms give the same expected result. The non-cyclic case behaves similarly:
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1

2
3

0
0


0
1
2
3
0

0
1
 1
 
0   0 
 
1   2    0  ;

 
2   1   4 
 3
3 
 

1 0 0
1

 1  
 2 1 0     0 
 1 2 1   2    0 

    
0
1

2

  3   4 
0 0 1
 3


 

Very often {hn } is a relatively short sequence, say the impulse response of an FIR filter, and {xn } is an
indefinitely long sequence arriving continuously at a given rate. The discrete convolution of these
sequences is
N 1

yn   hk xn  k

n

, 1, 0,1,

k 0

The problem of performing indefinitely long convolution can be avoided by partitioning the input
sequence {xn } into short pieces, each of length N. The indefinitely long output sequence { yn } can be
obtained by convolving {hn } with each of the short sequences and then combining the results. The two
well-known methods are overlap-add and overlap-save (Brigham [1974, pp. 206-217]; Peled and Liu
[1976, pp. 159-164]).
Straightforward evaluation of discrete convolution (3) requires N 2 multiplications. If sequences of
length N  2m are padded with N zeros for alias-free non-cyclic convolution using FFT as defined by
(4), the number of (complex) multiplications is approximately 3Nm. Assuming that each complex
multiplication requires three real multiplications, this makes FFT convolution faster than
straightforward convolution for N > 64. But FFT convolution is far from optimal. Using results from
number theory, Winograd [1976] showed that for constant coefficients, the minimum number of
multiplications for N-point cyclic convolution is 2N-K, where K is the number of irreducible factors
of N. Agarwal and Cooley [1977] describe methods that achieve or come close to achieving this
minimum for small N. For larger N, Agarwal and Cooley give multi-dimensional factorization
methods that are more efficient than the FFT approach up to N around 420. However, for small N and
constant coefficients, there is another realization of discrete convolution that eliminates the need for
multiplication altogether. It uses an arithmetic structure called distributed arithmetic (Croisier et al.
[1973]; Peled and Liu [1974, 1976]; Burrus [1977]), to calculate (3) using only NB shift-and-add
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operations, where B is the word-length in bits.
See also CONVOLUTION, CONVOLUTION THEOREM, and DISTRIBUTED ARITHMETIC.
DISCRETE CORRELATION - The discrete correlation of two sequences {xn } and { yn } is defined
by the sum


yn   xk hn  k

n

, 1, 0,1,



Discrete correlation differs from discrete convolution in that there is no data reversal. Discrete
correlation is identical with discrete convolution when either {xn } or {hn } is an even sequence.
DISCRETE FOURIER TRANSFORM (DFT) - An approximation of the Fourier integral (or
transform) that is amenable to digital computer evaluation. Whereas the Fourier transform represents
both time and frequency as continuous variables, the DFT represents them both as discrete sequences.
Any difference between the DFT and the Fourier transform is strictly a function of the waveform
being analyzed, and only arises due to sampling and truncation considerations.
The DFT of a sequence {xk : k  0,1,

, N 1} can be defined by the finite summation

N 1

X n   xkW nk

n  0,1,

, N  1,

(1)

k 0

where W  e j 2 / N is the reciprocal of the Nth principal root of unity. This transform has an inverse
defined by
xk 

1
N

N 1

X W
n 0

 nk

k  0,1,

n

, N  1.

(2)

An alternative definition of the inverse DFT is


1  N 1  nk 
xk    X n W 
N  n 0


k  0,1,

, N  1.

where * indicates complex conjugation. Equations (1) and (2) are called the discrete Fourier
transform pair, a relationship that can be indicated using the notation

(3)
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xk 



 X n .

The sequence {xk } can be real or complex, but the sequence { X n } is generally always complex.
See also FOURIER TRANSFORM, and FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM.
DISCRETE FREQUENCY SEQUENCE - A sequence that has a discrete value of frequency
assigned to each of its terms.
DISCRETE-TIME SEQUENCE - A sequence that has a discrete value of time assigned to each of
its terms. Discrete-time sequences that can take on a continuum of data values are also called sampleddata waveforms. Sampled-data waveforms can be produced by sampling an analog waveform. A
digital waveform is obtained from a sampled-data waveform by using an analog-to-digital converter
(ADC) to encode it into digital samples of B bits each. See also WAVEFORM SAMPLING.
DISTRIBUTED ARITHMETIC - An arithmetic structure that computes the inner product of two
N-element vectors using only B shift-and-add operations, where B is the word length in bits, and is
independent of N. In place of multiplication, distributed arithmetic uses a 2N by B-bit lookup table that
contains all possible partial products of the input data values. The method is limited to situations
where one of the vectors is predetermined, as is usual in digital filtering, discrete convolution, and
discrete Fourier transformation. Normally the lookup table would be stored in read only memory
(ROM), but if read/write memory is used, new lookup tables can be loaded as required. The
exponential table size growth-rate limits N to relatively small values unless partitioning methods are
used. Partitioning trades off an exponential decrease in table size for a linear increase in the amount
of arithmetic required. Refer to chapter 1 for a more detailed discussion of distributed arithmetic.
FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM (FFT) - An algorithm for efficiently calculating the discrete
Fourier transform (DFT) that exploits the computational savings that result when the DFT is obtained
as a suitable combination of shorter-length transforms. The length of the input sequence should be
highly composite, preferably a power of two. The FFT can be viewed as a series of matrix operations
on the input data, where the matrices are factors of the DFT matrix operator. Various factorizations of
the DFT matrix have been used to develop a large number of distinct FFT algorithms. The DFT
calculation is given in matrix form by
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WX  Y

(1)

where W is the N  N DFT matrix operator defined by wnk  W nk  e j 2 nk / N , and the resulting
column matrix Y is called the DFT of the column matrix X.

 w0.0
 1.0
 w
 2.0
 w


 w N 1.0


w0. N 1   x0   y0 

 

w1. N 1   x1   y1 

w2. N 1   x2    y2 

 


 


 y 
 N 1. N 1  
x
w
  N 1   N 1 

w0.1
w1.1
w2.1
w N 1.1

If N is composite with m factors, i.e., N  r1 r2

(2)

rm , the DFT matrix can be expressed as the product of

m+1 sparse matrices

P Wm Wm1

W2 W1  W

(3)

where matrix Wi corresponds to factor ri and P is always a permutation matrix. Thus equation (1)
becomes

P Wm Wm1

W2 W1X  Y

(4)

By skipping multiplication by 0 or 1, computational savings result. An important special case is when

r1  r2 

 rm  2. An FFT algorithm with identical factors, r, is called a radix-r FFT, and an FFT

with different factors is called a mixed-radix FFT algorithm. Whereas straightforward (naive) DFT
evaluation requires N 2 complex multiplications and N(N-1) complex additions, it can be shown
(Brigham [1974]; Peled and Liu [1976]) that a length- N  2m FFT requires only Nm/2 complex
multiplications and Nm complex additions. When compared to direct DFT evaluation, the
approximate reduction in computation is

N2
2N

,
Nm / 2 m
which for N = 512 = 29 is a reduction of 99 percent.

(5)
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m
By way of illustration, consider the special case N  2  4, m  2 (i.e., radix-2), for which the DFT

matrix is

 w0
 0
w
W  0
w
 0
w

w0
w1
w2
w3

w0 

w3 
.
w6 

w9 

w0
w2
w4
w6

(6)

This matrix can be factored into m+1 = 3 sparse matrices,

P W2 W1  W,
where P is a permutation matrix that serves to unscramble the bit-reversed row ordering. The CooleyTukey factorization for the N=4 radix-2 FFT (Brigham and Morrow [1967]; Brigham [1974, pp. 173174]) is

1

0
0

0

0
0
1
0

0
1
0
0

0   1 w0

0   1 w2
00 0

1   0 0

0 0  1

0 0  0
1 w1  1

1 w3 
 0

0 w0
1 0
0 w2
1 0

0   x0   y0 
   
w0   x1   y1 

.
0   x2   y2 
   
w2   x3   y3 

(7)

Notice that this factorization gives

1

1
P W2 W1  
1

1

w0
w1
w2
w3

w0
w2
w0
w2

w0 

w3 
.
w2 

w1 

(8)

By using the relationship wnk  wnk mod N , and the result w0  1, (8) is seen to be identical to (6). Note
that some of the w0 terms in (7) were deliberately not reduced to 1 in order to develop a generalized
result. Since for the N = 4 case w2   w0 and w1   w3 , equation (7) reduces to
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1

0
0

0

0
0
1
0

0
1
0
0

0   1 w0

0   1  w0
00 0

1   0 0

0 0  1

0 0  0
1 w1  1

1  w1 
 0

0 w0
1 0
0  w0
1 0

0   x0   y0 
   
w0   x1   y1 

.
0   x2   y2 
   
 w0   x3   y3 

Skipping multiplication by 0 or 1, it is easily verified that this matrix product requires only Nm/2 = 4
complex multiplications and Nm = 8 complex additions.
Further optimization of the radix-2 FFT is possible using the results wN /4   j and w3 N /4  j. When
applied to the N = 4 algorithm, this reduces the number of multiplications to zero. The number of
complex additions remains unchanged.
FIXED-POINT - See DIGITAL.
FLOATING-POINT - See DIGITAL.
FOLDING FREQUENCY - See WAVEFORM SAMPLING.
FOURIER ANALYSIS - The representation of a set of data in terms of trigonometric series.
FOURIER INTEGRAL. See FOURIER TRANSFORM, and DISCRETE FOURIER TRANSFORM.
FOURIER SERIES - The Fourier series representation of a real-valued periodic time function x(t),
with period T is

2 nt
2 nt 

x  t   a0    an cos
 bn sin
,
T
T 
n 1 

where
T 2

a0 

1
x  t  dt ,
T T 2

an 

2
2 nt
x  t  cos
dt ,

T T 2
T

bn 

2
2 nt
x  t  sin
dt ,

T T 2
T

T 2

T 2

and
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are called the Fourier coefficients. The integer n is known as the harmonic number. The frequency of
the nth harmonic is n/T. It is necessary for the function x(t) to be integrable over its period; otherwise
it is arbitrary. The Fourier series can be regarded as an extreme case of the Fourier transform where
analysis of a strictly periodic function causes the Fourier integral to degenerate into an infinite sum of
impulses. Since x(t) is real, the negative frequency half of the Fourier transform contains redundant
information. Hence, by doubling the weight of the an and bn coefficients, the negative frequencies can
be ignored in the summation. The a0 coefficient remains unweighted because zero frequency is selfnegative. Dividing the period of x(t) into N+1 equidistant points, the above integrals can be
numerically integrated. It is computationally more convenient if the origin is shifted to the left-hand
end of the data, and the right-hand end-point deleted (it becomes the first point of the next period),
making a total of N points.

1
N
2
An 
N
2
Bn 
N
1
AN 2 
N
A0 

N 1

x
k 0

k

2 nk
N
k 0
N 1
2 nk
xk sin

N
k 0
N 1

x

k

N 1

x
k 0

k

cos

n  1, 2,
n  1, 2,

N
1
2
N
, 1
2
,

cos  k

The fact that these sums only approximate the corresponding integrals is indicated by the use of upper
case letters for the Fourier coefficients. Note that A0 is just the mean value of the data sequence. The
AN/2 Fourier coefficient is unweighted due to aliasing. Apart from a scaling factor of 2/N (1/N for the
A0 and AN/2 coefficients), and a plus sign for the Bn terms, these summations exactly define the DFT of
a real sequence {xk }. The nth DFT term can thus be expressed in terms of the Fourier series
coefficients as the complex quantity ( N 2)( An  jBn ), n  0, and N ( An  jBn ), n  0, N 2.
Although the finite DFT sum only approximates the Fourier integral transform, for suitably bandlimited functions (i.e., functions that can be exactly represented with a finite number of Fourier
coefficients), periodic over the DFT measurement interval, the DFT is exact.
See also FOURIER TRANSFORM, and DISCRETE FOURIER TRANSFORM.
FOURIER TRANSFORM - The Fourier transform of a function is its frequency domain
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representation. Because of the importance of the Fourier transform for analyzing time-varying
waveforms, the independent variable is generally defined to be time. However, in applications
requiring spatial frequency (e.g., image processing, antenna radiation patterns, heat conduction), the
independent variable is length. The Fourier transform can be defined by the Fourier integral,


Xf 

 x t  e

 j 2 ft

(1)

dt.



If the Fourier integral exists for every value of f, then X(f) is called the Fourier transform of x(t). The
inverse Fourier transform can be defined by

x t  



 X  f e

j 2 ft

(2)

df ,



Or alternatively, by


 

x  t     X  f  e j 2 ft df  ,
 


(3)

where * indicates complex conjugation. Equations (1) and (2) are called the Fourier transform pair, a
relationship that can be indicated using the notation,

x t   X  f .
In general, the Fourier transform is a complex function, X  f   Re  X  f    j Im  X  f  

 X ( f ) e j ( f ) , where X  f  is the amplitude spectrum of x  t  , given by
Re2  X  f    Im2  X  f   or alternatively by X  f  . X   f  , and   f  is the phase spectrum





of x  t  , given by tan1 Im X  f   / Re X  f   . The quantity X  f  is called the power spectrum.
2

A sufficient (but not necessary) condition for the existence of X  f  is


 x  t  dt

 .



In other words, if x  t  is absolutely integrable, then X  f  exists. A similar condition, based on energy
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considerations (McClellan and Rader [1979]), states that the Fourier transform pair is well defined for
all functions that have finite energy,


 x t 

2

dt  .



Parseval's theorem shows that the energy of x(t) computed in the time domain is equal to the energy of
X(f) computed in the frequency domain,




x  t  dt 
2







X  f  df .
2



Periodic functions and some other infinite functions such as the unit step do not satisfy the above
conditions without the introduction of some results from distribution theory (Brigham 1974, p.224]).
However, since machine computation of the Fourier integral must of necessity be finite, the above
conditions are generally satisfied. The choice of the truncation (windowing) function used to make an
infinite function finite is important because its shape modifies the Fourier transform. This result is
expressed most clearly as a spectral convolution,

X   f   X  f  W  f  ,
where W(f) is the Fourier transform of the truncation function w(t), X(f) is the Fourier transform of the
periodic function x(t), and is the convolution operator. See also FOURIER SERIES, DISCRETE,
FOURIER TRANSFORM, FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM, CONVOLUTION, CONVOLUTION
THEOREM, and DISCRETE CONVOLUTION.
GEOMETRIC SERIES - A series of the form1  a1  a 2 
sum of the finite geometric series 1  a r  a 2 r 

 N

rk
a   1  a rN

i 0

 1  ar
N 1

 aN 

is called a geometric series. The

 a ( N 1) r is,

ar  1
otherwise.

HARMONIC ANALYSIS - See FOURIER ANALYSIS.
MACRO - An abbreviation of macro-instruction. A single computer instruction that stands for a
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given sequence of such instructions.
NUMBER BASE - See RADIX
NYBBLE - A sequence of binary digits operated upon as a unit and shorter than a byte. The term
commonly refers to a unit of 4-bits, or half a byte.
ONES-COMPLEMENT - A system for representing signed numbers in which the negative of a
given positive number is obtained by complementing all of the bits in the number. As in the case of
twos-complement, ones-complement numbers can be either fractional or integer.
See also SIGNED NUMBER.
POWER SPECTRUM - See FOURIER TRANSFORM.
RADIX - In the positional notation for numbers defined by
q

n

dR

i  m

i

i

0  di  R  1 (di , R integers),

R is called the radix or base of the number. The three most common number systems used in
computers are binary (radix 2), octal (radix 8), decimal (radix 10), and hexadecimal (radix 16). To
avoid confusion, the radix of a number is often written in parentheses as a subscript. For example,
101(2) is the number 5 in binary notation. The number of symbols used to represent the possible
values of di for a particular radix is equal to the radix. The set of digit symbols used in hexadecimal
notation is {0,

,9, A,

, F} .

RESIDUE ARITHMETIC - A form of integer arithmetic performed on residue classes. If m is a
given positive integer, every integer. b can be written uniquely in the form
b  qm  r

r  0,1,

, m  1.

(1)

where q, an integer, is the quotient b/m, and r is the remainder. If two integers have the same
remainder modulo m, they are said to be congruent. A residue class is a set of numbers congruent to
some chosen integer with respect to a modulus. Given an integer b, and a positive integer m, there are
m residue classes with members c defined by,
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c  b mod m.

(2)

Equation (2) is equivalent to the assertion m | (c  b) , i.e., m divides c  b.
Residue arithmetic has no need for carries from digits of lesser significance to digits of greater
significance, giving it a speed advantage compared to ordinary arithmetic. Before residue arithmetic
can be performed on ordinary fixed radix, weighted integers, they must first be converted to their
residue number system (RNS) representation. The RNS is defined in terms of a set of relatively prime
moduli m1 , m2 ,

, mn . Any integer X in the residue class Z M , where M  m1.m2 .

.mn , has a unique

n-tuple representation given by

X

RNS


 x1, x2 ,

, xn 

(3)

where xi  X mod m is called the ith residue of X. Residue arithmetic has been used for constructing
high speed digital filters and transforms. Refer to Taylor [1984] for more detail.
SAMPLED-DATA WAVEFORM - See DISCRETE-TIME SEQUENCE.
SAMPLING - See WAVEFORM SAMPLING.
SEQUENCE - Any succession of numbers, a1 , a2 , a3 ,
sequence. A finite sequence a1 , a2 ,

. These numbers are called terms of the

, aN is one that has a finite number of terms. An infinite

sequence has no last term. A compact notation for the sequence a1 , a2 , a3 ,
SERIES - The sum of the terms of a sequence. For example, if a1 , a2 ,

a1  a2 

, an is {an }.

, aN is a finite sequence, the sum

 aN is the corresponding finite series. A more concise notation is
N

a
n 1

In a like manner, the infinite series a1  a2 

n

 aN 


a
n 1

n

can be written
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In time-series analysis, a series is also defined as a succession of quantities each derived from the
preceding quantity or quantities according to some fixed law or model.
SIGN AND MAGNITUDE - A system for representing signed numbers in which the magnitude of a
number is expressed as a positive binary number and the sign of the number is represented by an
additional binary digit to the left of the MSB. The sign bit is 0 for a positive number and 1 if the
number is negative. As in the case of twos-complement numbers, sign-and-magnitude numbers can be
either fractional or integer. See also SIGNED NUMBER.
SIGNAL - See ANALOG WAVEFORM, DIGITAL WAVEFORM.
SIGNED NUMBER - A number that can be positive or negative. Three common systems for
representing signed numbers are sign and magnitude, ones-complement, and twos-complement. All
three systems have the same representation for positive numbers.
TRUNCATION FUNCTION - See FOURIER TRANSFORM.
TWOS-COMPLEMENT - A system for representing signed numbers. Depending on the binary
weights assigned to each bit, twos-complement numbers can be either fractional or integer. The two
notations differ only by a 2B-1 scaling factor. Thus the negative twos-complement integer 1101 = -3
has the same 4-bit representation as the fraction -3/23 = -3/8 = -0.375.
(1) Fractional notation. Let the sequence {x0 , x1 ,

, xB 1} be the B-bit fractional twos-complement

representation of the signed binary number x. If the first bit (sign bit) is assumed to have a weight
of -1, the decimal value of x is given by

 B 1

x    xb 2b   x0 .
 b 1

The largest number in this notation is 1  2 B 1  01111 1, and the smallest is 1  10000

0. The

binary point is implied to the right of the sign bit. For example, the sequence {1,1,0,1} represents the
twos-complement fractional binary number 1101 = 1.101 = -0.375.
(2) Integer notation. Let the sequence {x0 , x1 ,

, xB 1} be the B-bit twos-complement representation
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of the signed binary integer x. If the first bit (sign bit) is assumed to have a weight of 2 B1 , the
decimal value of x is given by

 B 2

x    xb 2b   xB 1 2 B 1.
 b 0

The largest number in this notation is 2B1  1  01111 1, and the smallest is 2 B1  10000

0.

See also SIGNED NUMBER.
WAVEFORM SAMPLING - If h(t) is an analog waveform that is continuous at t  nt for
n

, 1, 0,1,

, then

hn





 h  nt    t  nt 

n 

defines a sampling process on h(t), with sampling interval t. (Note: this definition uses some results
from distribution theory. See, for example, Brigham [1974, p. 80, pp. 228-229]). The resulting
discrete-time sequence {hn} equals the values of the continuous-time waveform h(t) at the sampling
instants. The terms of the sequence {hn} are called samples of h(t), and may take on a continuum of
amplitude values. Such a sequence is called a sampled-data waveform. A sequence of samples that
have been quantized in amplitude is called a digital waveform. The reciprocal of the sampling interval
(also called the sampling period), is the sampling frequency or sampling rate.
WINDOW FUNCTION - See FOURIER TRANSFORM.
Z-TRANSFORM - Given a sequence {xk }, its z-transform is defined by
X  z 



xz

k 

k

k

,

(1)

where z is complex valued. The sequence {xk } is called the inverse z-transform of X(z). The series on
the right side of (1) converges when z is in a certain region of the complex plane. For example, the ztransform of the digital waveform

{ 1, 2, 4, 3, 2}
k 0
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is the polynomial

X  z   1  2z 1  4z 2  3z 3  2 z 4 .
Although many commonly encountered waveforms are infinite in extent, X(z) can often be evaluated
in closed form. For example, the step function given by the infinite sequence has the z-transform
1
1  z 1

.

Properties of the z-transform:
(1) Convolution in the time domain corresponds to multiplication in the z-domain. For example, if
X(z), A(z), and B(z) are the z-transforms of sequences {xk }, {ak }, and {bk }, respectively, then the
convolution yk  ak  bk in the time domain corresponds to the multiplication Y(z) = A(z) B(z) in the zdomain.
(2) The z-transform evaluated on the unit circle z  e j 2 f

fs

, where fs is the sampling frequency,

corresponds to the discrete Fourier transform.
Refer to Peled and Liu [1976] for a more complete discussion of the z-transform. See also CHIRP ZTRANSFORM, DISCRETE FOURIER TRANSFORM, CONVOLUTION, CONVOLUTION
THEOREM, and DISCRETE CONVOLUTION

—FIN—
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ERRATA for THE SIMPLE FOURIER TRANSFORM

(Relevant to the original bound edition, The Simple Fourier Transform by Alastair Roxburgh,
submitted for the degree of Master of Science in Physics at the University of Otago, Dunedin,
New Zealand 10th March 1987
Errata Version #1.1
Location

3rd page of Table of
Symbols and
Abbreviations
p. 64, 2nd paragraph

p. 67, 2nd-to-last
line
p. 79, 10th line
p. 92, equ (3.22)
p. 92, equ (3.22)

Saturday, 30th April 2022
Error
Correction for
Original Bound
Thesis
Terminology, {xk}
Change {xk} to {wk}
DFT temporal
sequence
Harris’ verbal
Replace “maximum
description of coherent value” with “length”.
gain (CG) is somewhat
misleading
LH parenthesis missing Should be [ ( exp(prior to exp(-2pi…),
2…+ ( exp(-…)…
twice.
Two occurrences in
same line.
“the this frequency”
Delete “the”
Missing “)” in RHS of
Denominator should
denominator
read sin2((…))
Change 4/N to 2/N
4/N

p. 93, line 4
p. 107

Error in numerator sin2
(Nf/2fs)
…(2/8) dB should
have the 2 after the 
superscripted
sampling
Word repeated “as as”

p. 147

3rd and 7th lines

p. 92 equ (3.22)
p. 92, line after equ
(3.23)

36

In numerator, change
2fs to fs.
Equ (3.24) should
read …(2/8) dB
Change to “samples”
Should be “data, as
shown”
Change (2.3a) to
(2.4a), and change
(2.3b) to (2.4b).

Page Number in
the PDF Edition,
& Other Details
p. xv

p. 45
Has an improved
description of CG36
p. 48

p. 53
p. 64
p. 64. Corrects the error
in normalization factor.
p. 64
p. 64

p. 65
p. 75
p. 106
“gives in (2.5)”

The coherent gain (CG) of a DFT window is the zero frequency gain (DC gain) of the window. It is
calculated (Harris [1978]) by normalizing the maximum amplitude of the window to 1 and then
summing the terms of the window sequence. The result is then divided by N, the length of the
window,
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p. 148

The line before (A.3)
and the line before
(A.4)

p. 149

Line 2 (the line before
(A.5))

p. 151

Footnote

p. 225

DIGITAL FILTER
entry.

p. 226

Last line of DIGITAL
FILTER (=line 6)
Last line of page.

p. 227
p. 230

Column matrices
(-2 2 0) (two places).

p. 238

Delete 1st sentence of
2nd paragraph:
“The commutative
property of…is not
generally
commutative.”
f(t)

p. 248

z-transform exponents

Change (2.3a) to
(2.4a), and change
(2.3b) to (2.4b).
Should now read
“Hence in (2.4a)” and
“Similarly in (2.4b)”,
respectively.
Change (2.3a) to
(2.4a), and change
(2.3b) to (2.4b).
Should be “To prove
B.5 is the inverse of
B.1…” (not “…the
inverse of B.4”)
“time-invariant” is
missing a hyphen,
and “linear constant”
is missing “coefficient”
“and” instead of “an”
Cyclically, instead of
cyclicly
Change two instances
of (-2 2 0) to (-3 3 0).
Also replace the
erroneous text with
boxed text shown
below this table. I
suggest you print it and

p. 107
(2.4a) and (2.4b) are
renumbered (2.5) and
(2.6) in the PDF.
“Hence in (2.5) and
(2.6),”
(2.4a) and (2.4b) are
renumbered (2.5) and
(2.6) in the PDF.
p. 110
“To prove (5) is the
inverse of (1), we
substitute (1) into (5)…”
p. 183
“A linear time-invariant
discrete-time system
described by a linear
constant-coefficient
difference…”
p. 183
“, and is said…”
p. 184
Line before equ. (5).
p. 186
This error is probably
the most egregious of
all. Fortunately it is in
the Glossary of terms,
and not the main text!

paste it into your bound
copy.

Change f(t) to x(t) in
the three integrals.
Should be -1,-2,-3,-4
instead of -1,-2,-4,-5

p. 194-5
Corrected.

The following page can be printed, and after trimming, may be pasted onto the appropriate part of
page 230 (Appendix D, GLOSSARY OF TERMS) of the original bound copies of the thesis:

203

Since convolution, like ordinary scalar multiplication, is
commutative, but matrix multiplication is generally not, the
question arises whether the matrix representation of convolution is
valid. The solution lies in the use of appropriate matrix forms in
each case. For example, the convolution {1,-2,-1}*{1,2,3}, when
evaluated as a cyclic convolution, can be written in matrix form as

